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To my mum, the most precious and loving soul

To all my teachers





It doesn’t interest me what you do for a living.
I want to know what you ache for –

and if you dare to dream of meeting your heart’s longing.
It doesn’t interest me how old you are.

I want to know if you will risk looking like a fool –
for love – for your dreams – for the adventure of being alive.

— Oriah Mountain Dreamer

P R E FA C E

It was early 2012, I was graduating with a Diploma in physics – slightly
more than seven years ago – it should mark the start of an incredible
journey with many unexpected yet interesting and rewarding out-
comes along the road. Thinking back about that time, I can confidently
say now that quite a lot has changed, if not even going further in
saying everything has changed. Back then, I just decided to not stay back
at home, pursuing a PhD where I graduated – even though I had the
chance to do so. I was standing there without any idea of where life
would take me, just at the moment when I thought I was ready for it
to accelerate. The decision to trust my feeling and being brave enough
to follow up on it, is what lead me on this great journey that I am
about to tell. The ship was ready to sail, I just needed to get onboard.
Sometimes – as I start to believe very often even so – life unfolds
in interesting and unexpected ways whilst the name of the game is
surrendering to where life takes us without letting our minds get in
the way of how it should play out.

I was bridging the time with working in the same lab where I
graduated, continuing what I loved working on: the entire process
flow from the idea, to simulations, over to fabrication and finally the
characterization of designed devices in order to just start the iteration
process all over again, until the device performance would meet our
requirements. I loved the work, it just wasn’t the right thing anymore
to do this back at home for another somewhat five years and I could
not deny this ever so slightly increasingly loud voice in my head. And
so it happened, that I stumbled upon this interesting sheet of paper
hanging on the blackboard in our department advertising the field of
optomechanics – seemingly combining all the aspects that I wanted
in my PhD life yet to come. It was from Tobias Kippenberg’s group,
interestingly enough though, I would never even consider applying,
let alone going there. I had found out about Markus’ group in Vienna.
It just felt right, and the rest... not so much.

It still took quite some time. The application process itself, visiting
Vienna in November and meeting all the group members back then,
figuring out how it feels to be there until the final decision was made
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in early 2013 that I really wanted to start working in this exciting
field that combines many of the aspects that triggered my interest
in the first place. The stage was set for an amazing somewhat five
years of dedicated work and contributions to the field. Little did I
know, life again had different plans for me. Vienna only had me
for more or less one and a half years, before my ship was taking
turns. The part of working in the clean room was always the one
I would look forward to the most, yet Vienna turned out to not be
the right place for this endeavor. I started working with Garrett –
who used to be the fab guy in our group up until the point when
he moved back to Santa Barbara, CA, USA. I cannot deny that living
and working in Santa Barbara was something I would have expected
but boy was it a pleasant surprise. Later on, we decided to continue
working together with Simon’s group in Delft, the Netherlands – one
of Markus’ former students with already existing strong collaborations.
As you can imagine, leaving California for the – assuming – rainy
Netherlands was not something I would look forward to, but it was
the right choice at that time and it surely not only became the phase
of my life that this whole dissertation is based on but it also became
my home.

Traveling back in time in my memories over the past somewhat
seven years, yes, I can definitely say that everything has changed. I left
what I called my home for all my life in order to explore the world and
put myself on this journey towards not only becoming a doctor, but
merely a new person. It was surely not the journey of what most PhD
students would experience – which is always true since the personal
journey is unique for each and everyone. It is only much later on that
we see how the dots connect, whereas during our travels we just cannot
see but need to trust it is for our greater good. Maybe this is an easy
one to say for me, as we do not have control over it anyways and what
is there to do if all we need to do is giving up control over the things
we cannot control? We don’t get to choose another outcome, we don’t
get a second chance going back in time to make a different decision.
It is always about making decisions in the now, the present moment,
confidently living with the decisions made, taking responsibility for
them and – if desired – adapt so that we can meet our dreams, visions
and create different outcomes. My journey is unique in many ways,
with outcomes and turns I was not able to foresee that certainly have
lead me towards a new me that I was meant to become. It was a
journey on which I have met many new friends, colleagues and special
people that helped me becoming a better person and scientist. I am
grateful for that, but much more am I thankful for the personal growth
that is undeniably linked to each and everyone that I had the pleasure
to cross paths with. It means everything to me, more than anything
else. I don’t think, personal growth and scientific maturing can hardly
be separated anyways as we – again – make decisions in our life
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as a scientist as the person we are. We always get to choose, if we
grow beyond what life throws at us, if we accept the situations and
oftentimes challenges that come along with it, or if we resist. I have
never been good at resisting what I felt was the right thing to do, no
matter what I was being told or meant to do. But understanding, that
the right thing to do for one person can be a total different thing from
someone’s else perspective, is something important to be aware of. It
takes – most of all – compassion, empathy and understanding for each
other, for the complexity of life itself in order to smoothly sail through
this – at times – stormy and furious sea called life. It is not only the
communication with oneself but also with others that we need to lead
recklessly, honestly and fearlessly, expressing what is important to us
making sure we stay true to ourselves on the path that we are walking
with others, while not forgetting that we stay gentle and kind in a
world full of competitiveness. I hope to maintain and never forget
what it means to see the human being first above all, to never forget
to reflect on my actions and thoughts and to always be my authentic
true self while respecting all of life.

We think too much and feel too little.
More than machinery, we need humanity.

More than cleverness, we need kindness and gentleness.

— Charlie Chaplin

Delft, May 2019
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A B S T R A C T

Cavity optomechanics studies the interactions between light and me-
chanical motion. Its advancements are intrinsically linked to the fabri-
cation of novel devices with superior optical and mechanical proper-
ties. Driving mechanical systems into the quantum regime requires the
optomechanical coupling to enter the regime of strong cooperativity,
in which the cavity-enhanced coherent coupling rate exceeds both the
optical and mechanical decoherence rates.

Recent efforts have focused predominantly on employing thin mem-
branes, which can feature small decoherence rates. The coupling
strength in these macroscopic optomechanical systems, however, is
inherently weak. Additionally, when clamped in optical cavities, mem-
branes are susceptible to acoustic radiation loss, which ultimately
precludes obtaining full coherent quantum control of these macro-
scopic objects.

In this thesis, we overcome the challenge of clamping-induced acous-
tic radiation loss by fabricating phononic bandgap structures that
decouple the membrane modes from the environment. Our square
membranes of 350 µm in side length exhibit mechanical frequencies
above 1 MHz, a crucial feature in order to minimize effects of classical
laser noise. We measure consistently high, clamping-independent qual-
ity factors of 2× 106 (7× 106) at room (cryogenic) temperature for all
modes within the designed bandgap that are now intrinsically limited
by the membrane dimensions and thin-film quality. This enables the
optomechanical system to enter the multimode strong cooperativity
regime provided sufficient laser power. This paves the way towards
the observation of quantum effects such as stationary entanglement
between light and mechanics.

In a second approach towards accomplishing strong cooperativity
we focus on increasing solely the coupling strength. Optomechanical
arrays consisting of photonic crystal membranes constitute ideal candi-
dates for this endeavor. These arrays promise coupling enhancements
by orders of magnitude, depending on the cavity array finesse and
length. Here we realize double-membrane arrays consisting of two
high-reflectivity SiN membranes monolithically fabricated on a single
chip.We characterize the optical spectra and losses of these 200 µm
long Fabry-Pérot cavities, measuring finesse values of up to 140, cur-
rently limited by diffraction losses due to their plane-parallel configu-
ration. We demonstrate coupling enhancements for the center-of-mass
mode with respect to the single-membrane case. When operated on
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resonance, thus addressing the collective breathing mode, these arrays
promise cooperativity enhancements of four orders of magnitude for
our current system parameters.

Combining both approaches of simultaneously increasing the cou-
pling strength whilst maintaining membranes of consistently low
decoherence paves the way towards obtaining full coherent quantum
control of these massive mechanical objects.

Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G

Optomechanik studiert die Wechselwirkungen zwischen Licht und
mechnischer Bewegung. Ihr Fortschritt ist wesentlich mit der Herstel-
lung neuer Bauelemente mit außergewöhnlichen optischen und me-
chanischen Eigenschaften verknüpft. Um mechanische Systeme in das
Quanten-Regime zu bringen bedarf es optomechanischer Kopplungen,
die es erlauben in das Regime starker Kooperativität einzudringen,
sodass die durch den Hohlraum-Resonator erhöhte kohärente Kopp-
lungsrate die optischen und mechanischen Dekohärenzraten übertrifft.
In optomechanischen Freiraum-Experimenten lag der jüngste Fokus
überwiegend auf der Verwendung von dünnen Membranen mit klei-
ner Dekohärenz, während die Kopplungsstärke grundsätzlich niedrig
blieb. Allerdings erfahren die Membranen, sobald sie in optischen
Hohlraum-Resonatoren eingebunden werden, höhere akustische Strah-
lungsverluste, das letztendlich das Erlangen voller Quanten-Kontrolle
dieser makroskopischen Objekte verhindert.

In dieser Arbeit überwinden wir die Herausforderung der durch das
Festklammern induzierten akustischen Strahlungsverluste durch die
Herstellung phononischer Bandstrukturen, die die Membranmoden
von der Umgebung entkoppeln. Unsere quadratischen Membranen
mit 350 µm Seitenlänge weisen Eigenfrequenzen von mehr als 1 MHz
auf, ein wesentliches Merkmal um Effekte klassischen Laser-Rauschens
zu minimieren. Wir messen einheitlich/konsistent hohe, befestigungs-
unabhängige Gütefaktoren von 2× 106 (7× 106) bei Raumtemperatur
(Tieftemperaturen) für alle Moden innerhalb der konzipierten Band-
lücke, welche nun intrinsisch durch die Membrandimensionen und
Materialqualität bestimmt sind. Damit ist es nun möglich das starke
Kooperativitäten-Regime für eine Vielzahl an Moden zu erreichen, das
den Weg zu der Beobachtung von Quanteneffekten, wie zum Beispiel
der stationären Verschränkung zwischen Licht und Mechanik, bereitet.

In einem zweiten Ansatz zum Erreichen starker Kooperativitäten
zielt auf der alleinigen Erhöhung der Kopplungsstärke ab. Optomecha-
nische Arrays bestehend aus Photonischen Kristall Membranen stellen
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optimale Kandidaten für dieses Bestreben dar. Diese Arrays verspre-
chen Kopplungserhöhungen mehrerer Größenordnungen, was von
der Länge und Finesse des Arrays abhängt. Wir realisieren Doppel-
Membran-Arrays, bestehend aus zwei hoch-reflektierenden Silizium-
Nitrid Membranen, die monolithisch aus einem einzigen Chip fa-
briziert wurden. Wir charakterisieren die optischen Spektren und
Verluste dieser 200 µm langen Fabry-Pérot Hohlräume und messen
Finesse-Werte von bis zu 140, welche gegenwährtig durch Beugungs-
verluste aufgrund ihrer planparallelen Anordnung limitiert sind. Wir
demonstrieren Kopplungserhöhungen für die Massenschwerpunkts-
Mode im Vergleich zu dem Fall mit einer einzelnen Membran. Wenn
diese Arrays auf Resonanz betrieben und damit die relative Kollek-
tivbewegung beider Membranen ausgenutzt wird, dann versprechen
diese Arrays Erhöhungen der Kooperativität von ungefähr vier Grö-
ßenordnungen mit unseren derzeitigen Systemparametern.

Die Kombination beider Strategien sowohl die Kopplungsstärke
signifikant zu erhöhen, als auch konsistent niedrige Dekohärenzraten
zu gewährleisten, ebnet möglicherweise den Weg volle, kohärente
Quantenkontrolle dieser massiven, makroskopischen mechanischen
Objekte zu erlangen.
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Thankfulness is the beginning of gratitude.
Gratitude is the completion of thankfulness.
Thankfulness may consist merely of words.

Gratitude is shown in acts.

— Henri Frederic Amiel

A C K N O W L E D G M E N T S

’Gratitude is the completion of thankfulness. Thankfulness may consist merely
of words’. I wish my words to be understood as genuinely felt words
from the bottom of my heart. I hope that the following lines resonate
as much with you as they did with me when I was putting them down
on paper. May my deep gratitude reach all of you – spoken, written
and felt.

Without a doubt, the work presented in this thesis would have
not been possible without the help of many that have significantly
contributed to the success in one way or another. Truly, I am thankful
for every even so little contribution made and support provided.

If I had to pick one of your many qualities that I learned to ap-
preciate over the years, it would be your ability to motivate people
intrinsically such that it never felt they should work for you but rather
with you on an exciting project of sheer endless possibilities. Whenever
we personally met after what felt like eons there was a genuine and
heart-warm felt welcoming which of course was due to the fact that
I was everywhere but in Vienna. I not only feel truly blessed with
you as my (official) supervisor but even more so I feel grateful for the
person I was allowed to get to know on a personal level. Your efforts
to provide the best possible work environment for me to pursue my
research interests and giving me room to develop my skills – despite
all the upcoming challenges – will always stick out to me. For that, I
am deeply grateful for. Thank you Markus!

Simon, oftentimes, I would think to myself, that there is a second
Markus ’growing’ up. Don’t get me wrong, this is totally a good thing
and I want to emphasize that you are not a copy but rather another
unique person I was allowed to get to know on a personal as well
as professional level. It is just, that I would recognize many of ’his’
qualities in you, too, as if you had shared some of your years together –
I could swear! I truly cannot thank you enough for taking me into your
group as if I was one of your own students. We were always joking
about me being the borrowed PhD student and quite frankly, I am
totally fine with it. Not only have I personally grown tremendously
over the four years with you – both as a scientist and human being
– but also did I get to appreciate your sparkling and contagiously
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motivating personality and your great enthusiasm for science. What
started as a journey of unknown duration obviously turned out to be
much more than that for me. It took some time to adapt, but I truly
see my four years in Delft as my real PhD – not only because (almost)
everything I share in my thesis has come to life during that time, but
also because it just became what it was – my home! Thank you for
trusting the process, your patience that I pushed to the limits, just
thank you, Simon, for everything!

Garrett, what can I say, thank you so much for moving back to
Santa Barbara! Well, seriously ’thank you!’. Jokes aside, I am happy
that you were still in Vienna when I applied. I remember vividly
sitting in your office, you taking your time explaining everything
in detail. I could have not wished for a better person to get started
with. Your knowledge when it comes to fabrication and your ability
to guide, as well as unique personality made it easy to be around and
feel comfortable with. Of course, I am also more than happy that I
could experience your California life with you and your personal and
CMS1 family. I also owe them my deepest gratitude. Paula and Dave!
You have been always there for me in the cleanroom whenever I had
immediate questions and you never got tired of taking the time! Maybe
at this point, it makes sense to say thank you to the entire cleanroom
staff in Santa Barbara. I was lucky to work in such a professional
environment where I could focus on getting better by the day. I asked
so many questions and luckily for me the support I received was
outstanding. Maybe it is true what Tom Reynolds said when I left SB
’Sooner or later, they all come back.’. There sure is a deep-seated, yet still
dormant pull in me.

Richard, what I find most astounding about you is your seemingly
never-ending overflowing motivation and passion for fabrication. Not
only are you a hard-working physicist that puts ideas into reality, but
also one that comes up with so many new ideas himself. If any help
or feedback was needed, you always came up with an answer from
the depths of your ocean of knowledge which I am very grateful for.
Thank you!

Witlef, my first one and a half years in Vienna are undeniably linked
to you. When we started working together on the membrane exper-
iment, I got to come across your expertise in the field of quantum
optics. You are truly an amazing personality to work with who pushed
and kept the experiment running. Your guidance and also patience in
the optical lab was invaluable as we would always find answers in you
when things were what seemed beyond fixable. I would not say that
I ever really fully warmed up to working in the optics lab, but I still
today feed from all the knowledge I gained from you about quantum
optics! I am also very happy that you got the chance to start your

1 https://www.crystallinemirrors.com/
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own group now where you can pass on your knowledge to future
generations. Thank you!

Jason and Ramon, you turned out to be the soul of the membrane
experiment. Jason, I truly admire you for your work ethics and the
humble and pure person you are. It was a true blessing working with
and learning from you. Ramon, very similar to my situation, it seems
at some point Vienna became what Delft turned out to be for me. I
still remember us measuring mechanical Q factors right before the
Christmas Quantum Party in Vienna, which we of course joined much
later because of that. I wanna thank you for – eventually – making use
of the phononic shield membranes, providing me with valuable data
for my thesis. Josh, a little bit of the outcast on the already sinking
ship. You joined the membrane experiment at the very end, trying to
reach land when the ship was already drowning. Your guidance was
much needed and your efforts in communicating between the various
parties are the credits belonging to you. Corentin, our guy who does
magic to the raw data! Your magic is – still – very much needed and
I believe(d) in you. Now that a little bit more time has passed, I am
happy that you finally published a paper on the efforts put in. It is
well-deserved! In addition, I wanna thank all the students that have
worked with us on this project. In particularly, Thomas Zauner, for his
significant contributions to the entire team. Personally, the simulations
for the double membrane structures have greatly benefited from his
early coding work.

A special thanks goes out to Ramon, Josh, Jonas, Florian (where is
this guy even) and of course Philipp. What do you guys all have in
common? Exactly, you surprised me with a birthday visit in Amster-
dam in the most amazing way possible (I will just assume it was not
self-interest at all). It is such a fond memory that I love dwelling in
whenever I think back to my first half year of my Delft experience. I
should have known that something was fishy when Philipp – selflessly
– offered to take care of accommodation even though Amsterdam was
my hood now. Plus, I was really getting annoyed that everyone always
wanted to see Amsterdam over Delft. Funnily, it took Philipp another
three years to finally make it to Delft for arguments I thought would
never be a winning argument. It should be mentioned here as well –
just to rub it under your nose – that even Josh made it to Delft much
sooner, even though for different reasons.

As being part of the Aspelmeyer group for so long, I came across
so many wonderful people. For those sharing my first two years with
me I want to make sure you all know how much you contributed to
this beautiful work environment. To those that arrived later after I
had ’abandoned’ Vienna, I should have come up with a better story,
something along the lines of ’Cast away’. Stranded on an lonely island,
doing fabrication and, yet here is this guy graduating out of nowhere.
What a legend! Thanks to all the Aspels! Never forgotten shall be our
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theory guy Hofi, the levitation people Uros (Thank you so so much
for showing me Belgrade and being part of your wedding. I feel truly
blessed having been part of it!) and David, pulsed peeps Ralf and
Sungkun, the BigG octopuses Hans, Tobias, Jeremias and Mathias – this
project was painful I have to admit, but nevertheless, I am very happy
to hear that results are coming along.

João, what can I say. Of course, we could not know in the beginning
we would share the entirety of our PhD lives together. I want to
thank you for having been a constant for me in Delft. Your wisdom
and maturity paired with your work ethics were very inspiring to be
around. I, in particularly, want to express my gratitude towards you
putting all your efforts into our common scientific goals. I am proud of
the results that we have achieved together on the double membranes
and you are such an invaluable part of it all. Thank you!

In general, I felt very welcomed by each and everyone in Delft which
should not be taken for granted. All of my fellow colleagues in Simon’s
group have become wonderful companions of my scientific journey,
some even more than that. I want to thank all of you, especially Rob
and Moritz who have become far more than just coffee buddies – even
though I stopped drinking coffee in the end. Maarten for introducing
me to Jenever and appeltaart met slagroom. Igor for being always
true to his authentic self, something I appreciate so much in you and
humans in general. Andreas, the stoic, hard-working Schwarzwald
ambassador for sharing all your knowledge.

Thank you all of the Kavli Nanolab Delft without whom cleanroom
work would have not been as smooth. In particularly, I want to give
credit to Marc, Arnold and Marco who I have worked most closely
together with and who supported me by keeping the tools running –
let us just quietly forget about the III-V etcher, Marco.

I also want to thank my collaborators in Konstanz, Germany. Espe-
cially Maximilian in the group of Eva M. Weig who has significantly
contributed to a better understanding about the nasty and everlast-
ingly stubborn InGaP structures which has lead to a jointly published
paper under your lead role!

Thanks everyone for proof-reading parts of my thesis. Without you,
it would have been an impossible endeavor that I cannot give enough
credit to (amongst others): Witlef, Garrett, Bas, Moritz, Matthijs, Rodrigo,
Maximilian and of course Simon and Markus, thank you so much! A
special thanks in that regard goes out to Rob who literally pushed me
over the finish line and has been of invaluable support when it was
needed the most.

Las but certainly not least, my deepest gratitude goes out to those
who tirelessly supported and maybe more importantly taught me
invaluable life lessons. This goes out to a handful of people whose
contributions to my success are beyond what words can describe.
Among them my dear family, especially my mum who I love endlessly
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for all the showers of love she gives to this world. Rose, who has
become more than just my beacon in the dark, who certainly molded
me into the person I have become and has always been there for me in
ways no one else could. T.A.F., you left a mark on me during the first
part of my PhD like no other. Your shared wisdom and knowledge,
compassion and empathy, the way you taught me about love and life.
Your existence simply makes this world a better place. Thank you
for your patience and love beyond time and space, even though very
challenging and yet rewarding at times! Willemijn, you have always
been part of my Delft life in one way or another. What started with
being colleagues in the cleanroom has lead to living and enjoying life
with you in the most wonderful way. I love your sparkling nature
towards science and life itself besides your ’overly’ serious – and for
me very enjoyable – approach to most things you do. You have taught
me so much in ways I could not foresee, which I am truly grateful
for and are of immeasurable value to me. You shine your light in a
way that not only makes me smile from the inside but also everyone
around you!

I can truly say that – after all – I am content with the past seven
years and more than grateful for experiencing life the way it unfolded.
I thank life itself, for its lessons, challenges, and the ups and downs.
I am grateful for the challenges within which gently or forcefully
molded me into who I am today. I could not feel any more grateful
for this life that I am allowed to live. I wished everyone could feel
the warmth radiating outwards from the bottom of my heart. I have
plenty to give and will try to continue giving in a world that asks us
to be more gentle to each other, in a world that requires us to remind
ourselves that being human is greater than any personal achievements
to be reached. I have this deeply felt wish for us to walk alongside
with mutual compassion, empathy, understanding and joy for one
another.

Develop an attitude of gratitude,
and give thanks for everything that happens to you,

knowing that every step forward
is a step toward achieving something bigger

and better than your current situation.

— Brian Tracy

And so I wanna conclude – according to one of my favorite quotes –
what is essential is invisible to the eye. May you all feel my deepest
gratitude!

It is only with the heart that one can see rightly;
what is essential is invisible to the eye.

— Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, The Little Prince
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

Imagine a world without laptops, cell phones, the internet or even
cars and planes. After decades of miniaturization and optimization,
micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) – constituting the backbone
of our information age – have matured into energy and footprint
efficient high-performance devices with well-defined engineered func-
tionalities. With their use as e. g. pressure and acceleration sensors,
electronic filters and optical switches, they are crucial components
that enable communication, navigation and transportation as we know
it today. Improved fabrication techniques with control down to the
nanoscale have driven the field towards the fundamental limits of
solid state physics, entering the regime of nano-electro-mechanical
systems (NEMS) governed by quantum mechanical properties, conse-
quently paving the way into the era of quantum technologies.

The research field of cavity (quantum) optomechanics combines
expertise from a diversity of research fields such as quantum op-
tics, cryogenics, solid-state physics, material science and the ability
to engineer properties with the toolbox of micro-machining [4]. The
study of these novel light-matter hybrid systems, exploiting the inter-
action between light and vibration, oftentimes relies on high-quality
optomechanical devices and architectures.

Thanks to advancements in micro-machining, design control on the
nanoscale opened up avenues towards novel resonator architectures
of unprecedented quality and consequently the exploration of yet
unexplored regimes. As a consequence, quantum properties of massive
macroscopic mechanical resonators are appearing within reach after
what has formerly been unthinkable [93]. Instead of making devices
smaller in order to reveal quantum features, one endeavor in the field
has become to push the boundaries of quantum mechanics into the
macroscopic world.

The interest in optomechanics is manifold in both fundamental as
well as applied sciences thanks to their ability to couple to a variety of
other quantum systems. From the perspective of fundamental sciences,
studying quantum effects of massive macroscopic mechanical oscilla-
tors can e. g. lead to a better understanding at the interface of quantum
mechanics and gravity. From an application point of view, these sys-
tems can be exploited as novel sensing architectures or constitute
potential candidates in future quantum networks as transducers [29,
41].

1



2 introduction

Over the past two decades, cavity optomechanics has developed
into a thriving field that features a variety of optomechanical systems,
including a broad spectrum of mechanical oscillators. Size, mass and
consequently frequencies of these resonators range from kg mirrors at
LIGO detectors [61], over µm-sized on-chip structures (e. g. [15, 16, 54,
97] and Figure 1.1), to cold atoms trapped in optical cavities [99].

Thanks to sophisticated device designs and architectures, experi-
mental control, as well as sophisticated micro-machining technologies,
optomechanical systems can now be routinely operated in the quan-
tum regime.

To highlight only a few, this includes optical ground state cool-
ing [14, 103], ponderomotive squeezing [10, 89], entanglement in both
the optical [83] and microwave [76] regime, as well as achieving mode
hybridization in the strong coupling regime [33] and coherent quan-
tum control [109].

All of these achievements require a strong laser drive, which con-
sequently means giving up the intrinsic non-linear optomechanical
interaction on the single quanta level. Conducting these experiments
on a single photon level remains an outstanding goal in cavity op-
tomechanics. Efforts towards reaching this regime have predominantly
focused on producing optomechanical systems with stronger inter-
action strengths, i. e. larger conversion efficiencies between single
quanta of photons and phonons, while simultaneously minimizing
the individual decoherence rates. This would pave the way towards
controlling massive mechanical oscillators in the non-linear quantum
regime, opening up possibilities for the exploration of entirely new
quantum phenomena.

One of the most successful optomechanical systems to date are
on-chip photonic crystal structures that integrate both optical and
mechanical resonators on the same chip (Figure 1.1b). Due to their
strong mode confinement and large modal overlap, these structures
feature high coupling strengths while maintaining reasonably low
loss. In addition, these resonators exhibit mechanical frequencies in
the GHz-regime allowing to prepare the mechanical system in its
quantum ground state when operated at mK-temperatures without
the need for additional laser cooling. There has been a number of
remarkable experimental verifications over the past few years, where
researchers have succeeded in revealing quantum features of these
micro-meter sized objects. This includes the manipulation of single
phonons [84], i. e. the generation and readout, the verification of en-
tanglement between light and mechanics [76], as well as entangling
two disparate structures with one another [83].

Another particularly successful direction is to dispersively couple
vibrating objects in rigid optical cavities. The combination of inde-
pendent optical and mechanical degrees of freedom allows for the
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a b
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Figure 1.1: Overview selection of microfabricated optomechanical systems.
a Doubly-clamped SiN beam with a distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) on
top [33, 34]. b Patterned silicon nanobeam with external phononic shield [13].
c Spoke-anchored toroidal resonator [109]. d Square SiN membrane of 1 mm side
length [104]. Images courtesy of given references.

use of high-finesse cavities to study a broad range of mechanical de-
vices, ranging from levitated sub-micron silica particles [52] over to
micrometer-sized doubly-clamped beams (Figure 1.1a), and to various
membrane designs with millimeter dimensions [104] (Figure 1.1d).

Even though the large optical mode volumes lead to inherently small
coupling strengths, remarkable and interesting experiments could
have been achieved in the past. From fundamental aspects of proof-of-
principle cooling experiments [34] and reaching strong coupling [33],
over to sensing [73, 82] and transducer [41] applications, free-space
cavity optomechanics constitutes an exciting direction within the
research field.

For instance, researchers have successfully manipulated levitated
silica particles of around 150 nm in diameter trapped within the stand-
ing light field of the optical cavity [52]. Just recently, the improved
level of control has resulted in preparing such a levitated particle in
its motional quantum groundstate without the need for cryogenic
pre-cooling [25]. The preparation of mechanical resonators in its quan-
tum ground state is an important starting point for the observation
of quantum features on the single quanta level, while still enabling to
operate the system at room temperature.

Even though this particular system does not rely on microfabricated
mechanical devices, most other experimental realizations of cavity op-
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tomechanics are intrinsically linked to advancements made in the field
of micro-machining. In this context, membranes have established as a
very popular, and particularly successful alternative due to their flexi-
bility in design, possible low mass and exceptional high mechanical
quality factors (Figure 1.1d).

During the last few years, and along the scope of this thesis, novel
membrane designs advancing beyond the state-of-the-art have lead to
remarkable experimental results in the quantum regime [85, 106]. This
is only one of many examples where the success of cavity optomechan-
ics is intrinsically linked with advancements made in microfabrication
resulting in novel device architectures with superior engineered op-
tomechanical properties.

1.1 scope of this thesis

In particular, this thesis seeks to advance the state-of-the-art for mem-
brane architectures which can be utilized for free-space cavity optome-
chanical experiments. The approaches towards diving deeper into
the quantum regime of such macroscopic vibrating objects is twofold.
Firstly, producing membranes of better mechanical quality, i. e. lower
thermal decoherence, overcoming the device limitations of state-of-the-
art membranes when rigidly embedded in optical cavities. Secondly,
exploiting multi-membrane architectures that not only promise to
overcome the inherently weak interaction strength in membrane-in-
the-middle (MIM) experiments, but also open up avenues towards
multimode optomechanics.

Experimental success in optomechanics is intrinsically linked with
advancements made in micro- and nanofabrication

In Part i of the thesis, I introduce the theoretical background of
quantum cavity optomechanics that is intended to provide the basic
toolbox for later chapters in Part ii. It is divided into two chapters,
where Chapter 2 gives a brief introduction to the fundamental con-
cepts of mechanical resonators, optical cavities, and cavity optome-
chanics, including a quick review of MIM setups and the concept of
optomechanical arrays. Chapter 3 focuses on the mechanical aspects of
free-space cavity optomechanics where we discuss the optical and me-
chanical properties of high-stress thin films and introduce the toolbox
of microfabrication exploited for producing high-quality membranes
with engineered properties.

Part ii highlights a selection of novel membrane devices and archi-
tectures with added functionality, focusing on design and fabrication
with in-depth discussions about challenges and future directions.

In Chapter 4 I introduce phononic shield membranes which show
superior mechanical properties compared to standard square silicon
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nitride (SiN) membranes. We show that these membranes exhibit con-
sistently high mechanical quality factors for mechanical modes within
the designed bandgap independent of their clamping procedure in
an optomechanical cavity, ultimately allowing the system to enter the
multimode strong cooperativity regime.

Chapter 5 outlines the vision and realization of optomechanical
arrays with two monolithically integrated high-reflectivity SiN mem-
branes that promise significant enhancements of the coupling strength
compared to single membranes. I focus on fabrication-related details
and show experimental results that characterize their optical, mechan-
ical and optomechanical properties when incorporated in an optical
cavity.

Finally, Chapter 6 depicts the advancement of the double-membrane
arrays introduced in the previous chapter. In contrast, this system
is realized on the III-V semiconductor material platform exploiting
the unique properties of crystalline ternary alloys. Thanks to the
material’s crystalline nature and available growth techniques this
approach promises to overcome the observed device limitations for
the SiN arrays by enabling the fabrication of much shorter membrane
arrays which ultimately paves the way towards even higher coupling
enhancements.





Part I

T H E O P T O M E C H A N I C A L S Y S T E M

Part i covers the basics of free-space cavity optomechanics
where thin membranes are incorporated in macroscopic
free-space optical cavities.

In Chapter 2, we first introduce the full optomechanical
system where we focus on covering basic aspects. We dis-
tinguish between various system configurations depending
on where the membrane is placed within the optical cavity,
and derive the most important figures of merit.

Chapter 3 zooms in on the membranes made from high-
stress thin films. Thereby, we discuss their optical and
mechanical properties, and focus on fabrication-related
aspects that provide the basic understanding for later chap-
ters in Part ii.





2
C AV I T Y O P T O M E C H A N I C S

Optomechanical systems exist in a large variety of different physical
implementations, many of them can be described by the canonical pic-
ture of cavity optomechanics: the Fabry-Pérot cavity with an oscillating
mirror (Figure 2.1).

Due to radiation pressure, the internal cavity optical field influences
the moving element which leads to changes in the cavity length and
thus the optical resonance frequency. This frequency change upon
adding one phonon to the mechanical excitation is referred to as the
bare optomechanical coupling rate.

We will use this system to introduce the most important features of
cavity optomechanics that deals with light-matter interactions between
optical cavities and employed mechanical resonators. More specifically,
throughout the scope of this thesis, we work with membranes as me-
chanical element which are incorporated in optical cavities comprising
two macroscopic mirrors. Typically, both optical and mechanical de-
grees of freedom can be described as harmonic oscillators which are
one of the most important and fundamental physical systems, and are
essential in understanding an optomechanical system.

This chapter is meant to introduce the fundamentals of cavity op-
tomechanics whereas I restrict myself to a very basic description. All
of the topics presented are well known and extensively discussed in
the literature. I closely follow the reviews by Hofer and Hammerer
[43] and Aspelmeyer, Kippenberg, and Marquardt [4], as well as the
textbook by the same authors [5]. Furthermore, there is an abundance
of great theses out there with a stronger, more detailed focus on the
optomechanical insights (e. g. Hoelscher-Obermaier [42], Nia [71], and
Wilson [113]). More sources are referenced upon necessity.

x

L

Figure 2.1: Schematics of an optomechanical setup where the cavity length
L(x) is modulated by the motion of the mechanical oscillator.
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2.1 mechanical oscillators

Mechanical oscillators are at the heart of optomechanical systems and
come in various physical implementations, differing in their size, mass
and geometry. Due to their relatively large size, mechanical oscilla-
tors possess a multitude of mechanical eigenmodes whose features
are determined by the geometry and choice of material. For most
geometries, the mechanical modes can take the form of arbitrarily
complex shapes, which can be described by a characteristic modal dis-
placement field u(r, t). Separation of the characteristic displacement
field in its spatial-dependent eigenmodes un(r) and respective time-
dependent amplitudes un(r) contains knowledge about the modes’
eigenfrequencies and modal shapes, where the subscript n denotes
the mode number of the n-th mechanical eigenmode.

u(r, t) = ∑
n

xn(t)un(r) (2.1)

The eigenfrequencies and modal field displacements can either
be calculated or simulated, where we later briefly derive the dif-
ferential equations for the specific case of a square tensile-strained
membrane (see Section 3.5). Figure 2.2 shows two examples of dif-
ferent eigenmodes of a trampoline resonator (tethered membrane)
exploited throughout the scope of this thesis. Their amplitudes can
be sufficiently well described by a fully classical damped harmonic
oscillator.

ẍn(t) + γn ẋn(t) + ω2
nxn(t) =

Fext

m(n)
eff

(2.2)

Here ωn and γn (expressed as the full-width at half-maximum
(FWHM)) are the angular resonance frequency and damping term of
the n-th eigenmode, meff denotes the effective mass which is depen-
dent on the modal displacement field un and Fext denotes the sum of
all external forces that a specific mode of the mechanical resonator

a b max disp

0

Figure 2.2: Finite-element simulation of a tethered membrane. Depicted are
the fundamental (a) and a higher-order mechanical mode (b).
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experiences. Typically, many different damping terms contribute to
γn, which we can for now describe as the resonator coupling to its
support, equivalent to energy leaking out into the resonator’s envi-
ronment. At the same time, the support acts as thermal environment
of temperature T and depicts an important system parameter in op-
tomechanical experiments. A bath environment of temperature T –
at equilibrium following the Bose-Einstein distribution – results in a
resonator’s phonon occupation number n̄(ω) = [exp(h̄ω/kBT)− 1]−1

(h̄ being the reduced Planck constant and kB the Boltzmann constant).
Thus, a mechanical resonator of sufficiently high frequencies – typi-
cally in the GHz-regime – can be prepared in its mechanical quantum
ground state by means of cryogenic cooling down to 50 mK, equivalent
to a phonon occupancy smaller than unity. In contrast, the mechanical
resonators exploited within the scope of this thesis exhibit a finite
number of phonons at typical cryogenic bath temperatures due to
their lower mechanical frequencies in the MHz-regime. As an exam-
ple, a membrane mode of around 1 MHz exhibits approximately 103

phonons at 50 mK (≈ 105 at 5 K). This directly influences the effective
thermal decoherence rate of mechanical oscillators which – in the high-
temperature limit – is given by n̄γ ≈ kBT/h̄Q, where we defined the
mechanical quality factor (Q-factor, Q), Q = ω/γ. It becomes apparent
that in order to have low thermal decoherence the incorporation of
high-Q mechanical oscillators in a low-temperature bath environment
is crucial.

A qualitative discussion about the dominant damping mechanisms
(total γn) in state-of-the-art mechanical oscillators can be found in a
later section of this thesis (see Section 3.6).

2.2 the optical cavity

I have already briefly introduced our optomechanical toy model: the
Fabry-Pérot cavity with a moving mirror. Fabry-Pérot cavities consist
of two (typically weakly) transmissive mirrors, separated by a vacuum
gap of length L, giving rise to an interference condition that builds up
standing waves inside the cavity. These resonances are given by the
angular frequency ωn = n · πc/L, n being the integer mode number
distinguishing between longitudinal modes. The resonances of a Fabry-
Pérot cavity are equally spaced in frequency by ωFSR = πc/L, the free
spectral range (FSR) of the cavity.

ωFSR = π
c
L

(2.3)

The cavity transmission becomes maximal whenever the resonance
condition ωn = n · ωFSR is fulfilled. For equal mirror reflectivities,
all of the light is transmitted, whereas for mismatching mirrors, a
fraction of the light is reflected. In general, the resonances show
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a Lorentzian profile with a linewidth κ (FWHM) dependent on the
intensity transmission Ti of each mirror as well as the cavity length L,
and the speed of light c inside the resonator (more generally, the cavity
linewidth depends on the sum of all optical losses δ, i. e. transmission
loss Ti of each mirror, scattering and material absorption).

κ =
c

2L
δ =

c
2L

(T1 + T2 + δsc + δabs) (2.4)

Rewriting this equation with respect to the cavity FSR, we can derive
an expression known as the cavity finesse F , which is independent of
the cavity dimensions and only a measure of losses.

F =
ωFSR

κ
=

πc
κL

=
2π

δ
(2.5)

Intuitively, the finesse of a cavity describes the average number of
round-trips for a photon inside the cavity before it leaks out or is
absorbed. Additional optical losses, such as scattering and material
absorption, contribute to an increased (decreased) cavity linewidth κ

(Finesse F ).

ωFSR

κ

Figure 2.3: Intensity transmission of a lossless Fabry-Pérot cavity. Shown are
two longitudinal cavity resonances separated by ωFSR, the FSR of the cavity,
for three different cavity linewidths κ (finesse F ). The mirror reflectivity
of one mirror is fixed at R1 = 0.9, whereas the second mirror varies from
R2 = 0.5 (light blue) to R2 = 0.9 (dark blue), resulting in differences in peak
transmission and cavity linewidth.

2.3 optomechanical interaction

The starting point of our discussions will be the Hamilton operator H0

for the case where both optical and mechanical degrees of freedom are
treated as uncoupled harmonic oscillators. Note, that the descriptions
presented here follow the review of optomechanics by Aspelmeyer,
Kippenberg, and Marquardt [4]. For the uncoupled system, consisting
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of only one mechanical (ωcav) and optical (ωm) mode, respectively, the
Hamiltonian reads

Ĥ0 = h̄ωcav â† â + h̄ωmb̂†b̂ (2.6)

where we used the creation and annihilation operators for both
optics and mechanics. Note, that for the sake of simplicity, we restrict
our discussion to a single mechanical mode with frequency ωm and a
single optical mode ωcav that is closest to the frequency of the laser
drive.

If we now allow length changes of the cavity to happen due to
a moving end mirror, we can replace the cavity resonance ωcav to
be dependent on the mirror position x. Assuming further, that the
displacements happen on length scales much smaller than the cavity
length L, we can express the resonance frequency as a Taylor expansion
around its equilibrium position.

ωcav(x) ≈ ωcav +
∂ωcav

∂x
x +O(x)2 + · · · (2.7)

For the purpose of most experimental realizations to date where we
deal with small displacements and interaction strengths, it suffices to
only take the linear term into account while neglecting higher order
terms O(x)≥2. We identify the linear term of the Taylor expansion
as the frequency shift per displacement G = −∂ωcav/∂x, where the
minus sign reflects the fact, that the cavity resonance reduces for an
increase in cavity length, corresponding to positive displacements
x > 0 if G > 0. Inserting 2.7 into equation 2.6 gives rise to the position
dependent harmonic oscillator term representing the coupling between
optics and mechanics

h̄ωcav(x)â† â ≈ h̄(ωcav − Gx̂)â† â (2.8)

We can identify the first term in 2.8 as the bare Hamiltonian of the
uncoupled light field, the second term now representing the interaction
part of the Hamiltonian of the following form

Ĥint = −h̄g0 â† â(b̂ + b̂†) (2.9)

where we made use of the displacement operator x̂ = xzpf(b̂ + b̂†)

and introduced the vacuum/bare optomechanical coupling strength.

g0 = Gxzpf (2.10)

quantifying the interaction between a single photon and phonon. It
can be interpreted as the frequency shift of the optical cavity due to
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motion of the vibrating end-mirror in its mechanical ground state. The
so-called zero-point-fluctuation xzpf denotes an important quantity for
quantum mechanical oscillators which is expressed by the oscillator’s
frequency ωm and effective mass meff.

xzpf =

√
h̄

2meffωm
(2.11)

The resulting radiation pressure force for the above derived optome-
chanical interaction is then governed by

F̂rad = −dĤint

dx̂
= h̄Gâ† â (2.12)

Since the optomechanical coupling of single quanta is however an
inherently weak interaction, optomechanical experiments are typically
conducted with optical cavities of high finesse. This enhances the
coupling by the strong intracavity driving field, whilst however sacri-
ficing the inherent non-linearity of the optomechanical interaction in
Equation (2.9).

By applying a strong, coherent input light field of the form â =

α + δâ, where α depicts the mean intracavity field and δâ small fluctu-
ations around the mean value (δâ� α), the interaction Hamiltonian
(Equation (2.9)) can be linearized. The final, linearized interaction
Hamiltonian then reads

Ĥ(lin)
int = −h̄g0α(δâ + δâ†)(b̂ + b̂†). (2.13)

where the bare coupling strength g0 is now enhanced by the mean
field amplitude α of the cavity light field, and thus also by the number
of photons n̄cav circulating inside the cavity, which can be tuned by
the power of the input laser.

g = g0α = g0
√

n̄cav, (2.14)

Note, that we restricted ourselves to the case of dispersive optome-
chanics, where the cavity frequency ωcav(x) is a function of the mirror
position x. Coupling between optical and mechanical degrees of free-
dom can as well be identified in other experimental parameters such
as the cavity decay rate κ. This case is referred to the so-called dissipa-
tive optomechanics, where – instead of the resonance frequency in the
dispersive case – the cavity decay rate κ(x) is now dependent on the
position x of the mechanical resonator.
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2.4 membrane implementations

In cavity optomechanics an abundance of physical implementations
have emerged over the last decade, all with their own specific ad-
vantages and disadvantages. This thesis focuses on the fabrication of
membrane architectures which are suitable for free-space optomechan-
ical systems such as the already introduced canonical optomechanics
model of a Fabry-Pérot cavity with an oscillating end-mirror (cf Fig-
ure 2.1). Realizing such end-mirror configurations where the mechani-
cal element is part of the macroscopic optical cavity adds additional
constraints to the size, shape and functionality of viable mechanical
resonator designs. As to ensure high-finesse cavities the mechanical
oscillator ideally exhibit high reflectivity which can e. g.be solved by
integrating DBRs on top of the resonator geometry [23, 34]. Despite
the fact that such cavity configurations reach moderate finesse values,
it comes with the disadvantage of increasing the oscillator’s mass
significantly and thus negatively affecting its mechanical properties.

2.4.1 Membrane-in-the-middle setup

Advancing from the end-mirror configuration, it is also possible to in-
corporate mechanical elements inside the optical cavity which allows
for a dispersive coupling between optics and mechanics [104]. This
approach has the advantage that it combines independent optical and
mechanical components resulting in reducing the formerly limiting
constraints on the mechanical elements. These so-called MIM systems
(Figure 2.4) allow the use of high finesse cavities to study a variety of
mechanical devices (such as nanorods, levitated silica spheres or thin
membranes) with attractive features, among them the possibility of in-
tegrating small mass, high mechanical-quality factor and exceptionally
low optical loss at near-infrared wavelengths.

Figure 2.4: Schematics of the membrane-in-the-middle (MIM) setup where
the cavity resonance frequency ω(x) is modulated by the motion of the
mechanical oscillator – now independently placed in the middle of the
optical cavity.
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Figure 2.5: Resonance frequency ω of a MIM cavity as function of membrane
displacement x. The displacement x is normalized by the laser wavelength.
The resonance frequencies of multiple longitudinal modes are referenced to
the center laser wavelength and frequency shifts are normalized by the FSR.
The membrane intensity reflectivities vary from Rm = 0.2 (light traces) to
Rm = 0.99 (dark traces).

Even though the requirements for the mechanical elements have
loosened, highly reflective membranes are still beneficial for reaching
larger coupling strengths (cf. Figure 2.5).

Reaching the quantum regime

The single-photon coupling strength g0, describing the interaction
strength between single photons and phonons is rather small – typi-
cally many orders of magnitude smaller than the optical cavity decay
rate κ or the mechanical resonance frequency ωm. It depends on ge-
ometrical aspects and therefore allows comparing optomechanical
systems with one another.

The observation of quantum features for macroscopic mechanical
objects is one of the main endeavors in the field of optomechanics.
Driving mechanical systems into the quantum regime requires the
optomechanical coupling to enter the regime of strong cooperativity,
in which the cavity-enhanced coherent coupling rate exceeds both the
optical and mechanical decoherence rates (Cq & 1, g &

√
κγn̄).

Cq =
4g2

κγn̄
(2.15)

Another more stringent quantum parameter is the so-called strong
single-photon coupling regime, in which g > κ. Entering the strong
coupling regime in the presence of a strong laser pump has been first
experimentally shown by Gröblacher et al. [33] while conducting such
experiments on the single photon phonon level remains outstanding.

A major disadvantage of dispersively coupled thin membranes in
MIM systems is their inherently weak interaction strength due to the
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large cavity lengths, while simultaneously exhibiting relatively low
mechanical frequencies in the hundreds of kHz-regime, further reduc-
ing the quantum cooperativity due to the large phonon occupancy n̄
even at cryogenic temperatures. In this type of system, the only way
to increase the bare coupling rate g0 is by increasing the membrane
reflectivity and/or by making the optical cavity shorter [94].

Under geometrical considerations, forming shorter optical cavities
leads to an increase in both the coupling rate g0 and cavity decay rate κ,
as both parameters are inverse proportional with respect to the cavity
length. Since the cooperativity scales quadratically with g2

0/κ, shorter
cavities are thus beneficial for reaching the strong cooperativity regime,
while the strong coupling parameter g0/κ stays, however, unaffected.

Considering that g0/κ for MIM systems are on the order of 10−5,
entering the strong single-photon coupling regime seems beyond reach.
Also other optomechanical systems, apart from atomic clouds [9], so
far have reached ratios well below g0/κ < 1.

The best optomechanical systems to date reach ratios of g0/κ on the
order of 2× 10−3 for optomechanical systems with micro-scale on-chip
photonic and phononic crystals [58, 88]. The reason for such large
ratios lie in both reducing the optical and mechanical mode volumes
while maximizing their modal overlap – leading to a relatively strong
interaction between single photons and phonons.

While still orders of magnitude away from entering the single-
photon strong coupling regime, continuous and significant effort is
invested towards improving beyond the current state-of-the-art. In
recent years, research efforts in MIM-type systems have predominantly
focused on producing membranes of better quality, i. e. minimizing
mechanical dissipation, while at the same time maintaining low op-
tical losses at near-infrared wavelengths. Additionally, the increased
flexibility in MIM systems allows for a richer variety of novel resonator
(membrane) designs and architectures whose tailored mechanical and
optical properties are ultimately limited by the material quality.

2.4.2 Optomechanical arrays

Following up on the idea to increase the overlap between optics and
mechanics, similar ideas have developed for optomechanical systems
where the collective interaction of several mechanical oscillators are
predicted to significantly enhance the coupling strength by orders
of magnitude without compromising the cavity decay rate [115, 116].
This effect is based on reducing the optical mode volume through
arrays of closely spaced mechanical elements whose relative motion
leads to frequency shifts much stronger than is the case for single
vibrating elements.

Even already for the case of optomechanical arrays consisting of
only two membranes (cf. Figure 2.6), enhancement factors for g0 of up
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Figure 2.6: Schematics of an optomechanical multi-membrane setup. The
membrane array cavity – here comprising two micromechanical membranes
– is placed within the macroscopic optical cavity which leads to enhanced
coupling strengths when tuned on resonance.

to three orders of magnitude are predicted for ideal, yet challenging
system parameters. The most crucial parameter for achieving high
enhancements lies in the successful realization of high finesse arrays,
i. e. arrays consisting of high-reflectivity membranes, where light ef-
fectively spends more time interacting with the mechanical elements.
In this case, due to the small optical mode volume of the inner array,
i. e. assuming small separations between adjacent mechanical elements,
the coupling strength can be greatly enhanced, whilst the cavity decay
rate κ is still determined by the macroscopic long outer cavity. Intu-
itively, photons that leak out from the array cavity are recycled by
the outer cavity and can thus interact on longer time-scales resulting
in enhanced coupling rates. In the special case of two membranes
with single element reflectivities approaching unity, the achievable
enhancement factors are determined by the cavity length ratios L/2d,
L being the length of the outer macroscopic cavity and d the separation
between mechanical elements, respectively [60].

This thesis describes efforts towards achieving increased coupling
strengths of such collective interactions for optomechanical arrays
comprising two highly reflective SiN membranes (Chapter 5) as well
as for membrane arrays made of the ternary compound semiconductor
indium gallium phosphide (InGaP) (Chapter 6).

2.4.3 Electromechanics

So far, we have limited our discussions to optomechanical systems in
the optical regime, but analogously, experiments can also be realized
in the microwave regime for GHz frequencies. Here, the motion of the
mechanical element capacitively couples to the LC-circuit by modu-
lating its total capacitance C(x), that is dependent on the membrane
position x [20].

ω0(x) =
1√

L(C0 + Cm(x))
(2.16)
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Figure 2.7: Mechanical compliant LC circuit. A traditional LC-circuit is
characterized by its inductance L and capacitance C0, with the inclusion of a
parallel capacitor Cm whose spacing x is modulated by the movement ∆x of
the mechanical drum. (Adapted from Cohen [20])

Assuming that the capacitor can be modeled as parallel plates, its
capacitance then writes as Cm = εA/x, where ε is the permittivity, A
the area of the plates, and x the spacing between the plates. Analo-
gously to the standard optomechanics case, we can derive the cavity
pull parameter G

G =
∂ω0

∂Cm

∂Cm

∂x
=

ω0

2
Cm

C0 + Cm

1
x

(2.17)

Essentially, one can see that it is beneficial to have very small gaps
between the capacitor plates – one of which is formed by the mem-
brane now – and to optimize the fraction Cm of the total capacitance
that is sensitive to the mechanical motion.





3
M I C R O M E C H A N I C A L M E M B R A N E S

In the previous chapter, I have introduced the fundamentals of the
optomechanical system with its most important properties. In this
chapter, the focus lies on the mechanical elements themselves exploited
throughout this thesis: thin membranes exhibiting high tensile stress.

3.1 introduction

In recent years, SiN has established as the material of choice for free-
space optomechanical membrane-experiments due to its high-quality
thin films grown on Si substrates. In 2008, Jack Harris exploited the ex-
ceptional mechanical and optical properties of commercially available1

SiN square membranes for studying their dispersive optomechani-
cal coupling inside a Fabry-Pérot cavity [49, 125]. Those membranes
exhibit high tensile stress of around 1 GPa and beyond resulting in
mechanical frequencies ranging from 100 kHz to several MHz – corre-
sponding to side lengths between hundreds of µm and several mm.
High tensile stress benefits the mechanical properties of thin films
resulting in higher frequencies and thus enhanced Q factors, assuming
the dissipation rates stay unaffected. With novel resonator designs
such as tethered membranes, mechanical Q factors have been pushed
to higher values for optimized design parameters [73], exceeding those
of standard square membranes by one order of magnitude at room
temperature. However, their enhanced mechanical Q factors due to
their geometry come at a price of reduced resonance frequencies with
respect to their square membranes counterpart. In recent years, the
focus has been on fabricating devices of lower mechanical dissipation.
This has lead to a better understanding of dominant device limita-
tions and thus ways for reaching mechanical quality factors that are
ultimately limited by the intrinsic quality of the thin film material.
The current trend of engineering optical and mechanical properties
constitute the basis of state-of-the-art devices and plays an increasingly
dominant role in fabricating novel device designs of unprecedented
quality.

This chapter covers several aspects of membrane resonators made of
high-stress films, from their basic optical and mechanical properties,
fabrication techniques required as well as current directions in device
engineering towards overcoming the limitations of square membranes.

1 Norcada Inc., https://www.norcada.com/products/high-q-si3n4-membrane/
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3.2 growth of high stress films

High stress films are achieved through various growth techniques for
both amorphous and crystalline materials. Depending on the goals and
requirements of the films to be grown there is a variety of substrate
materials to choose amongst. Silicon is likely the most prominent
example for its wide-spread use in computer and MEMS technology
with its well-developed fabrication techniques.

In recent years, SiN has established as the material of choice for op-
tomechanical membrane experiments due to its ability to be grown on
silicon wafers with high film quality. Depending on the growth details,
these films exhibit high tensile stress beyond 1 GPa, which beneficially
influences mechanical properties such as mode frequencies and dissi-
pation. Obtaining thin films of high quality depends on many factors
of the growth process, such as chamber pressure, temperature and gas
ratios, which ultimately influence the optomechanical properties and
hence quality of the grown film.

Another material platform that gained considerably increased at-
tention is based on compound materials of e. g. III-V groups – such
as gallium arsenide (GaAs) as substrate material – with additional
functionality due to the intrinsic properties of III-V semiconductors.
Moreover, in contrast to SiN, due to its crystalline structure, it is possi-
ble to grow more complex multilayer structures consisting of several
thin film layers of well-controlled thickness with added functionality.
Likely the most relevant example for optomechanics is the realization
of high-reflective distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs) that consist of
alternating layers of high and low-index materials.

Additionally, the choice of substrate material can also play an impor-
tant role for handling and functionality. Wafers of various thicknesses,
doping grades, impurities, resistivity values and crystal orientations
are available and can influence the choice based on the device require-
ments.

Amorphous SiN

Amorphous SiN is deposited in a high temperature furnace at tem-
peratures of approximately 800 ◦C in a process called low-pressure
chemical-vapor deposition (LPCVD). Films deposited by LPCVD are
typically of higher quality than those grown with other techniques
such as plasma-enhanced chemical-vapor deposition (PECVD) (more
uniform, lower in defects), the range of materials is, however, limited
due to the higher temperatures.

Silicon nitride can be deposited in both stoichiometric form (Si
3
N

4
)

and low-stress (silicon-rich) form depending on the material proper-
ties needed. Other interesting properties of the grown films include
uniformity and especially surface roughness. It has been shown that
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depositions at lower temperatures of 770 ◦C tend to result in higher
film qualities when it comes to surface roughness with measured root
mean square (RMS) values of 0.3 nm compared to a roughness between
2.5 nm to 5 nm at higher deposition temperatures [105]. Upon cooling
down, the SiN layer obtains a high tensile stress of approximately
1 GPa at room temperature due to the difference in coefficient of ther-
mal expansion (CTE) α between SiN and Si (αSi = 2.8× 10−6 K−1 and
αSiN = 2.3× 10−6 K−1 [19]). In addition, the process details influence
the stoichiometry of the film and thus stress, roughness, uniformity
and deposition rate.

We grow our SiN films in-house2 which allows for the fabrication of
high quality films of arbitrary thickness, typically ranging from 20 nm
to 400 nm, depending on the desired properties and functionality of
the SiN layer. In our case, the deposition rate of stoichiometric SiN at
a furnace temperature of 800 ◦C amounts to 0.068 nm/s with an index
of refraction of approximately n = 2 measured at 638 nm and a tensile
stress of 1.2 GPa for 100 nm thick films. Throughout this thesis, we
exploit SiN films of 50 nm and 200 nm in thickness with final devices
presented in Part ii.

Crystalline semiconductors

In contrast to the stress induced by differences in their thermal ex-
pansion coefficients, crystalline heterostructures obtain their stress
mainly through mismatches in their lattice constants. Due to their
crystalline nature, films with different lattice constants are forced to
grow according to the substrate material underneath, which ultimately
leads to tensile (compressive) strain ε‖ dependent on the mismatch
between substrate and grown film (cf. Figure 3.1).

A prominent example of almost lattice matched ternary alloys of
the III-V group is gallium arsenide (GaAs) and aluminum gallium
arsenide (AlGaAs) for arbitrary aluminum content. Usually, the lattice
constants are dependent on the composition of the material and can
thus be tuned. Ternary III-V alloys therefore depict an ideal platform
for achieving crystalline films of tunable stress dependent on the alloy
composition.

In our case, InxGa
1–xP (InGaP) grown on GaAs is lattice matched for

an indium (In) content of 49 % and becomes tensile stressed for lower
In contents, resulting in an in-plane strain according to Equation (3.1)
[80].

ε‖ =
aInGaP − aGaAs

aGaAs
(3.1)

Larger lattice mismatches lead to higher film stress while at the
same time becoming more prone to crystal growth defects. This is

2 Charles de Boer – Kavli Nanolab, TU Delft
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Figure 3.1: Lattice structure of relaxed InGaP and GaAs (a), as well as strained
InGaP on relaxed GaAs (b)

particularly the case for thicker films above a critical film thickness.
It is therefore crucial to not exceed the critical film thickness for a
given tensile stress in order to maintain high quality films with as few
crystal growth defects possible. There are many different theoretical
models to predict the critical thickness for strained layers [46, 64, 78,
108]. In general, larger lattice mismatches result in higher strain but
also lower critical film thickness.

In Chapter 6, we make use of crystalline InGaP layers grown on GaAs

with two different In contents of both 47 % and 41 %, resulting in films
with a nominal tensile stress of 150 MPa and 650 MPa (equivalent to
tensile strains of ε‖ = 1.1× 10−3 and ε‖ = 5.5× 10−3), respectively.
For the high-stress films with 650 MPa tensile stress the critical film
thickness is on the order of a quarter-wave layer, equivalent to 83 nm
for InGaP with a refractive index of 3.2.

3.3 optical properties of thin films

The film thickness influences both mechanical as well as optical prop-
erties. In this section, we briefly discuss the dependence between film
thickness and reflectivity. We mainly follow the book chapter “Thin
Films” by Gould, Kasap, and Ray [32].

Let us consider the following situation depicted in Figure 3.2a,
where an optical beam of light in a medium with refractive index
n0 is incident at an angle φ0 to the normal of a film with refractive
index n1. In order to calculate the amplitude fractions of reflected
and transmitted light, r1 and t1 respectively, we need to apply the
boundary conditions at the interface between two different optical
media that can be directly derived from Maxwell’s equations. The
coefficients r1 and t1 – also called Fresnel coefficients – solely depend
on the refractive indices of the media involved (n0 and n1) and the
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properties of the impinging light beams (polarization and angle of
incidence).

We are interested in the optical properties of a thin film of opti-
cal thickness n1d1, which consists of two interfaces where multiple
partial reflections and transmissions occur. The total amplitude of
the reflection (transmission) of such a film is then the result of all
partially reflected (transmitted) light fields for which we can find
conditions where either constructive or destructive interference occurs
(Figure 3.2b). This is accounted for by a phase thickness δ1, that depends
on the wave vector k in vacuum (wavelength λ), the optical thickness
of the film n1d1, and angle of incidence φ1.

δ1 =
2π

λ
n1d1 cos(φ1) (3.2)

In our case, where we consider three optical media with two in-
terfaces, the summation of all partial light waves leads to an infinite
series. The amplitude reflection coefficient r (and equivalently also
transmission coefficient t) then read as

r =
r1 + r2 exp(−2iδ1)

1 + r1r2 exp(−2iδ1)
(3.3)

t =
t1t2 exp(−iδ1)

1 + r1r2 exp(−2iδ1)
(3.4)

In this case, r1 and t1 represent the Fresnel coefficients at the first
interface between n0 and n1, and r2 and t2 the coefficients at the sec-
ond interface between n1 and n2, respectively. We can then calculate
the power reflectance R and transmittance T by evaluating the com-
plex absolute of the amplitude coefficients with an impedance factor
that depends on the refractive indices of incident and final media.
Reflectance and transmittance are then given by

R =
n0

n0
rr∗ =

r2
1 + r2

2 + 2r1r2 cos(2δ1)

1 + r2
1r2

2 + 2r1r2 cos(2δ1)
(3.5)

T =
n2

n0
tt∗ =

n2

n0

t2
1t2

2

1 + 2r1r2 cos(2δ1) + r2
1r2

2
(3.6)

Inserting the four Fresnel coefficients (r1, r2, t1, t2) into Equations (3.5)
and (3.6) lead to long expressions – even for the case of normal incident
light. In general, the power reflectance R and transmittance T only
depend on the refractive indices of the three media and and the phase
thickness δ1 and allows for a qualitative discussion for various cases
shown in Figure 3.2b. Here, the power reflectance R is plotted versus
the phase thickness δ1 for three different sets of refractive indices {n0,
n1, n2}.
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Figure 3.2: Optical properties of thin films. a Schematic representation of
a thin film (green layer) of thickness d1 and refractive index n1 capped
by two other optical layers of refractive indices n0 and n2, respectively.
We distinguish between two cases, where the thin film is surrounded by
air/vacuum or alternatively deposited on top of a substrate material with
refractive index n2. The incident optical beam impinges from the left and is
partially reflected and transmitted, contributing to the total transmittance
and reflectance. b Thin film power reflectivity dependence for two different
optical materials with refractive index n1 exhibiting maxima and minima
dependent on the optical phase thickness and the refractive index n1 of the
thin film surrounded in air (green and blue curves). When deposited on
a substrate material, thin films of optimal optical thickness can also serve
as anti-reflection (AR) coatings (green curve). c Reflectivity Rm dependent
on the film thickness d1 for two different materials and laser wavelengths
used within the scope of this thesis showing the same behavior as in the
generalized plot in b. The materials used here represent indium gallium
phosphide (InGaP) (green curve) and SiN (blue and magenta) with a refractive
index of 3.2 and 2, respectively, plotted for two different laser wavelengths
of 1064 nm and 1550 nm.
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Membranes of various materials and thicknesses

Let us first consider the case, where light of normal incidence im-
pinges on an optical material of thickness d1 and refractive index
n1, surrounded by air/vacuum and thus referring to the case of a
suspended membrane. Most importantly, maxima of the reflectance
occur when δ1 is an odd multiple of π/2 which corresponds to the
case where the optical thickness n1d1 amounts to an odd number of
quarter wavelengths.

The two refractive indices chosen here represent the choice of ma-
terials exploited throughout this thesis, SiN and InGaP membranes
with refractive indices of nInGaP = 3.2 (green curve) and nSiN = 2 (blue
curve), respectively, in the wavelength range of interest. In addition,
the peak reflectance of a membrane in air crucially depends on its
refractive index and results in higher values the greater the material’s
index of refraction is.

For the third curve, let us consider the case, where a thin film is
deposited on a substrate with refractive index of n2 = 3.5 (the light
impinging medium still being air), roughly corresponding to gallium
arsenide (GaAs) and silicon (Si) substrates (n0 < n1 < n2). Interestingly
now, with the right choice of material, reflectance minima occur at the
same phase thickness values where we found maxima in the other
cases. At these points unity transmittance can only be achieved when
n1 =

√
n0n2, and films of optical thickness of d1 = λ/4n1. Films with

that ability are referred to as anti-reflection (AR) coatings and are
widely used in optics.

In Figure 3.2b, we qualitatively analyzed the power reflectance de-
pendent on the phase thickness δ1, that is a function of wavelength,
film thickness and refractive index. In Figure 3.2c, the general case
from Figure 3.2b is now plotted for more specific cases of membranes
used throughout later chapters of this thesis for varying film thick-
nesses d1 (marked as solid dots).

For all three curves, we see the same oscillative behavior of the mem-
brane reflectance Rm observed in Figure 3.2b, however now shifted
dependent on the material and impinging optical wavelength. Com-
parison of the blue and purple curve shows the influence of the optical
wavelength for varying film thickness. It is apparent, that larger re-
fractive indices not only lead to bigger reflectance maxima (which
allows for larger radiation pressure effects), but also already for thin-
ner membranes, which we will later see is beneficial for obtaining high
mechanical quality factors for membranes under high tensile stress.

We will discuss the impact of films with higher refractive indices
later on in Chapter 6 when it comes to realizing DBRs as well as mem-
branes made of InGaP. In Chapter 4, membranes of 50 nm thickness are
exploited and Chapter 5 will deal with the advantage of thicker films
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for realizing films of engineered high reflectivity when exploiting
PhCs.

It is apparent that unpatterned films of SiN (and other materials
for that matter) are not suitable as end-mirrors in a two-mirror op-
tomechanical cavity. However, sophisticated engineering can lead to
high-reflectivity membranes by using DBRs with the drawback of in-
creasing its mass significantly [23, 34], or preferably by patterning the
film with a repetitive pattern of air holes, so-called PhCs (see Section 3.7
and [73]).

Matrix formalism

The resulting expressions for reflectance and transmittance already be-
come unhandy for only three layers. In particular for films containing
several layers – as is the case for e. g. DBRs – transfer matrix meth-
ods (TMMs) become a useful tool for determining the reflection and
transmission of the entire structure. The transmitted electromagnetic
fields can then be expressed by the impinging field components by
a 2× 2-matrix. The total system matrix then consists of simple ma-
trix multiplication of the individual layers. The electromagnetic field
components of adjacent layers are then linked through a characteristic
2× 2-matrix. In order to obtain the field components of the entire
structure, one has to apply simple matrix multiplication for each layer
of the stack, as long as the optical thickness, i. e. refractive index n
and thickness d of each layer is known. For these kinds of calculations,
optical beams of normal incidence are assumed.

We will make use of this method later on in Chapter 6 for char-
acterizing DBRs as well as entire MIM systems in order to determine
membrane configurations of optimized performance. Maximizing the
coupling strength with respect to the standing light field inside the
optical cavity typically constitutes one of the main goals in that regard.
A more detailed description of the TMM can be found in Appendix A.

3.4 fabrication

The fabrication of mechanical resonators in high stress films use stan-
dard top-down optical or e-beam lithography methods that provide a
high level of control and flexibility for the device design and geometry.
Usually, at least one lithography step of the device layer is needed to
define the two-dimensional geometry of the resonator design that is
then transferred into subsequent layers by means of an anisotropic
dry etch. Less common are the use of mostly isotropic wet etches for
patterning the device layers. The reason lies in the fact that often one
is interested in directional anisotropic etching through the rather thin
film whose etch boundaries are desirable of high surface quality with
a vertical sidewall profile. For these reasons, reactive ion etching (RIE)
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or inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etching is the standard choice
for this endeavor. After the pattern transfer into the device layer, an
isotropic dry or wet etch removes a sacrificial layer after which the
resonator is suspended. These steps are illustrated in Figure 3.4 based
on the fabrication process of a simple square membrane. In princi-
ple, more lithography steps can be used for more complex device
designs where additional functionality is added by e. g. patterning
certain parts with metallic and dielectric layers by means of sputtering
and deposition. Most crucial to every fabrication procedure is the
availability of selective etching and cleaning procedures that result in
pristine films of – in the case of optomechanics – high mechanical and
optical quality resulting in low dissipation. However, the quality of the
fabricated devices are ultimately defined by the quality of the grown
thin films themselves and thus depict an ultimate limit to both optical
and mechanical properties – and thus dissipation – of suspended me-
chanical resonators. In the case of crystalline films this also includes
the crystal purity and the amount of defects that ultimately lead to
higher dissipation.

In general, every fabrication process relies on the successful and
repeatable pattern transfer from a sensitive resist layer into subsequent
layers through addition (e. g. deposition and sputtering), modification
(i. e. surface treatments) and removal of material (i. e. etching). The
quality of the fabrication process can be quantified by a few figures of
merit [95]:

• Etch rate – it is desirable to have good control and reproducibility
over the processing conditions. Depending on the process details,
higher etch rates for increased throughput or lower etch rates for
better process control are favorable. However, this also crucially
depends on other important figures of merit that are described
in the following, such as selectivity.

• Selectivity – it is a measure of how fast the desired material is
etched relative to the etch rate of the masking material. Some-
times, depending on the etch details, the selectivity for a material
to be etched with respect to a resist layer can be too low and thus
requires the use of another intermediate harder material – also
referred to as hard mask. Typical hard masks are PECVD silicon
oxide or silicon nitride as well as thin metal layers depending
on the desired material to be etched.

• Anisotropy – describes the verticality of the etch profile. In many
cases, vertical and smooth sidewall profiles are desired and
usually obtained by directional dry etching. In contrast, wet
etching is typically isotropic in nature with potassium hydroxide
(KOH) etching of silicon as likely the most prominent example
which is depending on the crystal-orientation.
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• Damage – closely related to the process selectivity and the abil-
ity of the etch process to passivate and protect areas that are
not supposed to be etched. Any surface damage of films with
important functionality acquired from processing steps lead to
a degradation in film quality and thus increased optical and
mechanical losses.
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Figure 3.3: Schematics of a squared membrane with important design pa-
rameters. Design parameters include the choice of wafer thickness w and
deposited film thickness d. Upon pattern transfer of the backside window
into the SiN layer and subsequent KOH etching, the released membrane has
smaller dimensions due to the characteristic crystal orientation-dependent Si
etch of an angle of 54.7° for (100)-silicon wafers.

With the available toolbox of processing technology at hand, we can
now discuss the necessary steps for fabricating mechanical resonators
out of high quality SiN films. Here I will stick to the exemplary
fabrication of square membranes, however, the general ideas presented
are readily transferable to other material platforms and resonator
designs, and will be made use of in later chapters in Part ii. Details of
the fabrication process can be found in Appendix C.

1. Most crucial for the successful fabrication of high quality mem-Wafer cleaning

brane resonators is to grow thin films of high quality in the first
place. This not only includes an optimized deposition process
(which is not part of this thesis) but also providing clean and
pristine substrates for ideal growth conditions with the least
amounts of contaminants present. Therefore, the 4-inch (100)-
Si wafers are cleaned with two standard cleaning procedures
(RCA1 and RCA2) that subsequently remove organic and metal-
lic compounds off the Si surface. Both cleaning steps are per-
formed at elevated temperatures of 75 ◦C, whereas RCA1 consists
of NH

4
OH/H

2
O

2
/H

2
O (1:1:5) and RCA2 of HCl/H

2
O

2
/H

2
O

(1:1:5), respectively. A final HF dip is recommended to strip the
oxidized Si surface which leaves behind a clean and smooth
substrate for optimal growth conditions. In order to minimize
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SiN

Silicon

a SiN deposition b Resist coating c Lithography

d SiN etching e Resist stripping f Si etching

Figure 3.4: Essential fabrication steps of square membranes consisting of SiN
deposition, lithography, SiN and Si etching.

re-contamination of the exposed Si surface, the LPCVD deposition
process3 is immediately performed right after wafer cleaning.

2. After deposition, the 4-inch wafers are diced in smaller chips Chip preparation

of arbitrary, in our case 10 mm, side lengths. This is beneficial
for the purpose of optimizing both device geometries as well
as fabrication processes. Before dicing, the wafer surfaces are
covered with a photoresist that protects the SiN device layers
from contamination and scratches during dicing and handling.
The protective resist coating can then later be stripped using
an appropriate solvent such as acetone right before starting the
fabrication process. For highly contaminated surfaces by organic
compounds, we clean the chips in a more thorough cleaning
solution consisting of sulfuric acid and hydrogen peroxide, called
Piranha solution.

3. Depending on the smallest feature size during the pattern trans- Lithography

fer, we can choose between photolithography (PL) and electron-
beam lithography (EBL). PL has the advantage of transferring
patterns with much higher throughput down to features of ap-
proximately 1 µm with reasonable effort. The drawback is that
for every change in device design one requires a new chrome
mask that transfers the device patterns into the photo-sensitive
resist layer. In contrast, EBL has a much lower throughput, but
provides the flexibility of writing arbitrary patterns without the
need for adapting the chrome mask design (Note that other
optical techniques such as laser-writing are available that do

3 Performed by Charles de Boer, Kavli Nanolab, TU Delft
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not require the use of chrome masks and still allow for quickly
adapting design geometries). EBL allows for smaller feature sizes
that can go down to approximately 20 nm assuming optimized
process parameters and thin resist layers. The general work flow
during lithography consists of dispersing the resist, spinning it
uniformly on the chip surface with an appropriate spin speed
resulting in the desired thickness, baking on a hotplate or in an
oven, exposing the resist, developing and finally drying. The
choice of resist depends on the film thickness, the geometry and
feature sizes to be transferred, aw well as the achieved etch se-
lectivity. Small features and thick device layers typically require
thicker resists for successfully transferring the device pattern.
In particular for the fabrication of square membranes, we spin
the positive electron-beam resist AR-P6200.09

4 at a spin speed of
3 krpm resulting in resist thicknesses of around 250 nm, followed
by tempering the resist on a hotplate at 150 ◦C for 3 min. The
resist-coated chips are then exposed with the design geometry
to be transferred into the SiN device layer underneath and after-
wards developed in an appropriate solution. Here, we use sub-
sequent rinses of pentyl-acetate, methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK)-
IPA(1:1) and isopropyl alcohol (IPA) of 1 min each, followed by
blow-drying the chips with a nitrogen gun.

4. The developed resist layer contains the information of devicePattern transfer

design to be transferred into the layers underneath. Usually, this
can be either done by means of wet or dry etching processes.
In our case, the resist pattern is transferred in to the SiN layer
using RIE etch tools. In particular, SiN layers are etched with a
fluorine based chemistry, typically CHF

3
or similar, which etches

the SiN both chemically and physically. The ions are generated at
a source and the plasma is accelerated towards the sample sur-
face, both physically sputtering and chemically reacting with the
material to be etched on the surface. Usually, the advantage of
using dry etching lies in achieving directional/anisotropic, often
non-selective etches, leading to (deep) vertical and smooth side-
walls for optimized process parameters. Wet chemistry usually
provides isotropic etching with good selective etches available.
A prominent exception for anisotropic wet etching is silicon
etching with KOH, whose etch rate and angle is crucially depen-
dent on the crystal orientation of the silicon. After the pattern
transfer, the remaining resist layer is thoroughly stripped in or-
der to guarantee clean sample surfaces for further processing.
More complex fabrication procedures consists of many of these
described lithography and pattern transfer steps. Most impor-
tantly for every process is the compatibility of etch chemistry
and parameters such that important functional layers are nei-

4 AR-P 6200 series, https://www.allresist.com/csar-62-ar-p-6200/

https://www.allresist.com/csar-62-ar-p-6200/
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ther harmed nor damaged. Most of the fabrication consists of
cleaning surfaces off of organics and non-organic compounds
that might damage or even destroy the functionality of the final
device performance.

5. Now that the SiN film is patterned in the shape of the mem- Si etching with KOH

brane design geometry, we can start etching away the exposed
silicon for finally releasing the SiN membrane. This is done by
immersing the entire chip in a solution of 30 % potassium hy-
droxide (KOH) at 75 ◦C (other temperatures and concentrations
can be applied for controlling both etch rate and surface qual-
ity of the silicon surface) which etches the silicon at a rate of
1 µm/min along the (100)-crystal plane. Note that a character-
istic feature of silicon etching in KOH is the crystal-orientation
dependent etching which results in well-defined etch profiles
along the (111)-crystal-planes. For that reason, if etched on (100)-
wafers, the silicon is etched under a characteristic angle of 54.7°.
This in turn means, that the released SiN square membrane after
fully etching through the entire thickness of the wafer is smaller
than the defined square on the backside, ultimately depending
on the wafer thickness. As an example, for suspending mem-
branes of 350 µm in side length on 500 µm thick silicon wafers,
the backside window requires a size of approximately 1050 µm,
which can be obtained by simple geometrical considerations.

6. As a final step, we apply various cleaning procedures to the Cleaning procedures

released membrane. In general, when going from one etchant
into another, it is crucial to properly rinse the samples in various
water baths to avoid cross-contamination as well as to reduce the
risk of undesired exothermic chemical reactions. Therefore, after
the KOH etching, we rinse our samples in two consecutive water
baths for making sure that the sample is free of any KOH residues.
However, often we would find traces of KOH crystals on the sam-
ple surface, which we can clean off in a diluted hydrochloric
acid (HCl) solution (3 parts HCl:1 part water) for 10 min. Addi-
tionally, if needed, the removal of organic compounds can be
done in a so-called Piranha solution, consisting of three parts of
sulfuric acid and one part of hydrogen peroxide (3:1) for 10 min
at 100 ◦C. After these steps, the samples are again rinsed in con-
secutive water baths, followed by two final IPA rinses before
being carefully blow-dried with a nitrogen gun. It is crucial that
all liquids are quickly removed such that no residues are left
behind on the surface before evaporation. If blow drying with a
nitrogen gun leaves residues behind, a more time-consuming but
effective drying process can be performed which – in particular
– for deep silicon etches of 1 mm turned out to be useful. The
process of critical point drying (CPD) is usually used for drying
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fragile suspended structures that are more sensitive to surface
tension and consequently a collapse onto the substrate. By using
liquid CO

2
the occurring forces during drying are significantly

reduced resulting in a process that dries sensitive structures in a
gentle, controlled and repeatable manner.

3.5 mechanical modes of a 2d membrane

We model the motion of an elastic tensile-strained membrane that
is stretched and then fixed along its edge. Considering the forces at
play, a partial differential equation can be derived that we identify as
the wave equation in two dimensions with the speed of sound c only
depending on the tensile stress T and mass density ρ of the membrane
[3].

∂2u
∂t2 − c2∆2u = 0 with c2 = σ/ρ (3.7)

In order to obtain the solutions to this problem, we can separate
the trial functions into a time-dependent and spatially dependent
part and solve it for membranes fixed along their edge as boundary
conditions. A detailed derivation of the solution can be found in
standard textbooks which is governed by the following expressions

umn(x, y, t) = amn cos(ωmnt) sin(mπx/lx) sin(nπy/ly) (3.8)

ωmn = cπ

√
m2

l2
x
+

n2

l2
y

(3.9)

Here, umn(x, y, t) now describes the time-dependent displacement
of (in general) rectangular membranes with side lengths lx and ly,
respectively, that are normalized to the maximum displacement of
each mode amn. Due to the existing boundary condition of membranes
fixed to their edge, the characteristic eigenmodes are denoted by
integer mode indices m, n ≥ 1 with ωmn being their corresponding
eigenfrequencies.

It is now interesting to note that, depending on lx and ly, several
eigenmodes – with differing mode shape distributions of the displace-
ment and nodal lines – correspond to the same eigenfrequencies ωmn.
This is the case, in particular, for square membranes, where lx = ly and
thus ωmn = ωnm holds (cf. Figure 3.5). However, due to fabrication
imperfections, these modes are never fully degenerate due to their
slightly different side lengths.

In addition, the eigenfrequencies ωmn depend on their mode indices
and material parameters of the film, namely stress σ and mass density
ρ. Membranes of higher stress and/or smaller side lengths thus exhibit
higher mechanical frequencies.
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(m,n) = (1,1) (1,2) (2,1)

(2,2) (2,3)(3,2)

(3,1)

(3,3)

Figure 3.5: Mode profiles of a square membrane. The membrane is fixed
along its edge and shows displacement maxima (yellow) and minima (blue)
according to Equation (3.8) where we omit their time dependency (Note that
for the fundamental mode blue corresponds to zero displacement). The mode
numbers (m,n) determine the number of displacement maxima whereas the
number of antinodes is given by (m-1,n-1) along the (x,y)-direction.

The mode spectrum of such membranes can be measured with a
simple phase-sensitive setup (as described in Appendix B.2).
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3.6 dissipation

Dissipation plays a major role for both optical and mechanical degrees
of freedom. In particular, better understandings and models for me-
chanical systems have lead to resonators with unprecedented high
quality factors through advanced fabrication techniques and sophis-
ticated novel resonator designs. In this Section I will focus on some
aspects of damping mechanisms, that pose a limitation to achieving
higher Q-factors. Note that the discussion here is by far not complete
and the interested reader is referred to the various papers and re-
views out there [47, 51, 110, 119]. We closely follow the review by
Imboden and Mohanty [47] and the book by Schmid, Villanueva, and
Roukes [91]. In particular for the discussion of damping mechanisms
present in state-of-the-art square membranes, I recommend following
the model derived by Villanueva and Schmid [110] based on earlier
work from Yu, Purdy, and Regal [119], which distinguishes between
material-specific intrinsic and external loss channels.

Intrinsic

Material defects

Surface losses

Thermoelastic
dissipation

Extrinsic

Clamping losses

Viscous damping

Figure 3.6: Extrinsic and intrinsic sources of dissipation for mechanical
resonators. Here, the displacement profile of a tethered membrane is shown
where red (blue) colors correspond to larger (smaller) displacements of the
fundamental mode.

Dissipation – according to Imboden and Mohanty [47] – can be
e. g. sorted into two broader categories: extrinsic and intrinsic sources.
In general, damping attributed to intrinsic sources are related to the
resonant material and a matter of film quality and appropriate fab-
rication techniques that – at least – do not additionally harm the
(surface) quality of the resonator. When referring to extrinsic sources,
we consider effects that can typically be manipulated through engi-
neering and design, as well as dissipation mechanisms related to the
resonator’s environment, such as ambient gas pressure.

Acoustic radiation into the environment, i. e. coupling to the sub-
strate material has been identified as one of the major limiting dis-
sipation contributions over recent years. Geometrical considerations
play a significant role here in minimizing these losses, whilst, in the
case for square membranes, the geometry is limited to the choice of
side length and film thickness, as well as internal material parameters
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such as residual tensile stress. With other design geometries such as
cantilever, doubly-clamped beams or tethered membranes, additional
design parameters such as fillet radii at the clamping points seem
to play an important role. Just recently, geometrically engineering
the clamping points of doubly-clamped nanobeams has proven to
increase the mechanical quality factors [7, 87], which might also be of
valuable input for other device designs such as tethered membranes
[55, 73, 82]. For square membranes, unprecedented Q-factors were
achieved by patterning 30 nm thin films with a periodic air-hole struc-
ture. All of these recent developments take advantage of the creation
of phononic bandgaps, engineering strain and applying soft-clamping
to the structures [28, 31, 72, 106, 107, 117]. Understanding and further
controlling above mentioned extrinsic contributions are crucial for
reaching mechanical Q factors that are ultimately limited by intrinsic
loss mechanisms of the resonator material itself.

In general, there is an abundance of loss mechanisms present in
mechanical resonators which would go beyond the scope of the dis-
cussions here. However, especially for the case of square membranes
(as well as beams and cantilevers), a model by Villanueva and Schmid
[110] has been derived based on earlier studies [119]. In particular,
this model predicts the maximally achievable, intrinsically-limited Q-
factors for tensile-strained resonators when acoustic radiation loss is
effectively suppressed. Note, that other contributions such as viscous
gas damping are not considered as a limiting factor as residual gas
pressures of high vacuum are standardly achieved with reasonable
effort.

The total inverse mechanical Q factor can be expressed as the sum
of all individual inverse Qs, where we will only discuss the influence
of acoustic radiation Qrad as an extrinsic loss source and express all
intrinsic contributions in the total – stress-enhanced – intrinsic Q-factor
Qint,σ.

Q−1 = ∑ Q−1
i = Q−1

int,σ + Q−1
rad + · · · (3.10)

Let us first discuss the acoustic radiation term Qrad in Equation (3.10),
which reads as

Qrad ≈
ρs

ρr
η3 n2m2

(n2 + m2)3/2
L
d

(3.11)

where ρr and ρs are the mass densities of the substrate and res-
onator, respectively. L and d are the side length and thickness of the
membrane, and η being the phase velocity ratio between the substrate
and resonator, respectively.

η ≈
√

Es

σ

ρr

ρs
(3.12)
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Here, Es is the Young’s modulus of the substrate and σ being the
residual stress in the resonator. Acoustic radiation describes the pro-
cess when energy leaks into the supporting substrate. Mechanical
energy of the resonator couples to substrate modes that eventually dis-
sipate, assuming that the radiated energy does not couple back to the
resonator. The amount of dissipated energy due to acoustic radiation
crucially depends on the geometry, materials, modes and frequencies
of both resonator and supporting material. With m, n being the char-
acteristic mode numbers of square membranes, lower order modes
are more susceptible to acoustic radiation losses than higher order
modes. This has been experimentally observed by numerous groups
working with such membranes. Furthermore, it shall be noted that
low-stress SiN membranes usually suffer less from acoustic radiation
due to their larger acoustic mismatch (phase velocity ratio η). Due
to the coupling of energy into the substrate, these losses are strongly
dependent on the way how membranes are mounted onto the chip
holder, and thus often also referred to as clamping losses. We will
later in Section 3.7 introduce a way how to avoid the leaking of energy
into the substrate by engineering the supporting structure and/or the
membrane itself alone with a periodic pattern that supports the rising
of phononic bandgaps and thus avoids the propagation of phonons
into its environment and vice versa.

Q-enhancement through stress-engineering

The first term on the right-hand-side in Equation (3.10) describes the
intrinsically limited Q-factors in the presence of high tensile stress.
As we have seen in this chapter residual stress generated during the
growth process can affect several properties (frequencies and damping)
and reliability (fracturing under tension, buckling under compression,
inelastic deformation) which has proven beneficial to achieving high
Q-factors. There are two factors that contribute to higher Qs. Firstly,
higher stress in the material increases the stored energy, and sec-
ondly, leads to stress-induced changes in dissipation. Here, the stress-
enhanced intrinsic quality factor Qint,σ can be expressed in terms of the
intrinsic Qint multiplied by an enhancement factor that is a function
of λ.

Qint,σ = Qint
[
2λ + (n2 + m2)π2λ2]−1 (3.13)

where m,n are the mode numbers and λ reads as

λ =
d
L

√
E

12σ
(3.14)

The left term of the enhancement factor in square brackets in Equa-
tion (3.13) is independent of the mode numbers and can be attributed
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to the bending of the resonator at the clamping points with the support
structure. The right term, however, depends on the mode numbers and
can thus be linked to the bending at the antinodes. In order to achieve
large enhancements of the intrinsic Qint the expression in the square
bracket has to become minimal, which translates to minimizing λ. It
becomes obvious now, that the membrane dimensions crucially influ-
ence the enhancement by its aspect ratio of side length L and thickness
d as the curvature of their mode displacements happen further away
from the clamping periphery. Additionally, increasingly large axial
strains ε (ε = σ/E with E being Young’s modulus of the resonator
material) in the square root further contributes to minimizing the
enhancement factor. Note that since λ � 1, the first term linear in
λ dominates over the quadratic term. We want to highlight though,
that one possible way to minimize contributions from large curvatures
close to the membrane periphery can be achieved by fabricating pat-
terned membranes that exhibit localized modes further away from the
clamping periphery [106]. Certainly, design engineering of mechani-
cal resonators plays a major role in achieving ever-increasing quality
factors that are ultimately and intrinsically limited by the resonator
material itself.

Intrinsic dissipation

There is an abundance of loss contributions (thermoelastic dissipation,
internal friction,...) that are discussed in much greater detail in above
mentioned references, however, we will restrain ourselves to the quali-
tative discussion by expressing the intrinsic Qint in loss contributions
attributed to the surface Qsurf and bulk (volume) Qvol material.

Q−1
int (d) = Q−1

surf(d) + Q−1
vol (3.15)

For SiN membranes of thicknesses up to 200 nm, as studied within
the scope of this thesis, Qint is dominated by Qsurf, which depends
linear on the thickness d with a fitting parameter β that is deter-
mined by experimental data found in literature. It is important to note,
that Qint(d) decreases for thinner membranes and counteracts the
advantageous behavior for the enhancement factor in Equation (3.13).
Nevertheless, it becomes clear, that surface losses pose a fundamental
limitation to increasingly high Q-factors, that ultimately depend on
the quality of the source material itself. The origin of these losses are
possibly related to – among others – surface roughness, impurities
and defects. Crucial to every fabrication procedure is thus the success-
ful processing of materials with high selective etching and effective
cleaning steps while at the same time gaining a deeper understanding
of surface altering chemical processes (such as oxidation or undesired
deposition of thin contaminated layers).
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Low-temperature behavior

Optomechanical experiments are typically performed at cryogenic tem-
peratures in order to observe quantum features that otherwise would
be inaccessible. Mechanical resonators of sufficiently large frequencies
and low enough temperatures can be prepared in their mechanical
ground state without additional required optical cooling techniques.
This typically the case for mechanical oscillators in the GHz-regime
and at temperatures below 50 mK. Even more interestingly from the
viewpoint of fabrication is the observation of increased quality factors
at cryogenic temperatures orders of magnitude higher than those at
room temperature [120, 125]. For temperatures below approximately
10 K, a first plateau of increased Q-factors can be observed, but even
more interestingly a second steep increase below 200 mK could be mea-
sured for square membranes in a microwave circuit (despite the fact
that they were coated with a thin and lossy metal). This low tempera-
ture (LT) behavior suggests that intrinsic material loss contributions are
temperature-dependent with effectively lower dissipation at low tem-
peratures. However, it should be noted, that such a monotonic increase
in Q-factors as seen with SiN for decreasing temperatures is crucially
material-dependent. For instance, the dissipation of crystalline AlGaAs

has been found to be non-monotonic at cryogenic temperatures [6].

3.7 engineering optical and mechanical properties

Engineering and designing devices with superior/new properties has
emerged as a branch of physics where optical and mechanical prop-
erties can be arbitrarily tailored [2, 50]. Possibly the most prominent
examples for such devices are metamaterials and photonic crystal (PhC)
structures where the electromagnetic properties of a material layer are
altered by geometric patterning. In PhC structures, the specific optical
properties arise due to a periodic variation in the materials’ respective
refractive indices on length scales comparable to the wavelength of
the impinging light. Figure 3.7 gives an example of a thin film of
thickness t that is periodically patterned with air holes of radius r and
lattice constant a. These structures exhibit Fano-type resonances that
can be tuned by adapting before-mentioned design parameters [123].
Very similar to their electronic counterpart – where an electron in the
vicinity of periodic occurring potentials of the positively charged atom
cores – optical dispersion diagrams arise with allowed and forbidden
wavelength ranges for impinging photons. These so called bandgaps
lead to wavelength ranges where photons are not allowed to propagate,
effectively depicting a mirror for photons with wavelengths within
the bandgap. This lead to the development of new chip architectures
with photon waveguides, photonic crystal defect cavities, DBRs [33,
34, 112] and many more applications. DBRs are maybe the easiest and
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most widespread example of such a composite material system. These
mirrors consist of alternating layers of high and low refractive index,
respectively. At each boundary between the layers the partial reflected
and transmitted waves interfere. Depending on their optical thickness
DBRs can be tuned such that all partially reflected waves constructively
interfere leading to high reflective mirrors. The maximum reflectivity
depends crucially on the number of layers and can thus be arbitrar-
ily tuned, which we will make use of in later chapters and has also
been part of very successful early-stage experiments in the field of
optomechanics.

Equivalently, bandgaps can also be designed for phonons when
creating a repetitive modulation of the materials’ mechanical proper-
ties. By either using different materials with distinguishing Young’s
Modulus or/and alternating geometrically designed structures, we
can also create bandgaps for phonons. This has been extensively used
in so-called phoxonic structures, where cavities for both photons and
phonons provide small optical and mechanical mode volumes with
large modal overlap. Therefore, such on-chip structures exhibit (un-
precedented) high coupling strengths making them one of the most
successful experimental optomechanical platforms to date.

2r

t

a

Figure 3.7: Example of the reflection spectrum of a PhC membrane exhibiting
Fano-type resonances. The resonance wavelength λPhC depends on the design
parameters of the PhC pattern, as illustrated with a air hole structure with
lattice constant a, hole radius r and film thickness t.

In summary, manipulation of the photonic and phononic dispersion
relation is achieved by changing the respective material properties
(Young’s modulus for phonons, permittivity for photons) on length-
scales comparable to the wavelength. I have introduced two different
examples of how such bandgap structures can be realized, which will
be exploited in later chapters of this thesis. For one, in the case of
DBRs, the rising of bandgaps come from an alternation of (at least)
two materials with varying optical properties. In the case depicted
in Figure 3.7, the variation is achieved through geometric patterning.
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These two approaches differ in the ways of realization, where DBRs are
realized by growing alternating layers of differing optical materials
(bottom-up approach), whereas for PhCs top-bottom procedures by
means of micro-machining are used.

3.8 conclusion

In this chapter, we have given an overview of mechanical resonators
standardly used in free-space optomechanical experiments with SiN
membranes. Their exceptional mechanical and optical properties make
them ideal candidates for numerous successful implementations in the
field of cavity optomechanics. However, a well-known limitation of
these devices is their susceptibility towards the mounting procedures
in (cryogenic) cavity systems that can lead to a significant degrada-
tion in their mechanical Q factors due to acoustic radiation losses.
Even though high mechanical quality factors can be achieved, usually
tight mounting typically results in degraded Q factors that are un-
reliable and irreproducible. With groups working on understanding
the limiting factors, dissipation models can predict the achievable
stress-enhanced quality factors of square membranes when acoustic
radiation losses are successfully avoided. For this matter, in particular,
using the above mentioned engineering possibilities and techniques
that microfabrication provides are extensively and successfully ex-
ploited in recent years that ultimately overcome the limitations of
standard square membranes. Advanced device designs by engineering
optical and mechanical properties by means of geometrical pattern-
ing are the basis of state-of-the-art devices and play a increasingly
dominant role in fabricating more complex devices of unprecedented
mechanical and optical quality by means of soft-clamping, stress en-
gineering and the exploitation of phononic shield structures [72, 106,
107, 117].

In particular for the chapters to follow in Part ii, we will make great
use of fabricating membranes with engineered optical and mechanical
properties.



Part II

M I C R O FA B R I C AT E D M E M B R A N E
A R C H I T E C T U R E S

The second part of the thesis introduces novel membrane
architectures with engineered mechanical and optical prop-
erties, superior to standard bare single square membranes.
Each device chapter starts with a brief motivation, current
limitations of the state-of-the-art and reasons why the novel
devices show superior properties. Each chapter focuses on
fabrication related topics. We dive into the specifics of de-
vice designs and fabrication with in-depth elucidations
on challenges, solutions and future improvements. Upon
availability, we also show the devices’ optical, mechani-
cal and optomechanical characterization of the engineered
features.

This part contains knowledge of the fabrication for phononic
shield membranes (Chapter 4), integrated optomechani-
cal arrays of two high reflectivity SiN membranes (Chap-
ter 5), and integrated optomechanical arrays with III-V
ternary semiconductor membranes (Chapter 6). In-depth
process recipes for the fabricated devices are provided in
Appendix C.
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P H O N O N I C S H I E L D M E M B R A N E S F O R M U LT I M O D E
E L E C T R O - A N D O P T O M E C H A N I C S I N T H E
Q UA N T U M R E G I M E

Acoustic radiation loss of square SiN membranes inside optical cavities
constitutes a challenge for reaching the multimode strong quantum co-
operativity regime in an inherently multimode optomechanical system.
However, for the observation of quantum features such as entangle-
ment between optics and mechanics, reaching the strong cooperativity
is typically a key criterion. A particularly successful way in circumvent-
ing the current limitations is engineering phononic bandgap structures
that effectively shield the center square membrane from outside exci-
tations promising intrinsically-limited quality factors, i. e.limited by
surface losses of the material itself, for all modes within the designed
bandgap. Here, we realize phononic bandgap shielded membranes
by patterning the entire silicon chip with a periodic structure in a
through-wafer deep silicon etch. By optimizing the device design, we
achieve bandgaps of 2.5 MHz width that effectively shield the first ten
mechanical modes from undesired outside excitations. We confirm
the existence of the designed bandgap when incorporated in an op-
tomechanical cavity by measuring suppressed noise power spectra
and consistently high mechanical quality factors of around 6× 106 at
cryogenic temperatures for all modes within the designed bandgap.
This paves the way towards entering the strong cooperativity regime
for a multitude of modes ultimately enabling the observation of strong
quantum correlations and as such entanglement between optics and
mechanics.

Figure 4.1: Artistic illustration of a phononic shield membrane (©Moritz
Forsch, GroeblacherLab, TU Delft). Illustrated are a collective mode of the
lattice and central square membrane.
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4.1 introduction

One of the outstanding goals in free-space optomechanical systems
is the generation and detection of non-classical states between light
and mechanics such as entangled states. This goal has already been
achieved in the microwave regime [76] and for on-chip platforms
with photonic and phononic crystal patterned nanobeams [83, 84]. In
the case of the latter, the generation and detection of entanglement
has been shown in the pulsed optomechanics regime using red and
blue detuned pulses and subsequent detection of resonantly scattered
photons. In contrast, modifying the ideas from pulsed entanglement
schemes by Hofer et al. [44], the developed protocol for MIM setups
uses continuous wave (CW) light that resonantly drives the optical
cavity and also accounts for the inherent nature of the multimode
membranes [42]. More precisely, in the resonantly driven case, the
optomechanical interaction creates sidebands that are red- and blue-
detuned by the mechanical frequency. We detect the cavity interacted
light with homodyne detection and evaluate both amplitude and phase
quadratures of the generated sidebands in post-processing. For more
insights into the experimental realization and applied post-processing
schemes I want to refer to the theses of my colleagues Hoelscher-
Obermaier [42] and Nia [71].

Determining factors and figures of merit

For the generation of entanglement, we need to typically satisfy Cq & 1,
the quantum cooperativity of the optomechanical system being on
the order and greater than unity. On the fabrication side that means
– as per usual – fabricating mechanical resonators with mechanical
quality factors as high as possible. Square SiN membranes such as
those introduced in the Chapter 3 are ideal candidates for meeting the
requirement of mechanical resonators exhibiting low decoherence rates
n̄γ = kbT/h̄Q. Depending on the side length of those membranes,
Q factors of several tens of millions have been reported at room
temperature with even larger Q factors at cryogenic temperatures
[120].

From single-mode to multi-mode entanglement

Despite the fact that we have measured mechanical Q factors as high
as 3.5× 107 for higher order modes, especially low-order modes are
more susceptible to acoustic radiation losses and thus constitute a
challenge to the generation of entanglement in an inherently multi-
mode mechanical system. The main challenge for the generation and
detection of entanglement is to guarantee sufficiently low thermal
decoherence rates of many modes across a wide range of frequencies
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whilst at the same time providing large interaction rates 4g2/κ, effec-
tively satisfying operation in the strong quantum cooperativity regime.
However for the case of membranes with a densely spaced mode
spectrum, low-Q neighboring modes effectively constitute a source of
noise, which makes the verification of entanglement impossible.

In addition, increasing the intermode frequency spacing between
adjacent modes turns out to be of importance for the preservation of
entanglement whilst providing consistently high mechanical quality
factors. However, it is well-known that membranes rigidly mounted
(that means e. g. clamped or glued) on a holder plate suffer from
additional acoustic radiation losses into the substrate [113]. The way
forward to circumvent induced clamping loss is to mechanically shield
the membrane modes from its environment, which has been suggested
and successfully implemented using phononic band gap structures
[72, 107, 117, 118]. It has been shown, that all the modes within the
designed band gaps are effectively shielded from unwanted outside
excitations and follow the expected dissipation rates for intrinsically
limited quality factors for given dimensions.

The issue of classical laser noise

Even though the fabrication of larger and thinner membranes are
usually beneficial for achieving lower decoherence rates, the accompa-
nying reduction of their resonance frequency, however, poses an issue
with introduced classical laser noise. Another important boundary
condition for observing quantum features is shot-noise limited drive
and detection, which – in our setup – is provided for mechanical
frequencies above 1 MHz. Initially, in order to fulfil this condition, we
addressed mechanical modes of higher order that promised to meet
the requirements of sufficiently large mechanical frequencies and Q
factors. Unfortunately, post-processing the recorded data showed that
the dense spacing for higher order modes presumably poses a sig-
nificant challenge for the preservation of entanglement if one cannot
guarantee high Q factors for all mechanical modes.

Nevertheless, for the achieved quality factors of state-of-the-art
membranes, entering the strong cooperativity regime is feasible al-
ready with cavities of moderate finesse values of several thousand and
sufficiently strong input power [71].

4.2 device design

In the previous section, we have introduced important boundary con-
ditions for the design properties of the mechanical membranes. We
aim for frequencies greater than 1 MHz while being able to mount
them in a cryogenic cavity and still maintain highest quality factors.
Assuming a tensile stress of around 1 GPa requires membranes with
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side lengths of approximately 350 µm (cf. Equation (3.9)). Considering
a cavity beam waist of 50 µm, both conditions of large enough frequen-
cies while still being able to avoid optical clipping losses are fulfilled.
(Actually, we have seen that even membranes as small as 300 µm can
still be successfully aligned without seeing a noticeable degradation of
the cavity finesse caused by clipping losses). In principle, smaller laser
beams at the cavity waist would also be possible for slightly adapted
cavity designs and thus allowing for even smaller membranes, how-
ever with slightly reduced quality factors (cf. Section 3.6 in Chapter 3).

Membranes in the MHz-regime

Membranes of 350 µm in length exhibit frequencies of their funda-
mental mode of around 1.18 MHz, thus fulfilling the requirement of
shot-noise limited detection. In terms of mechanical Q factors, as seen
in the chapter before, bigger aspect ratios are advantageous.

Si

SiN

SiN

50 nm 350 µm

50 nm ≈1060 µm

Thinner membranes with similar lateral dimensions only show
slightly larger Qs, while at the same time smaller reflectivity and
thus coupling strength. In addition, by changing the membrane thick-
ness, we also affect its mass. Taking all parameters into consideration
with the aim of maximizing the cooperativity, we decided to exploit
membranes of 50 nm thickness.

4.2.1 Phononic shield design simulations

In order to effectively avoid mechanical energy of the membrane to
dissipate into the substrate we aim to design bandgaps that fit as
many mechanical modes possible by periodically patterning the entire
substrate with a repetitive structure. Considering above mentioned
criteria on the eigenfrequencies of the membrane, we analyze various
designs and optimize their geometry for bandgaps as wide as possible
starting from around 1 MHz based on designs found in the literature
[72, 107, 117, 118]. The calculations of the band diagrams are carried
out in COMSOL1 through the eigenfrequency analysis, where we first
study the geometries of various unit cells with Bloch-Floquet boundary
conditions. This assumes an infinite structure with periodicity of the
size of the unit cell and calculates the eigenfrequencies for various
wave vectors in the 3D lattice – along the reduced Brillouine zone in
two dimensions.

We can estimate the length of the unit cell by using the relationship
between wavelength, speed of sound and frequencies for phonons.
With the speed of sound in silicon of 2200 m s−1 and target frequencies
for the bandgap of around 1 MHz, this translates to unit cell (UC)
sizes of roughly 1 mm, which we will keep fixed in the following.
Changing this parameter mainly effects the center frequency of the

1 https://www.comsol.com/

https://www.comsol.com/
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created bandgaps and can thus be adapted for phonons of different
frequencies.

wafer thickness
unit cell

block length

fillet radius

tether width

tether length

Figure 4.2: Schematics of phononic shield cross structure and its parameters.

material property value for sin value for si

Young’s modulus, E (GPa) 250 170

Poisson ratio, ρ 0.23 0.28

Tensile stress, T (MPa) 800− 1200 -

Densitiy, ρ (103 kg/m3) 3.1 2.3

Table 4.1: Material properties of SiN and Si, taken from the COMSOL library.

Figure 4.2 shows an overview of tested design geometries and their
varied parameters. The main objective for this project was to find a
geometry that can effectively shield as many mechanical modes of the
square membrane as possible in order to avoid additional acoustic
radiation losses – especially for the lower order modes more suscepti-
ble – induced by the mounting procedure inside an optical cavity. The
design parameters such as tether length and width, block size, fillet of
the block corners as well as wafer thickness all contribute to changes
in the resulting bandgaps. We have found that wider bandgaps are
achieved on thicker substrates and thus limit the discussion to sub-
strate thicknesses of 500 µm. All of the geometries considered provide
bandgaps in the desired frequency range with only small deviations
in the bandgap size. We will later see that some geometries are more
suitable for the feasibility in fabrication than others, especially when
it comes to the etching of large aspect ratios in deep silicon etch (DSiE).
The designs taken into consideration all require a deep silicon etch
through the entire wafer thickness. Deeper etches with small feature
sizes – i. e. larger aspect ratios – are more challenging to carry out.
We thus restrict ourselves to substrate thicknesses of 500 µm that re-
sult in broad bandgaps at our desired frequency range. Taking these
fabrication related challenges into consideration and since all geome-
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tries show similar performances, we focus on analyzing the simpler
cross design depicted in Figure 4.2b. This design only differs from
the slightly more complex trefoil design Figure 4.2a by not having
(ideally) small feature cuts around the tethers which ultimately makes
this design more challenging to be carried out in deep reactive ion
etching (DRIE).

Thin tethers for better bandgaps

One of the most crucial parameters on the bandgap is the tether width.
It has been shown, that narrow tethers lead to wider bandgaps. For
increasingly large tether widths above 20 µm we find that the lower
bandgap mode shifts to higher frequencies, which we need to avoid
such that the fundamental frequencies of the square membrane is
still considerably larger. Note, that increasing the fundamental mode
frequency is a possibility but due to constrictions in both mechanical Q
factors as well as optical beam sizes, we decided to keep the membrane
size of ≈ 350 µm – equivalent to a fundamental mode frequency of
around 1.2 MHz – fixed.

Another aspect is to consider the influence of design parameters
in terms of fabrication imperfections. This raises the question how
well the design parameters can be matched, especially for design
parameters that have a stronger influence on the bandgap for small
variations in design dimensions. Essentially, we have found that the
tether width depicts the most crucial design parameter, as it defines
the mass ratio between the heavy block region and the tethers.

After systematically sweeping the above mentioned design parame-

100µm

800µm

20µm

500µm

1000µm

ters, we have found the design shown on the side the most appropriate
for our purposes. The analyzed design results in a bandgap ranging
from 1 MHz to 3.6 MHz with one additional eigenmode of the lattice
sitting at around 2.7 MHz (cf. Figure 4.3). Since this mode seems to
be independent of the wave vector k we consider this mode to not
play a significant role for as long as one of the mechanical resonances
does not get significantly close in order for them to couple. We want
to note here that this mode can be effectively shifted above the upper
bandgap mode by reducing the radius of the block fillet from 500 µm
to 400 µm with the drawback of also shifting the lower bandgap mode
to slightly above 1.2 MHz. As elucidated before, we prefer keeping
the lowest bandgap mode as low as possible and sacrifice the rising
of a lattice mode that - presumably - does not negatively affect the
shielding of sufficiently far away mechanical modes.

Full 3D design simulations

In order to verify whether the found geometry really exhibits a
bandgap within the found frequency band, we execute full 3D bandgap
simulations in the frequency domain. Figure 4.4 shows the results of
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Figure 4.3: Bandgap design simulations of the unit cell along the irreducible
Brillouin zone including mode profiles of various frequencies evaluated at
wave vector M.

the entire structure under investigation including the defect center
cell hosting the square membrane of 350 µm in side length. Note, that
due to fabrication related reasons, the defect cell measures 1050 µm
in length without rounded corners and is thus slightly bigger than
the designed unit cell. The entire chip has a side length of 10 mm and
can therefore fit seven unit cells in total. The outer region of the chip
design is assumed to be excited with a prescribed displacement. In
order to effectively determine and quantify the effectiveness of the
shielding, we calculate the ratio of the elastic strain energy (evalu-
ated in COMSOL by volume integration) stored in the defect cell (DC)
normalized to that in the entire structure – according to the bandgap
analysis performed by Yu et al. [118] (Equation (4.1)). We also refer
to the ratio as a partition coefficient ε where lower values are thus
an indicator for good shielding from outside excitations with values
orders of magnitude lower than for frequencies outside the bandgap.

ε =

∫
DC ρ(x)u(x)2d3x∫

whole ρ(x)u(x)2d3x
(4.1)

The results of the 3D simulations are shown in Figure 4.4 and clearly
show the shielding effectiveness of the periodic pattern. In the gray-
shaded region obtained from the bandgap simulations of the unit
cell alone (cf. Figure 4.3), we can identify a reduction of the partition
coefficient by orders of magnitude with respect to values outside
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Figure 4.4: Bandgap design simulations for the full 3D structure. The graph
shows the evaluated partition coefficient ε for optimized phononic shield
design parameters resulting in wide bandgaps. Low values correspond to
effective shielding, whereas high values correspond to frequencies outside
the bandgap. In addition, chosen mode profiles for lattice eigenmodes both
inside and outside the bandgap are depicted, showing the effectiveness of
shielding the center defect cell from outside excitations (also marked as red
points in the graph).

the bandgap. The observed shielding coincides well with the results
from the unit cell simulations. Additionally, we also show various
eigenfrequencies of the entire structure for frequencies inside and
outside the bandgap, which visually underline the effectiveness of the
bandgap structure.

4.3 device fabrication

4.3.1 Fabrication overview

Our devices are fabricated in 50 nm thick stoichiometric SiN deposited
via low-pressure chemical-vapor deposition LPCVD on a plain 500 µm-
thick Si substrate. As a first step, we fabricate a square membrane with
a side length of around 350 µm in order to meet the requirements for
mechanical frequencies larger than 1 MHz. A more detailed descrip-
tion of the fabrication of square membranes is given in Chapter 3 and
will only be discussed briefly here. Alternatively to the fabrication of
custom-made membranes, one can directly start with the ones com-
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Silicon

a SiN deposition b SiOx deposition c Resist coating

d Lithography e SiN / SiOx dry etching

g DRIE h HF oxide strip

f Resist stripping

SiN

Si
SiN

Resist
SiOx

Figure 4.5: Fabrication flow of phononic shield membranes. a Starting point is
a simple SiN square membrane on a silicon wafer, followed by deposition of
the oxide hard mask (b) and standard lithography of the phononic shield (PS)
design (c-d). The PS pattern is subsequently transferred into the oxide hard
mask and the remaining resist is stripped (e-f). Then, the entire thickness
of the silicon wafer is fully etched by means of deep reactive ion etching
(DRIE) until reaching the oxide etch stop layer at the bottom (g). Finally, the
remaining oxide hard mask is stripped in (dilute) HF and dried by critical
point drying (CPD) (h).

mercially available from Norcada2, if standardized membrane sizes
meet the experimental requirements.

The membranes are defined by patterning the backside of the wafer
with a square that is further transferred into the SiN layer by means
of a fluorine-based RIE-process (CHF

3
). For membranes with side

lengths of 350 µm on 500 µm thick <100> Si substrates, the backside
window measures approximately 1050 µm – 708 µm wider in order
to account for the characteristic orientation-dependent Si etching in
KOH. The resist is stripped with an appropriate solvent and optionally,
additionally cleaned with hot Piranha solution at 100 ◦C, making sure
that all organic residues are thoroughly cleaned off the surface. The
square membranes are released during the KOH etch through the entire

2 https://www.norcada.com/products/high-q-si3n4-membrane/

https://www.norcada.com/products/high-q-si3n4-membrane/
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thickness of the wafer, followed by a 10 min diluted HCl solution that
cleans off KOH residues of the exposed surfaces. Note, that cleaning
the chip before the KOH step is not necessarily required as it is stripped
during the long etching step itself. Additionally, we have found that
the hot Piranha cleaning step can be done both before or right after the
KOH release itself to have a pristine chip ready for further processing.

In the second part, we fabricate the PS structure into the substrate
with the already released membrane. We, therefore, first deposit 3.5 µm
of PECVD silicon oxide at 300 ◦C that serves as a hard mask followed by
spin-coating a positive electron-beam resist (AR-P 6200.18) at 3 krpm,
resulting in 1 µm thickness. Additionally, we also deposit 700 nm SiOx
on the backside with the same recipe right after front side deposition.
For one, it protects the membrane from undesired contamination by
the heat conducting oil during later etching steps and secondly acts as
an etch stop layer during DRIE3. We then lithographically define the
resist layer in the front in the shape of our PS structure and transfer
the pattern into the oxide layer with a C

4
F

8
/He/CH

4
plasma etch. The

remaining resist layer is afterwards stripped completely and the chip
is mounted on an oxide carrier wafer for the through-wafer-etching by
means of DRIE, ensuring vertical sidewall profiles within an angle of
1 %. Heat removal during the DRIE is crucial4 and partly ensured by
He-backside cooling and contacting with a thermal heat conducting
oil between chip and carrier wafer, the choice of platen temperature
for reproducible etch results. After etching through the entire wafer,
the formed passivation layer during the DRIE process is removed with
a 10 min oxygen plasma inside the DRIE chamber. It is crucial here, that
the platen temperature does not exceed 200 ◦C that the conducting
oil does not change its chemical properties and makes it impossible
to remove the sample off the carrier wafer. Removing the chip off is
then done by first rinsing the wafer in ethanol and gently pushing and
lifting it off the surface, followed by more thorough cleaning steps for
removing remaining organic residues consisting of a 10 min hot bath
in PRS at 80 ◦C and a hot Piranha clean at 110 ◦C. This ensures that
the entire chip is thoroughly cleaned off the conducting oil. As a final
step we strip the remaining oxide hard mask in a (diluted) solution of
hydrogen fluoride (HF), followed by consecutive rinses in water and
IPA before drying the chip in a CPD.

3 Note, that in principle, a resist-only process could be worked out even for 500 µm
thick substrates which we will see later can be advantageous when working with
certain metals. Furthermore, it should be also noted that the fabrication of PS devices
does not require the usage of EBL, however, due to convenience of adapting design
parameters and availability, we continued using EBL over PL.

4 Even more important for resist masks that suffer from resist burn
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Figure 4.6: Photographs of final phononic shield devices. Devices shown
here are fabricated on 10× 10mm2 chips fitting five unit cells of 1.5 mm in
total. Here, the square membrane in the center defect cell is coated with a
20 nm-thin metal film of an aluminum-silicon alloy.

4.3.2 Deep silicon etching

In the following, we want to discuss details of the DSiE since it consti-
tutes the most crucial step in the fabrication of PS devices based on
patterning the entire thickness of the wafer. We first introduce DSiE in a
more generic fashion before moving on to a more detailed description
of the process used during the fabrication of our PSs – the standard
BOSCH DRIE process for through silicon etching.

General aspects

DRIE or also DSiE is a process widely used in MEMS technology for

Etching

Passivation

Etching

F+ SFx
+

CFx
+

F+
SFx

+

Silicon

Mask
Passivation

etching structures with high aspect ratios and the need for vertical
sidewall control. Modern DRIE tools nowadays come with advanced
hardware allowing to have more process control and thus exploiting
a wider range of possible applications with adapted etch recipes.
Usually, DSiE is a very fast etching process for arbitrary feature sizes.
However, the etching process crucially depends on the features to
be etched with higher etch rates for increasingly large features. This
situation is usually referred to as aspect ratio dependent etch (ARDE)
which implies same feature sizes on a single etch process for best etch
results.

In principle, modern DSiE tools provide two different types of etch-
ing. The standard DRIE consists of a repetitive cycle alternating between
an isotropic etching step with SF

6
and a subsequent passivation step

with C
4
F

8
as illustrated on the side. With optimized process param-

eters between etching and passivation, one can achieve the typical
vertical sidewall profile for DSiE with its characteristic scalloping. The
faster the switching times between the cycles and the shorter the etch
duration, the smaller the scalloping becomes, which can result in very
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smooth sidewalls. Achieving even smoother sidewalls without any
sort of scalloping can only be achieved with a continuous etch, where
both etching and passivation happens at the same time. This process is
usually referred to as cryogenic silicon etching where sidewall profile
control is primarily achieved by adjusting the temperature and gas
ratio (SF

6
/O

2
).

Especially for increasingly complex structures, a larger range of
process parameters is desirable to adapt and optimize etch recipes
to one’s specific needs. For instance, important aspects are etching
processes with high etch rates while maintaining a high selectivity
between the silicon and masking material. Maximum selectivity is
achieved by adding an additional step to the two-step etch-passivation
cycle where the bias is only on during the so-called breakthrough step.
This reduces the etch rate of the masking material while maintaining
the high isotropic etch rate of the silicon, thus becoming more selec-
tive. Other interesting applications involve high aspect ratio (HAR)
etching, where the etch depth becomes relatively large with respect
to the feature sizes. This requires to significantly increase the relative
amount of polymerization during the process in order to protect the
sidewalls from damaging. Especially in deep and narrow features,
the charged sidewalls lead to an increase in ion deflection which
threatens to penetrate the existing protective passivation layer of the
sidewalls. To obtain best results, the process can additionally be split
into several different stages, as the optimal process balance changes
with increasing etch depths.

Nowadays with advanced processing tools, i. e. better hardware
in terms of faster gas switching times, increased process parameter
control and etch depth dependent process details, the amount of
control and flexibility for all sorts of DSiE is steadily improving, which
is also of great significance for the fabrication of phononic shield
devices.

Specific aspects

During DRIE a significant amount of heat is generated by the con-
tinuous deep etching, often resulting in photo resist (PR) burning.
One way to avoid burning of the PR is to reduce the heat load by
e.g. reducing the ICP power, the table temperature or increasing the
Helium backside pressure for better cooling. On the PR side, switching
to multiple layers of thin resists might be more resistant to a single
layer of thick resist. Alternatively, a hard bake step after development
can improve resist resistivity further. In terms of sample mounting,
it is recommended that both for mounting purposes as well as heat
conductance, an appropriate oil or heat paste is used. In our case,
we use PFPE oil. Together, these steps are sufficient to completely
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eliminate the burning of the PR and thus provide good control over
the resist selectivity and cleanliness for further processing.

Alternatively, especially also recommended for very deep etching
where the selectivity poses a limiting factor, PR masks can be replaced
by harder masking layers such as silicon oxide (SiO), which is the use
of choice throughout the fabrication of phononic shielded membranes
within the scope of this thesis.

After performing first initial etch tests at etch depths targeting about
half the thickness of the wafers, slightly re-entrant side wall profiles
are observed. Since DSiE is ARDE, meaning that the etch characteristic
depends on both feature sizes to be etched and their etch depth, a
etch depth dependent recipe is needed to maintain good side wall
control throughout the entirety of the wafer. The process was adjusted
to improve profile and extended to near full depth, while introducing
staging that modifies process parameters with depth. This is essential
to achieve best process results in through wafer etching of relatively
small features with strict requirements for vertical side walls. This
plays an even more important role for our design where the fabrication
of narrow bridges of only 20 µm requires very good control over main-
taining the vertical etch profile throughout the entire wafer thickness.
This is the reason where staging and faster gas flows with overall
better etch control helps tremendously in achieving the realization of
devices with strict design parameters.

Optimization of the process parameters for various depths leads to
nearly perfectly vertical, smooth sidewalls for 50 µm trenches, while
the etch profile for increasingly large features remains slightly re-
entrant. Large amounts of excess polymer formation on the side walls
are cleaned off in a post-DRIE 10 min O

2
polymer strip. The overall

process shows excellent profile and good sidewall quality for the target
features of around 50 µm.

Up until this point, all samples used were etched without the usage
of a stop layer on the bottom side of the wafer, which resulted in
exposure to the PFPE oil upon breakthrough. It is recommended
to apply an etch stop layer on the back side of the chip such that
the sample is protected from the mounting oil. For final samples, a
500 nm thick etch stop layer of PECVD oxide was also deposited on the
backside. This not only protects the etched features from exposure
to heat conducting oil, but also protects the backside of the already
suspended SiN membrane from it. Additionally, subsequent additional
cleaning steps of the oil removal can be done while stripping the oxide
masks without the actual chip surfaces ever getting in contact with
the oil.

However, using a dielectric etch stop layer can lead to increased
lateral etching near the bottom oxide, usually referred to as notching.
In order to reduce this effect when a bottom oxide layer is present,
a recipe using pulsed low frequency (LF) power is desirable. This
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process can be extended in depth in a similar fashion as described
above in order to reduce notching effects. Again, especially for narrow
bridges, the reduction of notching is desirable in order to maintain
perfect etch profiles according to the design. Taking into consideration
that notching occurs only at the bottom of a thick wafer with only
small relative changes with respect to the phonon wavelength, we do
not expect the resulting bandgaps to shift tremendously compared
to their simulated frequency range and has thus not been optimized
at this stage of the project. However, for the sake of completeness, it
shall be noted that notch control can be achieved upon necessity.

4.3.3 DRIE process development

Wafer preparation

Optimization of process parameter that satisfy the requirements on
sidewall profile and quality usually demands several iterations of
tweaking the vast parameter space. It is therefore recommended –
for issues of effective time management – to prepare a whole wafer
with test chips. Our chips contain several designs of studied phononic
shields with a finite amount of unit cells as well as etch test lines that
later allow an easy and efficient characterization of the etch results
in a scanning electron microscope (SEM). It is sufficient to start the

1000nm

3500nm

500µm

Resist
SiOx

SiN
Si wafer

500nm

fabrication of said DRIE test wafer without the LPCVD SiN device layer
and just start depositing the oxide hard mask right away. In our
case, we deposit 3.5 µm of PECVD silicon oxide at 300 ◦C, followed
by spin coating AR-P6200.18 positive e-beam resist at a speed of
3 krpm, resulting in a sufficiently thick resist layer of approximately
1.0 µm thickness. In the following, the main objective is to optimize
the process parameters for reaching vertical sidewalls with sufficiently
large etch selectivity between the various layers.

Oxide hard mask etching

For the pattern transfer into the oxide hard mask we use a C
4
F

8
based

gas mixture at 10 ◦C. It is important that the bias is high enough to
overcome the threshold above which etching of oxide occurs. Oth-

Dry etching

erwise, polymer deposition occurs at the chip surface which seals
the etch openings and stripping both resist and oxide layer becomes
necessary. For optimized process parameters, an etch selectivity of
around 4 to 5 can be achieved for RF biases just above the threshold
for oxide etching with decreasing etch selectivity for increasing RF
powers (meaning that the oxide etch rate is 4 to 5 times that of the
resist). With that selectivity at hand, oxide masks of up to approxi-
mately 4 µm can be successfully prepared for subsequent processing
steps which will be sufficient for etch selectivities achieved in the
subsequent DRIE process. It shall be mentioned here, that the etch
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details are slightly different for full wafer processing in comparison
to those of smaller chips. As an example, we have found necessary
to increase the RF power significantly in order to achieve similar etch
rates on the wafer with respect to achieved etch rates on smaller chips.
Additional aspects to keep in mind – among chief – are uniformity,
etch rates and thus selectivity, and load, i. e. areas to be etched.

After having successfully opened the oxide hard mask layer, the
wafers are then ready to be diced in individual 10× 10mm2 chips
which we will now use for the DRIE optimization process. A 4-inch
wafer fully covered contains roughly 49 chips of said size giving plenty
of opportunity to tweak the process without the need of repeating the
earlier steps of oxide deposition, lithography and oxide etching.

Deep reactive ion etching

We mount individual chips on an silicon carrier wafer with a 5.3 µm
thick thermal oxide layer on top that protects the silicon from being
etched during the DRIE process. Exposure of entire silicon wafers to the

DRIE

etch chamber would result in totally different etch results due to the
increased load and thus have to be avoided. A heat conducting oil not
only holds the chips in place but also guarantees proper thermalization
during the continuous heat-producing DRIE process which is crucial
for reproducible etch results. In general, the temperature of a process
significantly influences the etch results and therefore plays a major
role in maintaining the process balance for optimized gas ratios and
temperatures that leads to the desired etch profiles.

500 µm
10 µm

Si
SiOx

Figure 4.7: Deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) of test structures. Etch test lines
of various feature sizes are etched into an oxide hard mask and subsequently
etched into the silicon wafer. Inspection under cross-section is performed
with a SEM revealing the aspect ratio dependent nature of the etch process up
until a certain feature size beyond which the etch rate remains constant. The
image on the right shows a zoom-in with which the etch rate of the oxide
hard mask (green) and thus selectivity can be determined.

Figure 4.7 shows early stage etch results investigated with a SEM.
The cleaved chips are mounted such that the sidewalls can be in-
spected under various angles. We observe an aspect ratio dependent
etch which means that the etch rate varies with feature size. For that
purpose the etch test lines in the design have varying widths from
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20 µm to 300 µm. An important figure of merit for the successful etch-
ing is the achieved side wall profile and accompanying etch selectivity
between oxide mask and silicon which can be determined by measur-
ing the layer thickness and etch depths, respectively, before and after
the etching for a given etch duration. In Figure 4.7, inspection with an
SEM under a cross-sectional view reveals the silicon etch depths and
remaining oxide layer.

Additionally, with the already available etch parameters at hand,
we perform full through-wafer etching for designs initially consid-
ered with the etch results shown in Figure 4.8. In addition to the
simulated cross design (right structure in Figure 4.8), we also tested
the slightly more challenging trefoil design with the main difference
between both designs being the narrow feature cuts around the teth-
ered region (It shall only be mentioned here that decreasingly small
features – as small as only 20 µm – lead to wider bandgaps). With the
observed feature size dependent etching above, it becomes clear now
that through-wafer-etching of simultaneously small and big features
lead to differing breakthrough times, meaning that larger features
with higher etch rates can thus be etched through the entire wafer
significantly faster than is the case for small features. Moreover, with
lower etch selectivity for smaller features due to their lower silicon
etch rate, we opted for a minimum feature size of 50 µm in order to
successfully perform full through-wafer etching without the need to
adapt the current fabrication flow.

1mm

Figure 4.8: Deep reactive ion etching of two different phononic shield (PS)
designs. The structures are etched through the entire thickness of a wafer
and inspected with a SEM from the top.
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Optimized DRIE process

We summarize the most important aspects for improved DRIE per-
formance concerning both etch related as well as design related con-
siderations. Vertical side wall profiles for through-wafer etching of
500 µm thick wafers are achieved for features of around 50 µm by
introducing staging, i. e. the process details are controlled and adapted
dependent on the etch depth. We can determine the etch rate of the
etched silicon features (8.1 µm/min) and compare it to the etch rate of
the oxide hard mask (47 nm/min), resulting in a selectivity of around
173. Higher values of 200 can be achieved with slightly adapted etch
details that mainly reduce the oxide etch rate. The optimized recipe
includes adaptations to existing issues that are further discussed in
the section to follow. To summarize them, we make adaptations to the
design by making sure that only similar features of 50 µm in size are
exposed in order to ensure consistent etching and vertical side wall
profile. This greatly reduces the over etch duration and thus notching,
i. e. undesired lateral etching at the bottom of the wafer after breaking
through the bottom SiN layer. Moreover, we introduce an oxide etch
stop layer that protects the backside from exposure to the conducting
oil which can then subsequently and more conveniently cleaned off
without possibly compromising the SiN film quality of the already
suspended membrane.

4.3.4 A closer look on certain aspects

Notching

The primary cause of notching in DSiE processes are charging effects
at the dielectric interface at the bottom of the sample. Accelerated
(positively charged) ions towards the bottom of the etch are deflected
towards the sidewalls that are also positively charged leading to an
increased passivation removal at the base and hence an occurring
subsequent lateral isotropic etching. As a secondary cause, heating
of areas with – especially thin – Si tend to have reduced sidewall
passivation which results in a breakthrough at the base. This becomes
even more dominant the thinner the bridges become. How much
this effect matters for 20 µm thin bridges in our design has not been
studied thoroughly enough. Controlling notching effects for very
deep etches with very thin Si features becomes increasingly important.
Nevertheless, even small notching effects of a few µm are not assumed
to have a strong effect on the bandgap, since only a small percentage
of the whole substrate thickness is effectively thinned down. Usually,
notching occurs mainly when small feature sizes are present – as e.g.
for small deep trenches, vias or pillars, where larger fractions of ions
hit the sidewalls. Equally bad are long overetching durations since the
lateral sidewalls are much more exposed at the etch stop layer.
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1mm

100 µm

Figure 4.9: Notching issue for deep reactive ion etching. SEM images taken
from the backside of a fully etched chip including the central defect cell with
a broken membrane. Common issues of notching especially at the tether
regions with small features can be observed (zoom-in). In addition, larger
center defect cells adapted for the large membrane backside opening due to
the angle dependent etching in KOH might be desirable.

Solutions to the notching issue are to minimize the overetch, the
increase of passivation during the overetch and faster switching times
that refreshes the polymer formation on the sidewalls. In order to min-
imize an overetch, one should use similar feature sizes such that the
entire wafer is fully etched through at similar times, ideally combined
with sacrificial layers with endpoint detection.

In addition, using a LF plasma mode helps in reducing charging
compared to the standard high-frequency bias. Reduced charging
ultimately reduces the ion deflection and hence notching.

Breakdown

Breakdown describes the process of undesired removal of the passi-
vation layer on the sidewalls. This is dependent on the depth of the
etch and can thus be adjusted gradually by e. g. increasing the ratio of
passivation and etching step throughout the entire process (staging).
Alternatively, increasing the deposition power, flow and time, as well
as reducing the ion flux due to a reduction in etch bias and time
can help solve the problem. Since this issue crucially depends on the
aspect ratio and feature sizes to be etched, it is beneficial to design
the entire structure with similar feature sizes. This allows to optimize
the etch characteristic of specific features with a well-balanced etch
process for well-protected, passivated sidewalls.

Improved designs with similar feature sizes

As elucidated above, DSiE is ARDE which leads to different break-
through times through the bottom of the wafer for differing feature
sizes, which makes it impossible to reduce both over etching and
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notching to a minimum. In addition, optimization of the etch pro-
file can only simultaneously achieved for similar features since the
etch characteristic changes significantly with varying feature size. It
is therefore recommended that feature sizes are similar for a single
etching process by adapting the design pattern to be etched with
dummy silicon islands that are disconnected from the structure after
finishing the through-wafer-etching.

1mm

Figure 4.10: Design adaptations for improved deep reactive ion etching.
Shown are schematics of a chip design with and without silicon dummy
islands (green), as well as a SEM image of an etched test structure.

Alignment between membrane and phononic shield

The alignment of phononic shield patterns does not require additional
alignment markers on the chip. Despite the fact that the entire front
side of the chip is covered with a 3.5 µm thick oxide hard mask and
a 1 µm thick electron-beam resist, the already suspended membrane
can still be seen with a standard optical microscope. By determining
two corners of the membrane, we can set the center of the phononic
shield patterns to be written right in the center of the membrane.
With this procedure, a misalignment of 10 µm to 20 µm are within
range, only limited by the uncertainty and error propagation during
the determination of various coordinates. Ideally, in standard optical
lithography, one would use back- or frontside alignment which would
possibly allow for more accurate alignment results.

HF strip of oxide hard mask

One open question remains whether and if so by how much the
final oxide stripping in concentrated (dilute) HF compromises the film
quality of the SiN. We have therefore determined the etch rates for both
LPCVD-grown SiN and PECVD SiOx for two different HF concentrations.
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The results are obtained by ellipsometry and summarized in Table 4.2.
Since LPCVD SiN is of higher quality the etch rates are much lower
than those of PECVD-grown layers, even more so the case for SiOx. SiN
is effectively only etched in concentrated 40 % HF with an etch rate
of 8 nm min−1. In contrast, even after leaving the sample in dilute 4 %
HF for several minutes, no change in thickness was observed. For
the PECVD oxide, the etch rates in highly concentrated HF are that
high, that a thick layer of 2.6 µm has been fully stripped within 10 s of
etching which gives us a lower bound of 15.6 µm min−1. The etch rate
in dilute HF could have been measured as high as 600 nm min−1.

Crucially, in order to exclude negative effects of the final oxide strip,
our samples are etched in dilute HF as it provides highly selective
etching between LPCVD SiN and PECVD SiOx without any expected
SiN etching for the duration of the oxide strip.

Material HF (40 %) HF (4 %)

LPCVD SiN 8 nm/min not measurable

PECVD SiOx >16 µm/min 600 nm/min

Table 4.2: Etch rates of PECVD SiOx and LPCVD SiN in concentrated and
dilute HF. The etch rates are determined by means of ellipsometry.

4.4 phononic shield membranes for electromechanics

Phononic shield devices can easily be adapted for using them in
electromechanical circuits by coating the membrane with a thin metal
layer that allows to capacitively couple to the microwave circuitry. The
gap between bottom and top plates of the capacitor is modulated by
the membrane oscillations, thus effectively modulating the resonance
frequency of the LC-circuit. Similarly to optomechanics, this shift in
resonance frequency δω dependent on the membrane movement δx
determines the coupling strength of the mechanical and microwave
degrees of freedom. Intuitively, smaller gaps of the capacitor results
in larger relative changes due to the membrane oscillations and thus
leads to larger frequency shifts (cf. Section 2.4.3). Small gaps of a
few µm already promise large frequency shifts that allow operation
well within in the strong cooperativity regime with current setup
parameters.

Q factor measurements of SiN membranes coated with a thin layer of
aluminum show an increase of their mechanical Q factor by orders of
magnitude when going below 200 mK [120]. Since these measurements
have been observed for SiN membranes without a phononic shield
and thus being sensitive to clamping losses, phononic shield devices
possibly result in even higher, but maybe more importantly more
reliable, clamping-independent mechanical quality factors.
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Therefore, in a collaboration with the group of Gary Steele in Delft,
we adapt the introduced phononic shield membranes by extending
the existing fabrication procedure by coating the membrane with a
thin layer of a superconducting metal.

4.4.1 The choice of metal

The apparent choice of metals to be used in the field of electrome-
chanics are niobium titanium nitride (NbTiN) and aluminum, whose
properties we will compare briefly (actually, the aluminum contains
1 % of silicon, however for convenience we simply refer to the metal
alloy as aluminum silicon (AlSi)).

Superconductivity

In terms of superconductivity, both metals distinguish in its critical
temperature below which the metal becomes superconducting. For
AlSi, this temperature is slightly lower than for NbTiN, however, since
experiments are usually conducted at sub-K-temperatures, both metals
are suitable for these kind of experiments. We will not go into details
here about whether why one could prefer one metal over the other
in terms of other properties and simply focus on fabrication related
questions.

Mechanical properties of SiN

Secondly, it is crucial that the mechanical properties of the SiN are not
compromised. That means that either fracturing, buckling or wrinkling
can be successfully avoided and the resulting effective stress of the
membrane-metal double-layer remains unaltered.

Compatibility and feasibility with fabrication process

Ideally, the current fabrication process does not require any adapta-
tions and additional process steps for the metallazation are simply
added. Therefore, urgent and important questions cover topics of se-
lectivity and feasibility for the metallization procedure with respect
to the already existing recipe. As an example, since we use an oxide
hard mask during DRIE a final HF etch is required for stripping the
remaining oxide. However, AlSi is etched by HF and thus suffers from
loss of quality. In general, most important is the guarantee that addi-
tional processing steps do not comprise the quality and functionality
of both SiN membrane and metal layers involved.
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4.4.2 Metallization procedures

There are various ways of how to coat the released membrane with a
thin layer of metal which are listed below. Note that these the first two
approaches come before the phononic shield (PS) processing, whereas
the last approach of shadow mask evaporation comes last. A schematic
overview of both standard pattern transfer and lift-off is shown in
Figure 4.11.

Silicon
SiN

Metal
Resist

1. standard pattern transfer 2. Lift-off

Figure 4.11: Schematic overview of metallization fabrication procedures. The
left schematic describes the standard pattern transfer where the entire chip
is first metallized and consecutively patterned by means of standard lithog-
raphy and wet/dry etching. The right schematic depicts the lift-off approach
where the resist is patterned before metallization. Areas of undesired metals
are then lifted off afterwards in an appropriate resist solvent.

1. Standard pattern transfer approach: evaporation/sputtering of
the metal layer first, followed by standard lithography and selec-
tive etching. This requires an etch process that is highly selective
between the metal to be etched and the SiN membrane, such
that the quality of both films is maintained.

2. Lift-off approach: The lithography step comes first, followed by
the metallization step. The areas where metals are undesired
are lifted off in an appropriate resist stripper. The process needs
to be tuned in terms of choosing an appropriate lift-off resist
resulting in a negative profile.

3. Shadow mask evaporation approach: independent of metal, but
external alignment with large uncertainty and much effort after
the entire processing is done. Less flexibility than with the other
two approaches, however independent of etch selectivity and
compatibility. This approach has not been exploited here.

AlSi metallization

Aluminum is a common choice in electromechanics due to its well-
known properties. We follow the first approach introduced above,
where we begin with the metallization of the entire chip, followed by
lithographically protecting the square area on the membrane with a
negative resist layer during the etching step.
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We use AR-N 7700.18 spun at 4000 rounds per minute resulting in
a thin protective resist layer during the subsequent aluminum etching.
The spun resist is baked at 90 ◦C for 90 s before and post-exposure-
baked for another 2 min at 110 ◦C after e-beam exposure. We develop
the exposed resist layer with MF321 for 130 s, followed by consecutive
rinses in water for 30 s and IPA for another 15 s. Conveniently, both de-
velopment and aluminum etching happen in the same processing step
since MF321 is based on tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH)
which etches aluminum. The remaining resist layer is finally stripped
in PRS3000 at 90 ◦C until fully cleaned.

Evaporation and spinning of negative resist, development and etch-
ing of AlSi with the same chemistry allows for an easy and convenient
process step of patterning the metal layer. Alignment in simply done
with an optical microscope by determining the center point of the
membrane itself which results in metal layers that are aligned within
an accuracy of a few tens of µm. The remaining fab steps stay the same
as described in the fab sections before. The most critical step comprises
of the oxide hard mask strip while making sure that the metal layer is
not negatively compromised. It turned out that using vapor HF over
a pure 40 % HF etch is beneficial in terms of not attacking the AlSi

at all, although leaving some oxide residues behind on the surface
that are then eventually cleaned off by a quick HF dip of highest
concentration. This is suggested as AlSi etches faster in low HF concen-
trations due to the increased water content. Even though we expected
the surface of the AlSi to not be influenced by the short HF dip of 1 s
only, we see some structural changes under the microscope, which is
currently under further investigation whether the properties of the
metal layer are compromised. Resistivity measurements don’t suggest
a significant harming of the metallic layer, however, measurements
in a cryogenic setup have lead to the conclusion that its properties
are indeed negatively altered. It must be further noted that already
depositing the oxide hard mask seems to alter the metal-oxide layer
irreversibly (cf. Figure 4.12b).

Adaptations to the standard recipe

One way to circumvent the uncertainty to what a HF treatment and the
oxide deposition itself does to the AlSi layer is to fully avoid the usage
of an oxide hard mask during DRIE and switch to a resist only through-
wafer-etch. Initially, the aim was to fabricate phononic shields with
largest bandgaps for multimode entanglement protocols, where thick
Si substrates are desirable. Here, the main interest lies in shielding one
mode – the fundamental mode – only, proving thinner Si substrates
of 200 µm to be sufficient. Admittedly, even for 500 µm thick Si, one
could use a resist-based DRIE process with a bit of effort, but oxide
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Figure 4.12: Microscope images of the metallized SiN membrane at various
fabrication steps. The microscope images depict the suspended SiN mem-
brane from a top view. a The membrane of 350 µm side length (marked in
white dashed lines) is patterned and consecutively etched resulting in a
square AlSi layer. b After oxide deposition, the metal layer looks grainy at the
interface between metal and deposited transparent oxide. c Central defect
cell with the metallized suspended square membrane. The grain structure
even after the HF dip is still observable.

hard masks offer some benefits over using resist masks for such deep
etches.

NbTiN as choice of metal

On the other hand, NbTiN has proven to be compatible with the current
fabrication recipe as it is not etched by any concentrations of HF.
Patterning the NbTiN layer can be successfully done in multiple ways
by e. g. dry and wet etching or by means of a lift-off approach. SF
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2

plasmas etch NbTiN but also attack the underlying SiN device layer
slightly, whereas wet etching might provide high selective etching
between SiN and NbTiN. Lift-off approaches of sputtered films on the
other hand usually leave residues on the edge boundaries behind –
so-called dog ears. However, this does not seem to be the case for
sputtered metal films with high tensile stress such as the case with
NbTiN.

We use a double-resist-layer of poly methyl methacrylat (PMMA)
(PMMA 495 A4 as bottom layer, PMMA 950 A3 as top layer) consecu-
tively spun at 4000 rpm and baked for 5 min at 185 ◦C on a hotplate
which results in a quasi negative resist profile, essential for a suc-
cessful lift-off. After e-beam exposure, we develop the resist layers in
subsequent solutions of MIBK:IPA (1:3) for 60 s, followed by 60 s rinses
in IPA. Afterwards, a 25 nm thick NbTiN layer is sputtered onto the
developed resist. The final step consists of lifting off the undesired
areas covered with metal by immersing the sample in hot N-methyl-2-
pyrrolidone (NMP) at 80 ◦C for 20 min finished off by a 5 min oxygen
plasma in order to fully clean off resist residues, leaving behind a
pristine metal layer as depicted in Figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.13: NbTiN lift-off. Normal (left) and dark field (right) microscope
images of the NbTiN metallized SiN membrane after lift-off.

4.5 results and discussion

The main results presented here were obtained and measured by
Nia [71] in Vienna who used the fabricated PS membranes (without
metal layer) in a MIM setup. An independent attempt of analyzing
the mechanical Q factors in a dedicated fiber-based characterization
setup was unsuccessful. Exciting the membrane modes within the
bandgap with a piezo drive was only possible in rare cases where the
fundamental mode was close to the edge of the bandgap. However, it
should be noted, that in the dedicated setup, we did not tightly clamp
down the membrane frame to the stage which presumably significantly
reduces the amount of piezo power transmitted. Additionally, the
piezo drive was mounted further away which seemed to prohibit the
successful excitation of membrane modes within the bandgap. We
took that as an indirect sign of the existence of the designed bandgap.
In most cases, only the fundamental mode and higher modes outside
the bandgap could be excited.

4.5.1 Characterization in an optomechanical setup

For this part, I would like to refer to the work by Nia [71], who charac-
terized the optomechanical properties of the fabricated PS membranes
in a MIM setup. A more detailed description about the experimental
setup and the experiments done with those membrane can be found
in his PhD thesis [71]. In the following, we will restrict ourselves to the
mechanical properties associated with the shielded membranes with
respect to the verification of the phononic bandgap and accompanying
measured mechanical quality factors. The fabricated phononic shield
devices are therefore incorporated in a typical MIM setup with tight
clamping and the possibility to drive the membrane’s motion mechan-
ically and optically which is then monitored with a phase-sensitive
homodyne detection system. Figure 4.14a shows the central part of
the phononic shield membrane with a properly aligned cavity beam
(white spot) with design parameters specified in Figure 4.14b. Here, it
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shall be noted that in contrast to other devices, the defect cell still is
of the shape of all the other unit cells.

We want to quickly mention a few experimental challenges that
come with the characterization of membranes exhibiting phononic
bandgaps. Firstly, mechanical modes are usually excited with a piezo
drive in the vicinity of the membrane. However, due to the acoustic
shielding, exciting mechanical modes within the bandgap is stronly
suppressed. Secondly, radiation pressure effects in the cavity alter
the mechanical dissipation rate by optical cooling or amplification
depending on the detuning with respect the cavity resonance. Since
we are interested in mechanical properties unaffected by radiation
pressure effects, we probe the mechanical motion with a laser beam at
a wavelength of 1550 nm, non-resonant with the optical cavity.

For these reasons, in order to measure the mechanical quality factors
of bandgap modes, two alternative methods have been exploited.
Firstly, an intensity-modulated laser beam at 1550 nm wavelength can
enhance the membrane’s motion by experiencing a modulated force.
Secondly, a blue-detuned laser at 1064 nm leads to an amplification of
the membrane motion dependent on the laser detuning and thus can
also be used to excite the mechanical motion of a given mechanical
mode. With both methods, upon switching off the drive, we monitor
the characteristic decay time by means of ringdown measurements.

Phononic shield characterization

In order to experimentally verify the existence of a bandgap within
the desired frequency range, we measure the membrane’s noise power
spectrum (NPS) by probing its displacement monitored by a phase-
sensitive homodyne detection system. Figure 4.14a and b show the
central part of a phononic shield membrane and a schematic of the
defect cell dimensions, respectively. We can measure the NPS by prob-
ing the displacement with an optical beam as depicted in Figure 4.14a,
where the TEM00 mode of the optical beam (here 1064 nm) is aligned
to the center of the membrane, whilst the entire chip is excited by
white noise from a strongly driven piezo actuator. Alternatively, we
can move the optical spot onto the defect cell frame slightly off the
membrane itself.

The results are depicted in Figure 4.14c that shows the mechanical
spectrum of a square membrane of 350 µm (red) with a fundamental
frequency at around 1.2 MHz and the NPS obtained from probing
the defect cell (blue). We measure several orders of magnitude less
noise power within the expected (simulated) frequency range of the
bandgap between 1 MHz to 3.6 MHz (gray area). At the low-frequency
end of the bandgap between 1 MHz to 2 MHz, we still see quite some
noise peaks coming up, whereas the shielding between 2 MHz to
3.8 MHz seems to be more effective. In addition, we can clearly identify
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Figure 4.14: Phononic shield membrane and bandgap characterization. a
shows a photograph of a phononic shield membrane used in one of our
optomechanical setups. Depicted are the central defect cell hosting the SiN
membrane itself with the fundamental optical light mode aligned to it. The
PS has the dimensions as stated in b with a membrane of side length 350 µm
resulting in a fundamental mechanical frequency of around 1.2 MHz. c shows
the noise power spectrum (NPS) measured on the membrane (red) and on
the defect cell (blue) while white noise is applied to the chip holder and
therefore exciting both lattice and membrane modes of the entire device.
Modes within the (simulated) bandgap are strongly suppressed (gray shaded
area) whereas modes outside the bandgap can be more strongly excited.
External phonons at frequencies outside the bandgap thus couple less to
the membrane modes and vise versa, effectively prohibiting energy from
dissipating into the environment via mechanical modes of the lattice.

the end of the bandgap at around 3.8 MHz, where additional noise
can be observed again. The measured noise power spectra are in
good agreement with the simulated ones in Figure 4.4 with maybe
a slight shift to higher frequencies, which we attribute to fabrication
imperfections and simulation uncertainties.

Characterization of mechanical Q factors

With the measured noise power spectra, we can now individually
excite single mechanical membrane modes with a blue-detuned cavity
drive and determine their quality factors at room and cryogenic tem-
peratures by means of ringdown measurements. The results for two
similar devices (devices are marked with circles and triangles, respec-
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tively) are summarized in Figure 4.15, where the red and blue data
points correspond to measurements at room and cryogenic tempera-
tures, respectively. The quality factors at room temperature (RT) show
values between 1× 106 to 2× 106 measured for modes mostly outside
the bandgap due to technical difficulties. However, for LT measure-
ments, a full set of Q factors could have been measured with values at
around 4× 106 for device one (blue circles) and slightly larger values
for device two (triangles) of up to 8× 106 within the bandgap.
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Figure 4.15: Q measurements for two different phononic shield membranes
(marked as circles and triangles) at room (red) and cryogenic (blue) tempera-
tures. All measurements yield quality factors above 106 at room temperature,
except for one of the highest measured modes above 4 MHz, which lies
outside of the designed bandgap (gray shaded region). At cryogenic temper-
atures, both membranes measured here exhibit consistently high Q factors
greater than 4× 106 for all modes within the bandgap.

Comparison between shielded and non-shielded square membranes

We have measured the mechanical quality factors of square mem-
branes with and without phononic shield in order to quantify possible
negative effects originating from the fabrication process itself. For the
shielded membranes of 350 µm side length and 53 nm thickness, the
measured quality factors of around 2× 106 at room temperature are
well in agreement for surface loss limited quality factors predicted
by [110] (corresponding to Qsurf = βd, where d is the membrane thick-
ness and β = 6× 1010 a fitting parameter; cf. Section 3.6). In contrast
to the measured Qs of the shielded devices, we have noticed slightly
higher quality factors for the unpatterned, non-shielded devices of sim-
ilar dimensions by a factor of two (corresponding to β = 1.2× 1011).
Despite the lack of statistical relevance and the fact that the compared
quality factors are measured from different devices, the degradation
of mechanical quality after the PS fabrication can now be interpreted
in various ways:

1. Negative influence of the PS fabrication process in general. In par-
ticular, the final HF oxide strip might appear to have a negative
effect on the surface quality of the SiN.
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2. The suspended SiN film quality decreases over time due to
surface-altering effects which reduces the intrinsic quality factor
limited by surface losses.

In the above mentioned paper about the origin of surface losses, it is
also noted that devices with a final HF treatment generally show qual-
ity factors slightly below average due to added surface impurities [110].
In addition, the question remains whether surface effects (e. g. oxi-
dation) gradually worsen the film quality of fabricated devices over
time. It has to be noted, that the measurements of the non-patterned
standard square membranes have been conducted within hours right
after finishing the fabrication process, whereas the measurements of
the phononic shield devices happened months after their completion.
It is thus an open question whether and if so on which time-scales a
degradation due to surface-altering effects occurs.

4.6 conclusion and outlook

We have developed a fabrication process for providing clamping inde-
pendent square membranes of 350 µm side length and 53 nm thickness
with reliably high mechanical Q factors of around 8× 106 at 10 K.
These so-called PS membranes effectively provide a platform for reach-
ing the strong cooperativity regime for the first ten mechanical modes
which seems to be necessary for the generation and detection of en-
tanglement between optics and mechanics in an inherent multimode
system. The mechanical quality factors achieved for membrane modes
within the phononic bandgap follow the predictions of a dissipation
model for square membranes [110], proving that their intrinsically
limited dissipation rates are reached for the membrane parameters
given, despite rigid mounting in an optical cryogenic cavity setup.
Square membranes with side lengths of around 350 µm exhibit fun-
damental frequencies of around 1.2 MHz, sufficient to work in the
regime where laser operation is shot-noise limited – a crucial feature
for observing quantum effects in optomechanical experiments. The
developed fabrication process is readily applicable for the usage in
microwave circuits by depositing a superconducting metal layer on
top of the suspended membrane itself. We have worked out methods
that are compatible with the current fabrication as well as for slightly
adapted processes.

Future directions

Possible improvements include using a photoresist only and fully
avoiding the need for a oxide hard mask during the DRIE process.
Using only a PR as mask could exclude the possibility that a (dilute) HF
oxide strip negatively alters the surface quality of the SiN film. A resist-
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only recipe is more likely to be implemented for thinner substrates as
the selectivity between resist and silicon etching is significantly worse
compared to that of a hard mask, which ultimately requires very thick
resist layers.

Lifting mode degeneracy

The operation in the strong cooperativity regime for – ideally – all
mechanical modes is a necessary condition for the successful observa-
tion of quantum effects for multimode systems. One of the remaining
questions is still whether larger frequency spacings between adjacent
modes are beneficial to verify entanglement. Degenerate modes of
square membranes naturally impose a problem to that, which can
be circumvented by fabricating rectangular membranes, ultimately
providing a multimode system with largest spectral spacing between
adjacent mechanical modes where ωi,j 6= ωj,i holds.

Mirrors for increased coupling strength?

Another way to increase the cooperativity further with the current res-
onator design is by patterning the membrane as a PhC. Depending on
the thickness of the membrane, this allows to boost its reflectivity and
thus the cooperativity which scales quadratically with the coupling
strength. Note, that we mention this for completeness knowing that
the overall net gain is rather small, whilst the situation still demands
answers on whether a PhC patterned membrane suffers from addi-
tional scattering losses that dominate the positive aspect of increased
membrane reflectivity and thus coupling strength.

Ultrahigh Q factors towards single-mode operation?

In general, largest mode separations and lowest mechanical deco-
herence rates are desirable for preserving entanglement. Recent de-
velopments of mechanical resonators with unprecedented, orders of
magnitude higher Q factors [106] than presented here prompts the
question whether an inherently multimode mechanical resonator can
eventually again be treated as a single-mode system for sufficiently
large quality factors and mode separations.

Entanglement between light and mechanics?

Finally, stationary entanglement between light and mechanics in free-
space cavity optomechanics is an outstanding goal yet to be achieved.
Tremendous progress has been made over the last couple of years
towards the understanding of existing challenges for both optical and
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mechanical degrees of freedom with ever improving mechanical res-
onators that make the operation in the multimode strong cooperativity
regime possible. However, remaining technical challenges are yet to
be overcome for direct proof that entanglement is generated in such
systems [38].

It should be mentioned that strong optomechanical quantum corre-
lations in the form of ponderomotive squeezing have been observed
in a basically identical system which promises the observation of
entanglement [72].





5
I N T E G R AT E D O P T O M E C H A N I C A L A R R AY S O F T W O
H I G H R E F L E C T I V I T Y S I L I C O N N I T R I D E
M E M B R A N E S

Multi-element cavity optomechanics constitutes a direction to ob-
serve novel effects with mechanical resonators. Several exciting ideas
include superradiance, increased optomechanical coupling, and quan-
tum effects between distinct mechanical modes among others. Realiz-
ing these experiments has so far been difficult, because of the need for
extremely precise positioning of the elements relative to one another
and due to the high reflectivity required for each element. Here we
overcome this challenge and present the fabrication of monolithic
arrays of two highly reflective mechanical resonators in a single chip.
We characterize the optical spectra and losses of these 200 µm-long
Fabry-Pérot interferometers, measuring finesse values of up to 140.
In addition, we observe a slight enhancement of the coupling rate
between the cavity field and the mechanical center-of-mass mode
compared to the single membrane case. Further enhancements in
coupling with these devices are predicted, potentially reaching the
single-photon strong coupling regime, giving these integrated struc-
tures an exciting prospect for future multimode quantum experiments.

Parts of this chapter have been published together with J. Moura, W. Haaxman,
R.A. Norte and S. Gröblacher in Nano Letters 18, 7171 (2018) [30].
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5.1 introduction

Cavity optomechanics explores light-matter interactions by using the
established control techniques of optical resonators to manipulate
highly sensitive mechanical oscillators [4]. A particularly successful
direction is to dispersively couple suspended silicon nitride (SiN)
membranes to a rigid optical cavity [104]. These so-called membrane-
in-the-middle (MIM) systems combine independent optical and me-
chanical oscillators, allowing the use of high-finesse cavities to study
a variety of mechanical devices. Although recent years have seen
tremendous progress in quantum optomechanics and in particular
with experiments observing quantum behavior of the mechanical
mode [45, 75, 83], most have focused on single mechanical or nonin-
teracting modes. Studying the behavior of multiple directly coupled
modes could however allow probing new and exciting regimes of
optomechanics [8], like superradiance, phonon lasing [35, 53], syn-
chronization [121], the study of exceptional points [114], quantum
information processing [92], as well as the direct entanglement of me-
chanical resonators [39]. It has also been suggested that the collective
interaction of several mechanical oscillators can allow reaching the
single-photon strong coupling regime [115]. This effect is based on
reducing the effective optical mode volume through an array of closely
spaced mechanical systems and it becomes stronger as the reflectivity
of the individual systems Rm is increased.

Tethered SiN membranes patterned with a PhC constitute ideal can-
didates for this type of architecture, as they have excellent mechanical
properties, low mass, and high reflectivity. ThePhC can also be engi-
neered to operate at a large range of wavelengths [73, 82]. To date,
experimental efforts have focused on using independent mechanical
membranes to create a mechanical array [70, 79], relying on the intrin-
sic reflectivity of the bare SiN with one recent attempt to fabricate a
membrane on each side of the same chip [112].

In the present work, we monolithically combine two tethered SiN
membranes on a single chip and control their reflectivity using PhC

patterns. This avoids having to manually align the mechanical ele-
ments to each other, which to date has been a major challenge with
such high-reflectivity resonators. To compare the properties of de-
vices with different reflectivity Rm, we fabricate pairs of single and
double-membranes for three different PhC parameter sets, spanning
Rm from 33 % to 99.8 % at an operating wavelength of 1550 nm. The
optical spectrum of the arrays exhibits Fabry-Pérot interference, which
allows us to study the optical loss mechanisms present in the sys-
tem. The optomechanical coupling rate of the center-of-mass (COM)
mode of single- and double-membranes to an optical cavity are com-
pared. By changing the incident laser wavelength, we can operate the
double-membrane stacks in their reflective or transmissive regimes,
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corresponding to enhanced or null COM optomechanical couplings,
respectively.

5.2 device design

Monolithically combining two tethered SiN membranes on a single
chip and controlling their reflectivity using PhC patterns promises to
meet the design requirements for enhancing the coupling strength in
free-space optical cavities by orders of magnitude. The most crucial
requirement for our devices is forming double-membrane arrays of
high optical finesse F , i. e. arrays consisting of two high-reflectivity
membranes, that are operated in the transmissive regime. At the heart
of our devices is a central mirror pad on the tethered membranes. It is
patterned with a two-dimensional PhC consisting of a periodic array of
holes etched into the SiN device layer. Such a periodic change in the
refractive index creates a band gap that can be tailored to a specific
wavelength, resulting in reflectivities > 99.9 % [17, 73]. Using S4, a
Rigorous Coupled-Wave Analysis software, we simulate the spectrum
of a given PhC pattern [63]. During fabrication, we can accurately tune
the PhC resonance to our desired wavelength by adjusting the lattice
constant a and hole radius r. In the past, we have extensively worked
on optimizing and characterizing PhC patterned membranes – both
for large square membranes [68] as well as tethered membranes [73].
Reaching high reflectivities with PhC membranes depends on various
design parameters such as the optical thickness of the material slab,
the impinging optical beam radius, and the size of the central mirror
pad itself [68].

Unpatterned tethered membranes with pad sizes four times the size
of the cavity beam waist have proven to be sufficient for maintaining
a high optical finesse, i. e. without introducing additional scattering
loss from the membrane edges [82].

It seems intuitive that larger pad sizes can only be beneficial when it
comes to avoiding additional clipping loss from the membrane edges
which ultimately means fabricating membranes with central mirror
pads as large as possible.

Trampolines with large mirror pads

In the past, the fabrication of tethered PhC membranes with large
central pads has been challenging and was limited to pad sizes of
around 100 µm, barely enough to host cavity beam waists of several
tens of µm without clipping the optical beam.

On one hand, using sufficiently small beam waists is beneficial for
avoiding clipping losses but on the other hand possibly results in
smaller membrane reflectivity which crucially depends on the optical
thickness of the material slab that the holes are patterned into [68]. PhC
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membranes require sufficiently large beam waists in order to achieve
the maximum achievable reflectivity plateau. Thicker device layers
are here beneficial as they allow reaching the high reflectivity regime
already for smaller beam waists. To give some numbers, using SiN

layers of 200 nm allows to work with optical beam waists of around
50 µm while still promising to reach membrane intensity reflectivities
greater than 99.9 %.

In contrast to the design optimization performed in earlier works
[73], that typically aimed at maximizing the Qf-product for ground
state cooling experiments from room temperature, there are no further
design requirements than maximizing the membranes’ reflectivity and
consequently the maximum achievable coupling enhancement.

We thus aim for tethered membranes with central mirror pads of
at least 250 µm in 200 nm thick SiN and 200 µm Si wafers – effectively
determining the spacing of the double-membrane-array. In general,
shorter arrays ultimately promise larger coupling enhancements when
working with membrane reflectivities close to unity [60], however they
pose challenges involving the handling of thinner chips.

Figure 5.1: Device design parameters for tethered PhC membranes. a Tethered
membrane, b wafer thickness, and c PhC design specifications.

5.3 fabrication

With the available standard SiN/Si wafers, we can now start to fabri-
cate different devices in a very simple process flow. Single tethered
PhC membranes are used for simple studies of the optical properties
of our PhCs and for optimizing the yield of designs with increasing pad
size where we can choose to either fully or only partially etch through
the entire silicon wafer dependent on whether optical properties are
studied in transmission (cf. Figure 5.2a and b).

For the case of double membrane arrays, we can decide to either
also lithographically pattern it with one of our PhC trampolines (Fig-
ure 5.2d) or, alternatively, leave the backside of the chip unpatterned
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Si
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Figure 5.2: Schematics of possible single (a and b in upper row) and double
membrane (c and d in bottom row) devices fabricated from a standard
LPCVD SiN coated silicon wafer.

(Figure 5.2c). By performing the latter, we form our first simple double-
membrane arrays, consisting of one tethered PhC membrane with
wavelength-dependent and a square membrane of basically constant
but low reflectivity. Eventually, both sides of the chip are patterned
with PhC tethered membranes for forming arrays of highest finesse
crucially dependent on the reflectivity of each PhC membrane.

General fabrication flow

Our devices are fabricated in 200 nm thick stoichiometric SiN de-
posited via low-pressure chemical-vapor deposition (LPCVD) on a plain
200 µm-thick Si substrate. We then lithographically define a 500 nm
thick electron-beam sensitive resist (AR-P 6200.13)1 in the shape of our
photonic crystal trampolines and transfer the pattern into the SiN de-
vice layer with a CHF

3
/O

2
plasma etch (cf. Figure 5.3a-e). In the case of

our single PhC trampolines the backside of the wafer is then patterned
with square openings to fully etch through the entire Si wafer without
forming a double membrane array. For fabricating double-membrane
arrays, we first thoroughly strip the remaining electron beam resist
with a suitable remover at elevated temperatures (Baker PRS-3000 at
80 ◦C) to ensure a clean surface after the first pattern transfer step. We
then repeat the same procedure of transferring the trampoline pattern
into the second device layer while protecting the already patterned
front side as to minimize exposure of both device layers to the clean
room environment. This cannot fully be avoided as both device layers
will get in contact during the spin coating procedure, i. e. with both
the spin coater chuck and the hot plate surface during tempering.

1 http://www.allresist.com/csar-62-ar-p-6200/

http://www.allresist.com/csar-62-ar-p-6200/
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SiN
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c Lithographyb Resist coatinga SiN deposition

f Si etchinge Resist strippingd SiN etching

Figure 5.3: Schematic representation of the essential steps for the fabrication
of double-membrane arrays consisting of two tethered PhC membranes. Il-
lustrated is only the whole process flow for the pattern transfer of a single
membrane (a-e). For forming double-membrane arrays, the chip is flipped
around and process steps a-e are repeated, before eventually releasing both
devices in a final KOH etch (f).

Despite that fact, we do not see evident negative effects on either the
mechanical or optical properties of our resonators. After the pattern
transfer into both SiN layers, we again clean the chip surfaces thor-
oughly from any organic compounds. We first use Baker PRS-3000

at 80 ◦C to remove the remaining electron resist off the surface fol-
lowed by a hot Piranha solution at 110 ◦C. To release the trampolines,
the chips are briefly rinsed in various water baths and then trans-
ferred to a 30 % potassium hydroxide (KOH) solution at 75 ◦C. The
silicon is etched through the entire wafer for about two hours at a
rate of 1 µm/min. After the release, a 10 min hydrochloric acid (HCl)
etch cleans off KOH residues of the exposed resonators surfaces. We
then carefully transfer them into subsequent rinsing baths of water
and isopropyl alcohol (IPA) before drying them using critical point
drying (CPD) to avoid their exposure to viscous forces and surface
tension.

Alignment between front and back membrane

We align front and backside using an optical microscope to determine
the coordinates of the patterns to be written with respect to one corner
of our chips. By using this method, we introduce uncertainties to the
correct coordinates between front and backside, leading to misalign-
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ments between 10 µm and 30 µm with good reproducibility, effectively
reducing the overlap between both mirrors. This could possibly be
improved by using topological alignment markers reaching through
the entire chip, e.g. by deep reactive ion etching (DRIE). This would
lead to better alignment between both membranes with the drawback
of adding additional fabrication steps. Ideally, one would use optical
lithography with backside alignment for patterning the tethered mem-
branes themselves instead of using electron-beam lithography (EBL).
By doing so, entire wafers could be fabricated more time-efficiently
while still being able to fine tune the PhC resonances in a separate EBL

step.

Increased fabrication yield

Tethered PhC membranes with increasingly large pad sizes become
more susceptible to large stress during wet release. Several membrane
designs with varying pad size of around 300 µm, tether length and

Figure 5.4: Design challenges for tethered PhC membranes. First devices
would regularly result in cracks, fracturing or full device failure. Shown
are scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of devices with these design
issues revealing points of large stress during release (as also indicated in the
schematic).
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width, as well as PhC related adaptations have often resulted in cracks,
fracturing or full device failure (cf. Figure 5.4). We have found that by
patterning the entire central pad with PhC holes, even on its edges, as
shown in the zoom-in of Figure 5.5c, the fabrication yield increases
considerably to almost 100 %. Increasing the PhC diameter such that
we cover more of the central pad with etch holes seems to reduce part
of the large stress on the membranes which presumably is causing
their rupture during release. This allows us to explore a much wider
range of possible design parameters with even larger pad sizes, which
significantly improves on challenges like alignment between both
membranes which are ultimately related to finite aperture losses (see
Section 5.4.1.2), or using bigger beam waists in an optical cavity. With
the improved design, we are able to successfully release devices with
pads of up to 500 µm in side length, tethers of 5 µm in width and large
window sizes of 1.3 mm (see Figure 5.17).

Figure 5.5: Fully suspended double membrane device. a Cross-sectional
schematic of a released double membrane stack. b False-colored SEM image
from the top under an angle of 37° showing a stack of two membranes as
depicted in a. The top (green) and bottom (purple) SiN trampolines form a
Fabry-Pérot cavity. c Zoom-in of the PhC patterned central pad area of the
upper membrane.

5.4 device characterization

Low finesse arrays

We form our first double-membrane arrays by patterning one side of
the chip as a PhC tethered membrane and simply etch through the
entire silicon wafer (cf. Figure 5.2c). The KOH etch stops at the bottom
SiN layer and forms a double-membrane array of relatively low finesse
consisting of a tethered membrane on one side with varying reflectivity
of the PhC resonance and on the other side a square membrane of
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200 nm thickness exhibiting a constant reflectivity of around 37 % (cf.
Figure 5.2c).

a b

Figure 5.6: Low finesse double membrane array consisting of a tethered PhC
membrane with wavelength-dependent reflectivity and a square membrane
of constant reflectivity. a 3D and cross-sectional schematics of the fabricated
arrays and b the resulting spectra obtained in reflection.

Figure 5.6b shows the measured transmission spectra characteristic
for Fabry-Pérot etalons with peak transmissions crucially dependent
on the single element reflectivity mismatch between both membranes.
This is particularly dominant where the tethered membrane has its
PhC resonance at around 1550 nm. At this wavelength the transmission
peak vanishes completely whereas it starts to increase again for better
matching membrane reflectivities. The various transmission peaks
are separated by roughly 6 nm, the free spectral range (FSR) of the
array, determined by the membrane separation and thus substrate
thickness of 200 µm. Further, because of the wavelength-dependent PhC

resonance, we observe a decrease (increase) in linewidth (finesse) of
the transmission peaks of the etalon reaching its minimum (maximum)
at the PhC resonance.

High finesse arrays

When patterning also the backside of the chip as a highly reflective
PhC trampoline, we form double-membrane arrays of higher finesse
and larger transmission values when compared to the low-finesse
arrays.

In order to better understand the measured double-membrane spec-
tra and additionally have the possibility to measure multiple devices
within the same fabrication run, we pattern 3x3 arrays of tethered
membranes and squares on each side of the chip, ensuring that –
with neat arrangement – both single (SM) and double membranes
(DM) can be measured on the same chip produced within the same
process flow. By doing so, we end up with a chip consisting of six
double-membrane arrays and one single membrane on each side (and
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an additional square opening for aligning the empty cavity). This
allows us to gain knowledge about the individual mirror spectra (blue
spectra in Figure 5.7) and identify the PhC resonances belonging to
front- and backside, allowing to further compare them to the obtained
double-membrane spectra composed of the individual ones.

ba

Figure 5.7: High finesse double-membrane arrays with two tethered PhC
membranes of wavelength-dependent reflectivity. a 3D and cross-sectional
schematics of the fabricated arrays and b the resulting spectra obtained
in reflection for the case of unmatched (top) and relatively well matched
(bottom) mirrors. Spectra of individual single-membrane (SM) are plotted in
(light) blue with the resulting double-membrane (DM) spectra (red) for arrays
composed of the individual membranes, respectively.

To our surprise, studying the individual mirrors revealed mismatch-
ing resonance wavelengths between both mirrors of nominally identi-
cal PhC design (cf. Figure 5.7, upper plot). At first, this was attributed
to imperfections in the fabrication process, but ultimately turned out
to be reproducible for all the arrays on the same as well as on other
chips produced in subsequent process runs. We have noticed that the
PhC resonances of the mirror originating from the second exposure are
shifted towards lower wavelength, equivalent to larger hole sizes. We
mainly attribute these systematic shifts to fabrication-related effects
during EBL which we will elaborate later on in Section 5.4.1.1.

For the characterized membranes these systematic shifts amount
to resonance shifts of around 5 nm, corresponding to changes in hole
diameter of approximately 13 nm, equivalent to relative changes of
approximately 1 % with respect to the initial hole diameter of 1050 nm.

In order to test how much the reduced transmission dip depths
can be attributed to mismatching mirror reflectivities, we fabricated
double-membrane arrays with varying PhC design parameters. We
keep the devices on one side of the chip fixed while sweeping the
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lattice constants a on the other side by ± 1.5 nm (and an offset account-
ing for the discrepancy between both mirror resonances), effectively
tuning λres by more than 5 nm. We found that upon better resonance
matching, we could increase the dip depth of the high finesse array
resonances noticeably (Figure 5.7b, lower plot). However, when the
array resonance coincides with the maximum of the PhC resonance
we usually observe that the transmission peak completely disappears
even for relatively well matched resonances. This is the case where
both membranes exhibit their highest reflectivity resulting in arrays
of high finesse (narrow linewidth). In this regime, even minute differ-
ences in mirror transmission already lead to large reductions in dip
depth.

5.4.1 Device limitations

5.4.1.1 Importance of matching mirror resonances

In order to understand the importance of matching the reflectivities
between both mirrors, we plot the theoretical transmission T of the
Fabry-Pérot cavity with respect to the ratio R1/R2 of its individual
mirror reflectivities (see Figure 5.8). The transmission (without losses)
follows the following equation for normal incident light

T =
(1− R1)(1− R2)

(1−
√

R1R2)2
.

One can see that the transmission only reaches unity for matching
mirror reflectivities and drops quicker the higher the finesse of the
cavity becomes, i. e. for increasing R1 and R2. In the case of R1 = 90 %,
mismatches of up to 10 % do not cause a big drop in transmission yet
(red curve, see also low and mid R transmission plots in Figure 5.14).
For very high mirror reflectivities above R1 = 99.99 % even small
mismatches between both mirrors already lead to a significant and
rapid reduction in transmission (blue curve, high R plot in Figure 5.14).
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Figure 5.8: Influence of reflectivity mismatches between both mirrors. Plotted
is the transmission T versus the ratio of both mirror reflectivities R1/R2. For
low finesse Fabry-Pérot cavities, bigger mismatches do not have as big of an
influence on the the transmission as for the high finesse cases.

PhC resonance tuning

It is crucial to have good control over the tuning of our PhC resonances
in order to account for mismatches between both mirrors induced
by fabrication imperfections, especially in high-finesse cavities. We
therefore fabricated single membranes with various PhC parameters
in order to see its influence on the maximum of their resonance λres

(see Figure 5.9). We vary their radius r as well as lattice constant a and
find a linear behaviour around our operating wavelength of 1550 nm.
Taking the measured values of the lines with three data points, we
can determine the slopes to be ∆λres ∝ 1.81 · ∆a for a fixed radius
of r = 550 nm, and ∆λres ∝ −0.76 · ∆r for a fixed lattice constant of
a = 1380 nm.

With this knowledge, we can account for fabrication-related mirror
mismatches and tune the resonances to the desired wavelength. This
becomes particularly important for arrays of increasingly high finesse
where already small differences between both mirrors lead to large
reductions in peak transmission (blue curve in Figure 5.9) with an even
further reduction attributed to other (dominating) loss contributions.

Origin of mirror mismatch

We have seen that good control over the PhC resonances is a crucial
tool for the fabrication of DM arrays exhibiting highest finesse and
transmission.

Of utmost importance is to understand the origin of these occurring
fabrication-related resonance shifts between various membranes of
nominally identical design. We therefore measured PhC resonances
of devices on the same side of the chip and between various chips,
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Figure 5.9: Influence of the PhC design parameters on its resonance wave-
length λres. Plotted are measured resonance maxima for varying lattice
constants a and radii r. For increasing lattice constants, the maximum of
the PhC resonance shifts to higher wavelengths, whereas it decreases for
increasing radii.

and have consistently found greatly overlapping resonances among all
devices. However, when comparing mirrors from front- and backside
of the same chip, we consistently measure significant resonance shifts
of around 5 nm. Thereby, the mirror on the backside systematically
exhibits resonances shifted to shorter wavelengths, equivalent to big-
ger holes. As can be extracted from Figure 5.9, a resonance shift of
5 nm corresponds to absolute hole diameter changes of approximately
13 nm, equivalent to a relative changes on the order of 1 % with respect
to the initial hole diameter of 1050 nm.

This proves that the fabrication process is reproducible which rules
out the possibility of random fluctuations during e. g. the RIE pattern
transfer. However, it also shows that there are systematic contributions
that we think arise from lithography.

E-beam lithography as source of uncertainty

Due to the inherent nature of the tempering processes in our fabrica-
tion recipe, baking times between front- and backside exposure differ
by 3 min.
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Generally, the pattern transfer into the resist layer depends on bak-
ing time and temperature which ultimately influences the sensitivity
of the exposed resist. For positive-tone resists, longer baking times
harden the resist, i.e. make it less sensitive to the impinging electrons,
consequently leading to slightly smaller features after exposure and
development. In our case, because of the fabrication process of pro-
tecting the already patterned frontside of the chip, the baking time
for the fabrication of each mirrors differs by 3 min and thus leads to
slightly different PhC features between front- and backside.

Additionally, whether and if so by how much the already patterned
SiN on the frontside introduces proximity effects due to additional
backscattered electrons has not been quantified but could be an addi-
tional contribution for the observed differences in hole size. Ultimately,
adjusting the baking time for both lithography steps possibly results in
matched mirror resonances without the need for additional resonance
tuning.

Photonic crystals of smaller features

Our monolithic double membrane arrays not only promise to enhance
the single-photon coupling strength in a rigid Fabry-Pérot cavity
but also already constitute a multimode optomechanical system of
disparate mechanical resonators in itself. The Bouwmeester group in
Leiden has shown coherent optomechanical state transfer in a similar
system [112]. Their devices are also fabricated on a single chip whereas
one of them acts as an end-mirror in a Fabry-Pérot-type cavity. They
showed that even for non-degenerate mechanical modes coherent
optomechanical state swapping between two spatially and frequency
separated resonators is possible by using an intermediary optical
mode.

Since our double membrane arrays have PhC optimized for 1550 nm,
we fabricated trampoline membranes with resonances at 1064 nm for
their existing optical setups. The challenges here involve tuning the
PhC design parameters as an initial step. Resonances at lower wave-
length implies down-scaling of the PhC parameters as well, resulting in
smaller hole diameter and lattice constants of 720 nm and 850 nm, re-
spectively. Due to the smaller features and thus dense spacing between
adjacent holes, we have noticed a systematic overexposure for the PhC

patterned central mirror pad during the second exposure – despite
using the very same design parameters for both lithography steps
(cf Figure 5.10). This supports the earlier assumption that EBL related
effects such as baking time and proximity effects lead to differences in
hole sizes during pattern transfer into the resist.

We assume that this effect is also responsible for the systematic shift
of the PhC resonances at 1550 nm, but has just not been visible under
the optical microscope due to the bigger PhC features. Since matching
mirror reflectivities are crucial for optimized membrane arrays, it
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Figure 5.10: Influence of baking time on the fabrication of PhC holes between
front- and backside mirror. Shown are microscope images of nominally iden-
tical tethered PhC membranes (lattice constant of 850 nm and hole diameter
of 720 nm) on both front- and backside of the same chip after resist devel-
opment. a The PhC pattern during the first lithography step on the frontside
is clearly visible and correctly exposed whereas in b the central mirror pad
originating from the second lithography on the backside is significantly
overexposed, emphasizing the influence of shorter baking times.

might be beneficial to avoid differences in baking times between front-
and backside mirrors. By doing so – assuming all other subsequent
process steps to stay the same – one could end up with optimally
matched PhC resonances without the additional need for PhC tuning.

In conclusion, we have shown that we can accurately account for
fabrication-related systematic shifts and match both mirrors reason-
ably well resulting in larger peak transmissions even at increasingly
large finesse. With the measured single membrane spectra on each side
of the chip we can estimate the expected transmissions of the array
dependent on the individual single mirror reflectivities. However, we
still find a significant discrepancy between model and measured data
which we attribute to additional optical losses that start to dominate
over the wavelength-dependent mirror transmissions, even in the case
of perfectly matched mirrors.

5.4.1.2 Estimation of optical losses

Single-membrane minimum transmission

To obtain a more accurate estimate of the maximum reflectivity achiev-
able with our PhC membranes, we place a sample with a PhC res-
onance at 1565 nm in the cavity setup described before. Figure 5.11

(top) shows the cavity reflection as a function of laser frequency and
membrane displacement x. The membrane divides the cavity into two
half-cavities whose mode frequencies are a function of membrane
displacement x. As x increases, the length of the half-cavity above
(below) the membrane increases (decreases), changing the mode fre-
quency as indicated by the dashed red (blue) line. If the membrane
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Figure 5.11: Left: Reflection of the optical cavity as a function of laser fre-
quency ∆ω and membrane position x at a wavelength of 1566 nm. Here, we
study a sample with a PhC resonance at 1565 nm and measure the split-
ting of the avoided crossing δν. Right: The points indicate the measured
δν, normalized by the cavity free spectral range FSRc, as a function of the
laser wavelength, close to the PhC resonance. These data can be converted
into a membrane transmission, which is indicated on the right axis. The
traces are the result of an S4 simulation of the transmission (green) and
absorption losses (red) of a single PhC membrane with similar geometry
as the measured sample and an imaginary part of the refractive index of
1.9× 10−5.

was perfectly reflective, both half-cavity mode frequencies would be-
come degenerate at a particular x. Realistically, the membrane has
a non-zero transmission which allows some light to leak between
the two half-cavities. This lifts the degeneracy and gives rise to an
avoided crossing whose frequency splitting δν can be used to extract
the membrane transmission [17, 98].

We repeat this measurement for multiple wavelengths close to the
PhC resonance. The frequency splittings normalized by the free spec-
tral range are plotted as blue circles in Figure 5.11 (right). The smallest
δν/FSRc measured for this sample was 3.2× 10−3 at 1565 nm. Using
the method of Stambaugh et al. [98], this corresponds to a a minimum
PhC transmission of 2.5× 10−5.

Double membrane transmission loss

In each round-trip, some light inside the double membrane etalon is
transmitted through the PhC mirrors. If both membranes had exactly
the same PhC resonance wavelength and if the highest finesse peak
was exactly at the same wavelength as that resonance, this would
result in a round-trip transmission of 5× 10−5. However, the double-
membrane peak is not, in general, at the PhC resonance. For a double-
membrane with similar PhC resonances, the peak can be, at most, 3 nm
(approximately FSRDM/2) away from the PhC resonance. According to
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Figure 5.11, this sets an upper boundary to the round-trip transmission
of 2.6× 10−2.

Material losses

When light interacts with the SiN layer, some of it will be absorbed
by the material or scattered away due to fabrication imperfections.
To estimate the magnitude of these effects, we use S4 to simulate the
reflection and transmission through a PhC with similar parameters
to those of Figure 5.11. We have considered the material to have
an imaginary part of the refractive index of 1.9× 10−5 [98], which
accounts for not only absorption but also other loss mechanisms such
as scattering [17], and we calculate the losses as L = 1− R− T, where
R is the reflection and T the transmission coefficients. The simulation
results are shown on the lower part of Figure 5.11. We see that the
measured transmission follows the simulation quite well. Within this
wavelength range, the losses are approximately constant and have a
value of 3.5× 10−4.

Finite aperture loss

Any Fabry-Pérot inteferometer with a finite aperture will lose some
of the light through diffraction at the mirror edges [96, 102]. These
losses are higher for smaller mirrors and for increasing cavity stability
parameter. In particular, a plane-parallel Fabry-Pérot cavity has a
stability parameter g = 1, which makes it particularly susceptible to
finite aperture losses.

To estimate these, one can calculate the cavity Fresnel number
N = a2/Lλ, where a is the mirror radius and L is the cavity length,
and obtain the estimated losses per cavity round-trip from tables in
literature [96, 102]. Given a mirror diameter of 260 µm, the Fresnel
number of our devices is 54, which corresponds to a loss per round-trip
of 2× 10−3.

Notice that this effect could be directly mitigated either by making
the PhC membranes larger, or by controlling the wavefront of the field
with one of the PhC, effectively realizing a focusing mirror [36]. This
would reduce the stability parameter of the cavity, making it less
susceptible to finite aperture losses.

Total losses

Taking into account the previous results, we can estimate the total
losses of the double-membrane array if its highest finesse peak is at the
resonance wavelength of the PhC or if it is 3 nm away from it. Using
the finite aperture loss, the measured transmissions and the simulated
material losses, we reach round-trip total losses of 2.8× 10−3 and
2.9× 10−2, corresponding to cavity finesse values of 2243 and 217. The
lower bound of this range is in good agreement with the maximum
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finesse we measure in our devices of about 140. However, most of our
samples show maximum finesses which are approximately a factor
of 5 smaller. This could be due to underestimations of scattering and
diffraction losses, or due to additional absorption by material residues
on the SiN layers.

Mode profile analysis

The reflection and transmission beam profiles can also help in under-
standing the behavior of our devices. We install flip mirrors in our
setup which can send the optical beams to an IR-sensitive camera and
record the beam profiles for single and double membranes, shown in
Figure 5.12 a and b, respectively.

For the single membranes we obtain the beam profiles slightly
detuned from the maximal reflectivity, around 95 %, as otherwise the
transmission is below the sensitivity of the camera. The measured
modes have an overlap of approx. 83 % with a Gaussian distribution,
highlighting that the PhC structures distort the transmitted optical
beams only slightly.

T T

T T

R R

b

a

Figure 5.12: Shown are the reflection spectra, together with the transmitted
(T) and reflected (R) beam mode profiles of single a and double membranes
b. The dashed lines indicate the reflectivity and wavelength at which the
mode profiles were measured.
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In Figure 5.12b we plot the reflection spectrum of a double mem-
brane (red) which individual membranes have a spectrum similar to
the one shown in blue. The resonance with the highest finesse occurs at
1562 nm, however its low dip depth makes the mode difficult to mea-
sure with our camera. The adjacent resonance at 1557 nm shows the
second highest finesse (F = 144), corresponding to single membrane
reflectivities of around 97 %. Here we are able to measure the beam
profiles for the transmitted and reflected light. While the reflection
is mostly unaffected, the transmitted beam appears distorted. As the
single membrane transmission does not show such behavior, we sus-
pect the distortion results partly from scattering losses, as described
in Section 5.4.1.2. This loss mechanism becomes more dominant as the
number of cavity round-trips, i.e. the finesse, increases. Indeed, for the
resonance at 1546 nm with a lower finesse of only 21, corresponding
to a single element reflectivity of 75 %, the transmitted and reflected
beam profiles have an overlap with a Gaussian distribution of more
than 84 %.

In addition, we would also like to note that the tip/tilt alignment
becomes more important in double membrane arrays with high finesse,
since the incident beam has to be properly mode matched to the cavity.
This is further complicated by the plane-parallel geometry of our
PhC cavities and could therefore be another main contribution to
the observed mode distortion. This problem could be ameliorated by
making one of the PhC mirrors a so-called focusing PhC [36], which
can decrease the cavity stability parameter, making the mode matching
and alignment easier.

5.4.1.3 Challenges and perspectives

The limitations of our current monolithic design is reflected in the ob-
served reduction of the peak transmission for increasingly large mirror
reflectivities, i.e. high finesse arrays. For a lossless Fabry-Pérot cavity,
unity transmission is reached only for matching mirror reflectivities,
whereas additional losses due to absorption, scattering or diffraction
will inevitably contribute to a further reduction in its peak transmis-
sion.

In the low finesse regime, we observe peak transmissions close
to unity since the individual mirror transmission losses exceed the
additional loss terms. In this regime, the peak transmission is mainly
determined by their mirror mismatch where even large differences in
the intensity reflectivity of the individual mirrors do not contribute at
all (red curve in Figure 5.8).

For the high finesse case, things become more complicated, since
both effects of mirror impedance mismatch and other loss contri-
butions exceeding those of the mirror transmission losses start to
significantly contribute and effect the measured double-membrane
spectra. In terms of impedance mismatching, we tried to overlap both
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Finesse = 45 Finesse = 127 Finesse = 130

Figure 5.13: Largest transmission peaks in the high-finesse regime of double-
membrane arrays with measured finesse values of up to 130 and accompanied
peak transmissions of around 8 %.

mirror resonances as good as possible with slight improvements in the
achieved finesse and dip depth (cf. Figure 5.13). This leads to the as-
sumption, that – despite relatively well matching mirror transmissions
– the main contribution to the reduction of array peak transmissions
come from additional other losses related to scattering, diffraction and
material absorption. This ultimately results in very low peak transmis-
sions in the high finesse regime where mirror reflectivities approach
unity.

For our best arrays we achieve finesse values of up to 140 with
dip depths in the single digit regime of around 10 % (center graph in
Figure 5.13). Comparing the performance of our best arrays with the
expected finesse and transmission peaks with the help of an online
etalon designer tool2, we find good agreement for mirror reflectivities
R1 and R2 of around 99.8 %.

The upper rows in Table 5.1 correspond to our array design where
the mirror separation LDM and aperture, i. e. PhC diameter dPhC, are
200 µm and 300 µm, respectively. Assuming individual mirror inten-
sity reflectivities of 99.8 % results in the observed finesse and peak
transmission values in the planar case mainly independent of addi-
tional loss contributions due to material absorption δ. The online tool
also suggests that the limiting contributions stem from the plane-
parallel configuration and are thus attributed to diffraction/finite
aperture losses. Interestingly and worth mentioning for the case of
plane-parallel arrays with even unpatterned square membranes, the
second highest limiting finesse contribution comes from surface irreg-
ularities of the membranes themselves (not shown here). Assuming
a reasonable surface roughness of 5 Å [105] and neglecting the limi-
tations arising from the current array settings result in a maximum
achievable finesse of 660. In order to circumvent the accompanied per-

2 https://lightmachinery.com/optical-design-center/etalon-designer/

https://lightmachinery.com/optical-design-center/etalon-designer/
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LDM dPhC R1 R2 Loss δ F (T)

(µm) (µm) (%) (%) (ppm) planar spherical

200 300 99.95 99.95 50 142 (2 %) 5710 (91 %)

200 300 99.8 99.8 50 141 (9 %) 1531 (98 %)

200 300 99.8 99.8 5000 135 (9 %) 448 (28 %)

200 300 99.0 99.0 50 129 (41 %) 311 (100 %)

200 300 99.9 99.7 50 141 (7 %) 1531 (73 %)

200 300 99.9 99.7 5000 135 (6 %) 448 (21 %)

200 500 99.8 99.8 50 334 (21 %) 1531 (98 %)

50 500 99.8 99.8 50 560 (36 %) 1531 (98 %)

Table 5.1: Influence of Fabry-Pérot etalon design parameters on finesse F
and peak transmission T predicted by an online etalon designer tool for
plane-parallel arrays and those with at least one focusing element. LDM
and dPhC being the length double-membrane array and diameter of the
PhC, R1 and R2 the individual mirror intensity reflectivities, and losses δ
attributed to material absorption and scattering. Upper four rows: our array
configuration for various mirror reflectivities resulting all in similar finesse
and transmission peak predictions. Middle two rows: our configuration with
mismatched mirrors and varying loss. Last two rows: shorter arrays with
larger, matching mirrors resulting in higher finesse and peak transmission.

formance limitations due to the plane-parallel configuration, we can
form a spherical cavity array, which promises significantly higher fi-
nesse and peak transmissions due to the absence of diffraction limiting
contributions (last column in Table 5.1). By how much the non-perfect
etching and surface smoothness of the etched PhC holes contribute
to additional scattering losses can only be fully understood when
currently dominating loss contributions are minimized. So far, scatter-
ing due to the holes and material absorption do not seem to be the
main contributors, but surely should be kept in the back of the mind
when aiming for double-membrane arrays of highest finesse and peak
transmissions.

In order to quantify the influence of mismatching mirror reflec-
tivities, we assumed small reflectivity differences of 0.2 % points for
maximum values as high as 99.9 % (middle rows of Table 5.1). Inter-
estingly, in this regime, the discrepancy between both mirrors only
contributes minimally to a reduction in peak transmission when com-
pared to the case of perfectly matched mirrors. However, we have also
often noticed close to zero transmission at peaks corresponding to
highest finesse (cf. Figure 5.7) and/or alternatively larger mismatches
(cf. Figure 5.6). This additional reduction in dip depth can be attributed
to small mirror mismatches in the very high finesse regime, where
minor differences between the mirrors already significantly contribute
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to a reduced transmission even without existing losses (cf. Figure 5.8).
In general, low peak transmissions close to zero are the result for very
high finesse arrays, where additional loss contributions exceed the
(very small) mirror transmission losses significantly, even for the case
where both mirrors are assumed to be perfectly matched. In addition,
small mirror mismatches again start to significantly contribute when
working with mirrors at their PhC resonance with highest reflectivity.

Indeed, increasing the mirror size and reducing the separation be-
tween them leads to slightly higher finesse with significantly larger
peak transmission. However, it seems apparent that reaching high-
est finesse arrays with close to unity peak transmission can only be
achieved by forming a stabler spherical cavity with at least one fo-
cusing element. We have – to a reasonable amount – ruled out that
the reduced peak transmissions arise from mismatching mirror re-
flectivities when not operated at the PhC resonance with reflectivities
beyond 99.9 %. In general, additional losses exceeding those of the
mirror transmissions will always result in a large reduction of peak
transmission especially for increasingly large array finesse, i. e. being
mirror transmission loss limited is crucial and with the current design
only possible for arrays with lower finesse.

5.5 results and discussion

For a more systematic study of the optomechanical properties, we
design three PhC patterns in order to obtain different Rm at our oper-
ating wavelength of 1550 nm. We refer to these patterns as Low, Mid,
and High R, and their geometries and measured Rm at 1550 nm are
specified in Table 5.2. The optical beam we use to probe the PhC has a
waist size of about 50 µm. To avoid clipping losses, the central mirror
pad has a side length of 300 µm, while the tether length and width
are 318 µm and 10 µm, respectively. Figure 5.5 shows a cross-sectional
schematic of a final double membrane stack, as well as a false-colored
SEM of one of our released devices.

For each PhC pattern (cf. Table 5.2), we fabricate a single- and a
double-membrane, which allows us to test all designs on a single chip,
greatly facilitating the measurements. In the following subsections, we
characterize their optical, mechanical, and optomechanical properties.

5.5.1 Optical characterization

Single membranes

We first obtain the optical spectra of the single devices by scanning a
tunable laser from 1510 nm to 1600 nm and measure the reflected and
transmitted signals from the PhC trampolines, which are shown in
Figure 5.14. At 1550 nm, we measure reflectivities of 33 %, 56 %, and
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a (nm) r (nm) Rm @1550 nm

Low R 1240 475 33 %

Mid R 1310 500 56 %

High R 1372 525 99.8 %

Table 5.2: Lattice constant a and hole radius r of the PhC patterns used in this
work, as well as their measured reflectivity Rm at our operating wavelength
of 1550 nm.

1525 1550 1575 1600
0.0
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0.8

1.0

R

Low R

SM
DM

1525 1550 1575 1600
 [nm]

Mid R

1525 1550 1575 1600

High R

Figure 5.14: Reflection spectra of the devices. The photonic crystal pattern of
each device is indicated at the top of each figure, according to the parameters
in Table 5.2. The blue traces correspond to devices composed of a single-
membrane (SM), whereas the red traces are from double-membrane stacks
(DM). The gray-shaded regions correspond to the wavelength ranges where
the center-of-mass optomechanical coupling was measured (see Figures 5.15

and 5.16).

99.8 % for the Low, Mid, and High R samples, respectively. Because
this measurement procedure has an uncertainty of 0.5 %, we deter-
mine the dispersive effect of a device similar to the High R sample on
an optical cavity to obtain a lower bound on its transmission at reso-
nance [17, 98]. We measure a transmission of 2.5× 10−5, comparable
to the best reported results in the literature [17]. Finally, we simulate a
PhC membrane with an imaginary component of the refractive index
of 1.9× 10−5 [98], and estimate that a fraction of 3.4× 10−4 of the light
is lost when interacting with the devices, due to either absorption or
scattering from fabrication imperfections (cf. Section 5.4.1.2).

Double-membrane arrays

The double-membrane arrays have the same PhC design as the in-
dividual membranes and we determine their optical response in a
similar way, shown in Figure 5.14. These structures can be modeled
as plane-parallel etalons (Figure 5.5) and the characteristic features of
Fabry-Pérot interferometers can be clearly observed in their spectra.
The free spectral range FSRDM of 750 GHz, or 6 nm at a wavelength
of 1550 nm, is, as expected, defined by the 200 µm thickness of the Si
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substrate that separates the two membranes. The linewidth of the reso-
nances becomes smaller as the reflectivity of the individual membranes
increases. This is particularly prominent on the High R sample, where
the full-width at half-maximum linewidth changes from 176 GHz at
1521 nm to 8.7 GHz at 1554 nm, corresponding to a change in finesse
F from 4.3 to 86. Our best performing samples exhibit linewidths as
low as 5.3 GHz (F = 140), suggesting a total loss per round-trip of
approximately 2π/F = 4.5× 10−2.

Several sources contribute to this loss. First, using the measurements
presented in the previous section, we estimate a lower bound for the
round-trip transmission of 5× 10−5. However, in general the highest
finesse etalon peak is not exactly at the resonance of the PhC, being
at most FSRDM/2 = 3 nm away from it. At this point, the round-
trip transmission becomes 2.6× 10−2. Second, we expect a round-trip
absorption and scattering loss of 6.8× 10−4. Finally, some light will be
lost due to the finite aperture size of the etalon. Plane-parallel Fabry-
Pérot cavities are particularly susceptible to this effect [96, 102], and we
estimate it to result in a round-trip loss of 2× 10−3. Combining these
effects we arrive at estimated total round-trip losses from 2.8× 10−3

to 2.9× 10−2 (cf. Section 5.4.1.2 for more details).
Although the maximum finesse measured in our devices fits well

to this range, the fact that we generally measure lower values sug-
gests that they are underestimated. Scattering, which has consistently
been identified as one of the main loss mechanisms in other PhC
membranes [17, 98], could be higher than expected. In addition, these
estimates assume that both membranes have the same reflectivity. In
both the Low and Mid R samples the reflection drops to zero at the
etalon resonances, indicating that the PhC resonances on the front
and back membranes are sufficiently well matched in these regimes.
However, with increasing reflectivities, mismatches due to fabrication
imperfections and small systematic shifts between the individual PhC
mirrors become more apparent and lead to smaller dip depths (cf. the
High R device in Figure 5.14). In fact, as the reflectivity of the individ-
ual membranes increases, the dip depth becomes significantly more
sensitive to differences between the two mirrors (see Figure 5.8). This
also results in higher round-trip transmission values that can explain
the discrepancy between our finesse estimates and measurements.

5.5.2 Mechanical characterization

We determine the mechanical quality factor of the fundamental modes
of both single and double membrane devices by performing interfero-
metric ring-down measurements. The mode frequencies are approx-
imately 150 kHz and the difference in frequency between the front
and back membranes is typically around 170 Hz. The small difference
of around 0.1 % in resonance frequency can be attributed to an irre-
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producibility in the fabrication process. All devices show unclamped
quality factors in the range from 1.2× 106 to 5.6× 106. These values
are in good agreement with measurements on a similar geometry,
which showed quality factors of 4× 106 [73], indicating that the PhC
patterning does not negatively effect their mechanical properties.

5.5.3 Optomechanical characterization

In order to obtain the optomechanical characteristics of the devices we
place them inside an optical cavity. The optical modes of this larger
cavity strongly depend on the position of the membranes inside. By
measuring the changes in cavity mode frequency ωc as a function
of the device displacement x, we are able to determine the linear
optomechanical coupling between the cavity and the device’s center-
of-mass mechanical modes, which we define as G ≡ max{|∂ωc/∂x|}.
The cavity has a free spectral range FSRc = 3.13 GHz and an empty
cavity half-width at half-maximum of κ/2π = 550 kHz. We align our
tunable laser to the cavity and measure the transmitted light. The laser
frequency is then scanned as a function of the device position, which
allows us to directly obtain ωc(x) and calculate the optomechanical
coupling.

Let us first consider the case of a single-membrane, where the
cavity modes are affected by the membrane position and reflectivity
Rm, according to ∆ωc/2π = FSR · arccos(

√
Rm cos(4πx/λ))/π [104].

The so-called linear coupling regime occurs when a membrane is
placed close to x = λ/8 + nλ/4, n ∈ Z. Around these points, the
cavity frequency changes linearly with the membrane position and
the optomechanical coupling is given by

G
2π

= 4
FSR

λ

√
Rm. (5.1)

The first row of Figure 5.15 shows the cavity transmission as a func-
tion of laser frequency shift and displacement of the single-membrane
samples. The wavelength at which the measurements were taken is
indicated above each plot. The points of high transmission correspond
to cavity modes. Because of alignment imperfections between the im-
pinging light beam, the cavity and the membranes, in addition to the
fundamental cavity mode, we also observe higher order modes, which
can be coupled to each other [90]. The fundamental optical mode
frequency depends on the membrane position with a periodicity of
x/λ = π/2 and the amplitude of the frequency oscillations increases
with the membrane reflectivity, as indicated by Equation (5.1). Us-
ing these data, we obtain G by numerically calculating |∂ωc/∂x| and
taking its maximum value, which occurs at the positions of linear cou-
pling. The blue data points in Figure 5.16 show the single membranes’
coupling around a narrow wavelength window. In addition we plot the
coupling as calculated by the reflectivity measured in Figure 5.14 and
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Equation (5.1). Within this wavelength range, the reflectivity of each
device varies little and therefore G is practically constant. The average
measured couplings G/2π for the Low, Mid, and High R samples
are 3.8(6), 5.7(9) and 7.7(12) MHz/nm, whereas the expected values
using Equation (5.1) and

√
R are 4.5, 5.8, and 6.8 MHz/nm. Despite

the large uncertainty, mainly due to the displacement calibration, the
results are in good agreement with Equation (5.1).

Finally, we follow the same approach to obtain the coupling rate be-
tween the cavity and the COM displacement of the double-membrane
chips, schematically represented in Fig. 5.5. The crucial difference
between single and double-membranes is that the latter’s spectra vary
more strongly with wavelength. In particular, over one FSRDM, the de-
vice reflectivity can quickly change from zero to one (see Figure 5.14).
When the reflectivity is low, the COM mode of the device will inter-
act weakly with the external cavity. Correspondingly, at a reflection
maximum, the coupling will be higher than that of a device composed
of only one membrane. In rows 2 to 5 of Figure 5.15 the measured
cavity dispersion for the three double-membranes studied is shown.
We perform these measurements at several wavelengths spanning half
a FSRDM, between which the reflectivity varies between its maximum
and minimum values. Note that for the High R sample we choose to
study a resonance for which Rm ∼ 0.76 (λ close to 1580 nm) since for
higher Rm the laser fine scanning range becomes similar to the reso-
nance linewidth, and the dip depth decreases, making the coupling
oscillations less visible. Row 2 corresponds to the reflectivity maxima.
When comparing it with row 1, it becomes clear that the cavity fre-
quency varies more strongly than in the single-membrane case. The
data in row 5 are taken close to a transmission maximum where, as
discussed, the COM motion has little influence on the cavity frequency.
Rows 3 and 4 show wavelengths in between the maximum reflection
and transmission of the double-membrane stacks. The extracted COM
coupling is plotted in red in Figure 5.16. As discussed, the coupling
oscillates between almost zero and values larger than those of the
individual membranes. The oscillation follows the device’s spectral
response, indicating that the COM coupling of a double-membrane
is well described by Equation (5.1), a model derived from the single-
membrane case.
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Figure 5.15: Optical cavity transmission T as a function of the frequency shift
∆ω of the incident laser and of the displacement x of several mechanical
devices placed in the middle of the cavity. ∆ω is normalized by the cavity
free spectral range FSRc = 3.13 GHz and x by the laser wavelength λ which
is indicated on top of each plot. We measured multiple devices in the middle
of the cavity: on the left of the dashed line we study single-membranes and
on the right double-membranes. The type of photonic crystal used in each
sample is indicated on the left of the figure. Note that in order to work in
a regime with a slow reflectivity change and large dip depth, the High R
samples were studied at a wavelength for which Rm = 0.76.
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Figure 5.16: Center-of-mass optomechanical coupling G/2π as a function
of wavelength λ obtained through the derivative of the cavity dispersion
max{|∂ωc/∂x|} (points) and through the membrane-in-the-middle model
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Rm (lines). The blue data are taken from single- (SM) and the red

from double-membrane (DM) devices. The corresponding PhC patterns are
indicated on top of each figure with the wavelength range studied here
marked in gray in Figure 5.14.
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5.6 conclusion and outlook

In conclusion, we have fabricated and characterized stacks of op-
tomechanical devices that operate in various low to high reflectivity
regimes. The devices presented here are patterned onto a single chip
without the need for additional bonding steps or micro-positioners.
Our devices form a flexible platform in which the finesse can be freely
tuned. Placing these devices inside an optical cavity allows the direct
comparison of membrane-in-the-middle systems in multiple reflectiv-
ity regimes, such as proposed by Xuereb and Domokos [116]. We see
slight enhancements of the optomechanical coupling rate between the
COM motion of the two membranes and the cavity field as a function
of reflectivity, when compared to a single membrane system.

More importantly, by changing the laser frequency we can tune the
system such that the COM coupling is practically zero. The theory of
the collective motion of optomechanical arrays predicts that at these
points the cavity field becomes resonant with the inner cavity and
thus couples strongly to the relative motion of the membranes. This is
the regime where single-photon strong coupling in an optomechanical
system could be achievable [115]. We are currently working on improv-
ing the stability of our setup in order to probe these relative motional
modes. For devices with large Rm, like the ones presented here, the
coupling enhancement of the differential mechanical motion is limited
by the ratio L/2d between the length of the optical cavity L and the
separation between the membranes d [60]. Given our experimental
parameters, this should allow us to observe an enhancement factor of
up to 120. Increasing this value further could be done by replacing the
Si substrate by a thin sacrificial layer as the spacer between mirrors,
considerably decreasing d to values similar to [70] but keeping the
advantages of monolithic fabrication presented here.

Even more interestingly, the single-photon cooperativity scales
quadratically with the single-photon coupling strength, which in
our case could boost this important figure of merit by 4 orders of
magnitude, assuming the mechanical and optical dissipation rates
stay the same. For many experiments, coherent control in the strong
single-photon coupling regime is not necessary but reaching coopera-
tivities greater than one is sufficient for performing several quantum
protocols [4, 58]. Other interesting experiments could include synchro-
nization of mechanical modes [121], studying exceptional points in
optomechanics with independent mechanical systems, as well as super-
radiance [35, 53] and state transfer between mechanical systems [112].
In addition, our arrays could serve as rigid, stable free-space optical
filters with adjustable finesse. The arrays also constitute an optome-
chanical system by themselves, whose mirrors are both movable and
with engineerable optical and mechanical properties. As both mirrors
and mechanical resonators are monolithically combined, the system
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is inherently stable, greatly relaxing the setup complexity of typical
free-space optomechanical setups, and making it an ideal platform for
simple studies of radiation-pressure effects.

Ways towards better membrane arrays

Focusing PhC

Highest finesse and transmission values can be achieved by using a
cavity configuration with spherical mirrors avoiding the contribution
of additional losses attributed to plane-parallel etalons. This problem
could be ameliorated by making one of the PhC mirrors a so-called
focusing PhC [36], which promises to reduce currently dominating
diffraction losses, and ultimately leads to cavities exhibiting both high
finesse and peak transmissions.

Shorter arrays with larger mirrors

Another apparent approach towards improving current design limita-
tions is to go to shorter arrays consisting of larger mirrors. Assuming a
mirror separation LDM of 200 µm and larger mirrors of 500 µm (cf. Fig-
ure 5.17) as already successfully fabricated promises slightly increased
finesse and peak transmission due to reduced diffraction losses. Ul-
timately, upon aiming for even further improvements, this implies
giving up the approach of monolithically combining both mirrors on
opposite sides of the same chip on the Si/SiN material platform where
handling of thin substrates becomes impossible. Alternatively, adding
additional layers of high-stress LPCVD-grown SiN and an appropriate
sacrificial layer could allow for shorter double-membrane arrays with
both device layers on the same side of the chip. However, the question
remains whether these layers can be grown of sufficient accuracy and
quality.

Flip-chip approach with large PhC membranes

Another idea is going away from the monolithic design to a flip-
chip approach with two individual chips as already performed by
several groups working with bare SiN membranes. This possibly
allows to reduce the spacing between both mirrors by using some sort
of spacer material that defines the distance between both membranes
as exploited in [70]. However, this could introduce additional losses
due to a possible misalignment between both mirrors. These tip tilt
losses – depending on the amount – can again lead to a limited device
performance especially for high finesse arrays. One would need to
carefully control the distance between both membranes and make
sure, that height difference of the clamping and/or gluing procedure
will not lead to a big tilt between the mirror surfaces. Studies on such
structures have been shown to work, at least in the low finesse regime
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Figure 5.17: Single tethered PhC membranes with 500 µm central pads.
Shown are designed double-membrane arrays whereas only one of the
membranes survived the fabrication process with remnants of the second
membrane still visible. In a the entire central pad is gone, whereas in b the
central pad of the bottom membrane collapsed onto the pad of the upper
one revealing points of fracturing at the PhC periphery.

[69, 70]. One additional thing to keep in mind is the fact, that the
FSR for shorter cavities becomes much larger, ultimately limiting the
minimum spacing one could measure with the available tuning range
of the laser. Another issue then will be to perfectly match the resonance
of the PhC with the transmission peak of the array which depends on
the exact thickness of the spacing. Admittedly, this approach seems to
be quite a lot of work considering the promised improvements.

III-V semiconductors as a way out?

Multi-membrane arrays on Si/SiN seem to be limited to maximally
two membranes with separations defined by the minimum wafer thick-
ness – at least for our monolithically integrated approach. A possible
solution towards that limiting challenge is using the III-V material
platform since many layers can be grown in a controllable manner
resulting in device layers of high mechanical and optical quality. As
mentioned before, the smaller the spacing between membranes be-
come the better the control is needed to accurately hit the membrane
cavity resonance as the FSR becomes increasingly large. This can be
overcome by either having the possibility to optically tune the laser
resonance (one still requires the optical PhC resonance to effectively
overlap with the FSR resonance) or having control over the membrane
spacing by moving the membranes along the optical axis. Another
way towards matching resonances is to accurately control the spacing
between both membranes during the growth process. In the following
chapter, we will see that molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) allows to pos-
sibly overcome those limitations, resulting in multilayer structures of
even more than just two membranes and minimal, well-controllable
separation among them without the need for additional alignment
procedures.





6
I I I - V T E R N A RY I N G A P M E M B R A N E S F O R
M U LT I M O D E O P T O M E C H A N I C S

In the previous chapter we introduced the fabrication of monolithic
double-membrane arrays of two highly reflective SiN membranes in
a single chip. Due to their plane-parallel configuration, these 200 µm-
long Fabry-Pérot interferometers are however limited by diffraction
losses.

One possible way towards improving the current device perfor-
mance is by forming significantly shorter cavity arrays, ultimately
promising even stronger coupling strengths and lower loss. This in
turn requires very accurate membrane positioning.

Here, we present the vision of overcoming these challenges by grow-
ing a crystalline multilayer heterostructure based on III-V semicon-
ductors with well-controlled film thicknesses of high quality defined
by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). The membranes are made of the
ternary III-V alloy indium gallium phosphide (InGaP) whose tensile
stress can be controlled through lattice-mismatch during film growth
[11, 21]. This approach not only enables the exploration of arrays with
more than two membranes but also allows the monolithic integration
of membrane arrays atop a distributed Bragg reflector (DBR).

Placing the array right atop one of the endmirrors raises the ques-
tion whether the predicted results of enhanced coupling strengths in
the transmissive regime in the middle of a cavity breaks down under
such highly asymmetric conditions. We answer this question by per-
forming extensive transfer matrix method (TMM) simulations showing
that double-membrane arrays in the asymmetric cavity configuration
result in the same enhancements for identical array parameters and
optimized membrane positioning within the optical cavity. For bare
InGaP membranes of 65 % reflectivity, this promises enhancements
of the coupling strength by almost one order of magnitude with an
outlook to even larger enhancements when exploiting PhC patterned
membranes.

With the obtained results, we design a full wafer with optimized
film thicknesses for operation at cryogenic temperatures and intro-
duce a full fabrication flow towards the realization of single InGaP
membranes integrated atop a DBR.

6.1 introduction

SiN as the material of choice has lead to tremendous progress in quan-
tum optomechanics and in particular with experiments observing
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quantum behavior of mechanical resonances, however most of these
previous efforts have focused on single mechanical or noninteracting
modes. Studying the behavior of multiple directly coupled modes
could however allow probing new and exciting regimes of optome-
chanics, chief among achieving large coupling enhancements by using
several mechanical resonators within an optical cavity. Recent devel-
opments toward achieving this endeavor include the investigation
of arrays consisting of non-patterned square membranes with single
element reflectivity dependent on their thickness.

In the previous chapter, I have introduced the monolithic fabrication
of two tethered PhC membranes on the same chip with engineered
reflectivity close to unity. Even though this system allows for the obser-
vation of enhanced coupling strengths by two orders of magnitude, it
has severe drawbacks to be overcome. Due to its plane-parallel config-
uration, the achievable finesse values of the double-membrane arrays
are currently limited to 140 with possible improvements when e. g. go-
ing to shorter arrays and larger mirrors. This not only promises to
significantly reduce the current dominating losses related to diffraction
but also to further increase the maximally achievable enhancement of
the coupling strength due to the significantly reduced membrane sep-
aration. Shorter arrays have been achieved by separating commercially
available bare SiN membranes with appropriate spacers defining its
cavity length. However, this approach increases the experimental com-
plexity by requiring careful individual alignment of both membranes
without having good control over their separation. In addition, the
demand for operation in the transmissive regime requires either the
ability to tune the laser wavelength with respect to the membrane
separation or vice versa. Shorter cavities however exhibit increasingly
large FSRs which makes laser tuning impossible, hence posing a major
obstacle towards successfully controlling the array system.

One possible way toward circumventing current design limitations
is to form high-finesse cavities with larger mirrors and shorter, well-
controlled distances between adjacent membranes. We follow a bottom-
up approach by growing thin films of well-controllable thickness by
means of molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), which allows the fabrication
of membrane arrays with more than two membranes.

Furthermore, I describe initial attempts to not only grow the stack
of membranes, but also integrate it with a DBR and thus constituting
the majority of a membrane-at-the-endmirror (MATE) configuration (cf.
Figure 6.1).

The material platform of choice are ternary III-V semiconductors
that allow the growth of mirrors and membranes with excellent me-
chanical and optical properties. A common material system for the
growth of high-quality DBRs is the combination of alternating stacks
of high and low refractive index AlGaAs/GaAs1 [22].

1 https://www.crystallinemirrors.com/

https://www.crystallinemirrors.com/
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AlGaAs
InGaP

GaAs

a MIM configuration b MATE configuration c Epitaxial wafer vision 

Figure 6.1: From membrane-in-the-middle (MIM) to membrane-at-the-
endmirror (MATE) configuration. a Typical MIM configuration with a double-
membrane array located in the middle of the optical cavity comprising two
mirrors, in contrast to the design investigated here, where the membrane-
array is monolithically integrated with one of the end-mirrors as depicted in
b. Realization of the MATE configuration with a molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)-
grown heterostructure consisting of alternating quarter-wave (Al)GaAs DBR,
and two sacrificial AlGaAs and InGaP device layers, respectively. Depicted
are only few double-layers of the DBR.

For the membranes, InxGa
1–xP has recently emerged as alternative

resonator material (we drop the subscripts for the sake of readability
and specify upon need). We have investigated the optomechanical
properties of tensile-strained InGaP nanomembranes grown on GaAs
(cf. Cole et al. [21]). This material system combines the benefits of
highly strained membranes, similar to those based on stoichiometric
SiN, with the unique properties of thin-film semiconductor single
crystals, as previously demonstrated with suspended GaAs [62]. The
tensile strain can be tuned by the lattice mismatch between substrate
and thin-film during epitaxial growth through variations in the alloy
composition of ternary InGaP. InGaP is lattice matched with GaAs
for an In content of 49 % and exhibits tensile strain for values below.
Dissipation dilution through strain engineering, possibly high intrin-
sic quality factors of single crystalline films and the possibility to
stack layers makes this material platform an intriguing candidate for
multimode optomechanical experiments with membrane arrays. In
addition, the monolithic, integrated approach promises to significantly
reduce the experimental complexity as it gives the ability to align the
structures in epitaxial growth.

6.2 device design

We are interested in an optomechanical system with two membranes
close to one of the end-mirrors, in contrary to the more typical MIM-
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type setup with membranes more centrally located (cf. Figure 6.1). At
one end of the cavity, both mirror and double-membrane stack are
integrated monolithically and eventually fabricated from a single chip.
The other mirror comprising the full optomechanical system can be
arbitrarily chosen with commercially available mirrors of arbitrary
transmittance and radii of curvature.

Ultimately, we are interested in optimizing the system parameters
for maximized optomechanical coupling strength of the entire cavity-
membrane system with respect to the standard MIM case with a single
membrane.

DBR Mirror
AlGaAsGaAs

InGaP
Membranes

d₁dsub dAlGaAs dGaAs d₂
# layers Cavity Length L

t

Figure 6.2: DBR-double-membrane system parameters

Since the entire system depends on many parameters, we can first
dissect it into subsystems that we analyse individually. Figure 6.2
shows an overview of the parameters under investigation. Note, that
for the sake of readability the second mirror comprising the cavity
on the right is not depicted as a DBR, it will – however – be treated
as such when investigating the whole optomechanical cavity. The
simulations are executed by means of a one-dimensional transfer
matrix method (TMM) approach which we describe in more detail in
Appendix A.

For a successful implementation of TMM simulations, we only re-
quire knowledge about the optical properties of the various layers at
play with refractive index n and thickness d. Our material system is
made of the ternary III-V semiconductors GaAs, AlGaAs and InGaP,
whose material properties are summarized in Table 6.3 for the material
compositions used. Designing the entire multilayer heterostructure
with accurate film thicknesses requires the refractive indices of the
compound semiconductors at both cryogenic and room temperatures,
as well as their specific coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE), which
will be discussed in more detail later on.

In the following, we will have a look at some aspects of the indi-
vidual subsystems, starting first with the DBR by analyzing its trans-
mittance dependency with respect to the number of double layers.
Secondly, we will briefly study the transmittance and reflectance
behavior of the double-membrane array for varying membrane separa-
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tions and fixed laser wavelength. We will identify configurations that
belong to either the standard reflective or the transmissive optome-
chanics regime which has been extensively studied by Xuereb, Genes,
and Dantan [115]. Finally, we investigate the entire optomechanical
system in a highly asymmetric membrane-at-the-endmirror (MATE)
[27] configuration where we identify optimized DBR-array spacings
d1 for arrays operated both in its reflective and transmissive regime,
dependent on the membrane separation d2.

Generally, most of the optimal layer thicknesses during the simula-
tions correspond to quarter-wave layers, which is e. g. the case for high
performance DBRs and bare membranes with maximum achievable
reflectivity.

6.2.1 Distributed Bragg reflector

Al0.92Ga0.08As etch stop

a b

c

GaAs/Al0.92Ga0.08As

41.5 x

Figure 6.3: Optical transmission properties of the multilayer heterostructure
DBR dependent on wavelength and number of mirror pairs. a Multilayer
heterostructure of the investigated DBR consisting of alternating quarter-
wave double-layers of (Al)GaAs with an additional etch stop layer at the
bottom. b Wavelength-dependent reflectance for the structure depicted in a
with 41.5 (Al)GaAs double-layers. c Dependency of the DBR transmittance
with respect to the number of double-layers for DBRs with and without an
anti-reflection (AR)-coating.

As already introduced in Section 3.7, DBRs consist of alternating
quarter-wave stacks of a GaAs (high index, nGaAs = 3.48 at λ =
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1064 nm) and AlGaAs (low index, nAlGaAs = 2.98 at λ = 1064 nm)
grown on a (100)-oriented GaAs substrate. The base of the DBR stack
additionally incorporates an AlGaAs etch stop layer of three quarter-
wavelength thickness (cf. Figure 6.3a). This design is based on earlier
work by Cole et al. [22] and has proven to achieve mirror coatings of
high reflectivity and superior material properties than those typically
used in the past2.

The maximum mirror reflectivity crucially depends on the number
of layers and can thus be arbitrarily tuned. When simulating the
wavelength dependent transmittance of a DBR consisting of a stack of
41.5 periods of alternating (Al)GaAs optimized for 1064.5 nm, i. e. film
thicknesses of quarter-wave optical thickness, we can identify a region
of high reflectivity centered around the target wavelength whose
bandwidth depends on both the number of layers as well as on the
index contrast between both materials (cf. Figure 6.3b).

More realistically, these coatings are grown on a GaAs substrate of
in our case approximately 650 µm thickness. When also incorporating
the substrate into our simulations, we have noticed deviations of
the transmittance with and without the substrate. The reason lies in
the fact, that the substrate now adds to the interference pattern and
thus leads to a wavelength-dependent transmittance – or equivalently
substrate thickness-dependent transmittance for fixed wavelengths.

Therefore, the underlying substrate requires an AR-coating in order
to compensate for the uncertainty of substrate thickness, that otherwise
leads to large uncertainties for the exact mirror transmission due to
interference effects. The effect of an existing AR-coating for substrates
of two different thicknesses are shown in Figure 6.3c. Especially for
mirrors with higher transmittance, equivalent to less mirror pairs, the
discrepancy can become significantly large for varying substrate thick-
nesses (orange curves). However, incorporating an AR-coating leads to
a substrate thickness independent mirror transmittance (overlapping
green curves).

Therefore, in the following, we will make use of AR-coated DBRs of
ideal refractive index and film thickness [32, 66]. In order to achieve a
cavity finesse of around 1000 (for the big macroscopic cavity), these
mirrors consist of 18.5 double-layers resulting in a mirror transmittance
of approximately 3000 parts per million (ppm).

6.2.2 Membrane array

When simply looking at the membrane array consisting of two InGaP
membranes of quarter-wave thickness separated by distance d2, we
can identify points of operation where the array is fully transmissive
or highly reflective. For a fixed laser wavelength λ, integer multiples
of λ/2 correspond to the transmissive regime, where 100 % of the inci-

2 https://www.crystallinemirrors.com/

https://www.crystallinemirrors.com/
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d2

Figure 6.4: Double-membrane arrays in their transmissive and reflective
regime dependent on the membrane separation d2. The transmissive (reflec-
tive) regime corresponds to membrane separations where the array exhibits
minimum (maximum) reflectance. Illustrated for arrays made of InGaP and
SiN. Higher index materials exhibit narrower resonances and simultaneously
larger maximum reflectance.

dent light is transmitted when no losses are assumed. For membrane
separations shifted by a quarter-wavelength, corresponding to integer
multiples of nλ/2 + λ/4, we observe points of lowest transmission
and thus high reflectivity. The transmissive regime promises benefits
in terms of achieving high coupling enhancements for arrays operated
in the middle of an optical cavity [115].

We can readily see that for increasingly large single membrane
reflectivities Rm the transmission linewidths become narrower and
thus more sensitive for positioning inaccuracies at simultaneously
larger couplings. In addition, the peak reflectivity in the reflective
regime also increases for increasingly large membrane reflectivities,
as is illustrated for arrays made of SiN and InGaP, respectively (cf.
Figure 6.4).

6.2.3 The optomechanical double-membrane-cavity system

Extensive simulations have been performed for the case of two semi-
conductor membranes made of InGaP incorporated in a Fabry-Pérot cav-
ity. The stack of these membranes is – contrary to the normal symmet-
ric MIM case – placed right atop of a DBR. In order to maximize the
optomechanical coupling of the double-membrane-cavity system, we
sweep d1 and d2, effectively determining the position of both mem-
branes within the optical cavity. We can distinguish between various
membrane configurations, where the array itself as well as its mem-
branes comprising the array is either in the transmissive or reflective
optomechanics regime, effectively determined by the choice of d2. In
principle, the choice of d1 and d2 can be arbitrary, but we have found
two configurations of DBR-array spacing d1 and inter-membrane sep-
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18.5 x AlGaAs/GaAs
InGaP

Membranes

d₁dsub dAlGaAs dGaAs

Finesse ≈ 1000

AR-coating

TDBR,2 ≈ 3000 ppm

d₂
L = 5mm

t ≈ 85 nm

T

R

TDBR,1 ≈ 3000 ppm

Figure 6.5: Full optomechanical cavity-double-membrane system and its
parameters used for the transfer matrix method (TMM) simulations. We
obtain intensity reflection R and transmission T when light is incident from
the left by exploring various membrane configurations when sweeping d1
and d2 collectively.

aration d2 that result in particularly interesting regimes of enhanced
coupling and measurement rates with respect to the standard MIM

case.
Configuration 1 with {d1, d2} = {3λ, 3.25λ} corresponds to the re-

flective optomechanics case, whereas configuration 2 with {d1, d2} =
{3.25λ, 3λ} to the transmissive case (Additional results for other com-
binations of d1 and d2 can be found in Appendix A.2.2). The other
system parameters are fixed with both mirrors exhibiting intensity
transmissions of around 3000 ppm, equivalent to an empty cavity fi-
nesse F ≈ 1000 and a total cavity length of 5 mm. For the DBR, this
corresponds to a total of 18.5 quarter-wave double-layers on a 650 µm
thick GaAs substrate with an AR-coating of ideal optical thickness
[32]. Similarly, in order to achieve the peak reflectivity of a bare InGaP
membrane, the slab thickness is also chosen to be a quarter-wave layer
resulting in approximately 65 % for 83 nm thick InGaP layers. The full
optomechanical double-membrane cavity with the parameters used
for the TMM simulations are summarized in Figure 6.5 and Table 6.1
where we also summarize the thicknesses of the various layers given
their refractive indices for the material compositions used.

Simulation results

For each initial array configuration {d1, d2}, we plot the cavity reso-
nance ω with respect to the collective array displacement ∆xi from
its rest position from which we can derive the coupling strength G
by numerically calculating the derivative. More importantly, with the
knowledge of how the cavity linewidth (FWHM) changes for changing
membrane positions, we can also determine the ratio between G/κ,
an important figure of merit (FOM) for reaching the coherent quan-
tum regime, as well as the measurement rate G2/κ. Additionally, we
show the intensity transmission (reflection) of the full optomechanical
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parameter , symbol units value

Laser wavelength, λ nm 1064.5

Cavity length, L mm 5

# of DBR layers 1 18.5

DBR intensity transmission, TDBR ppm ≈ 3000

Empty cavity finesse, F0 1 ≈ 1000

refractive indices

nAlGaAs 1 2.97717

nGaAs 1 3.48041

nInGaP 1 3.21

nAR =
√

nGaAs 1 1.87

layer thicknesses

dAlGaAs = λ/4nAlGaAs nm 89.3

dGaAs = λ/4nGaAs nm 76.7

dInGaP = λ/4nInGaP nm 82.9

dAR = λ/4nAR nm 142.6

dsubstrate µm 650

Table 6.1: TMM simulation parameters used for double-membrane arrays in
a membrane-at-the-endmirror (MATE) configuration.

cavity system when each membrane of the array is simultaneously
displaced, according to their individual coupling strengths obtained
when individually displaced. This clearly reveals the nature of the
configuration under investigation by either showing high transmis-
sion (reflection) through the cavity when the array is operated in its
transmissive (reflective) regime. Note, that we follow the description
of Xuereb, Genes, and Dantan [115] and further discuss the procedure
in more detail in Appendix A of how to obtain the total collective
coupling strength in a multi-membrane system based on studying the
individual displacement of each membrane first.

We plot the simulation results obtained for collectively displacing
both membranes of the array in Figure 6.6 (reflective regime) and in
Figure 6.7 (transmissive regime) normalized to the maximum values
achieved for a single InGaP membrane exactly in the middle of the
cavity (Gmax = 0.58 rad GHz/nm). Similar plots for the absolute val-
ues are given in Appendix A.2.2. We extract the maximum absolute
values from these plots for membranes in their rest position ∆x = 0
and summarize them in Table 6.2 for the parameters given in Table 6.1.
Interestingly, despite the fact, that the membrane array is now located
at the end-mirror thus depicting a highly asymmetric cavity case, we
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parameter , symbol units value

transmissive optomechanics

Membrane configuration, {d1, d2} nm {3.25λ, 3.0λ}
Individual coupling, G1 rad GHz/nm 3.24

Individual coupling, G2 rad GHz/nm -3.22

Collective mode coupling, G rad GHz/nm 4.58

Strong coupling parameter, G/κ nm−1
25.3

Measurement rate, G2/κ rad GHz/nm2
115.8

reflective optomechanics

Membrane configuration, {d1, d2} nm {3.0λ, 3.23λ}
Individual coupling, G1 rad GHz/nm -27.86

Individual coupling, G2 rad GHz/nm -3.04

Collective coupling, G rad GHz/nm 28.03

Strong coupling parameter, G/κ nm−1
6.1

Measurement rate, G2/κ rad GHz/nm2
168

Table 6.2: TMM simulation results for double-membrane InGaP arrays at the
endmirror configuration. Values are extracted from the respective plots at
∆x = 0.

achieve the same coupling enhancements as obtained in the symmetric
MIM case suggesting that arbitrary array positions within the cavity
lead to the same expected enhancements when operated in transmis-
sion and optimized mirror-array separation d1. In comparison to the
SM MIM case, enhancements of almost one order of magnitude are
achieved, agreeing well with the results obtained by Xuereb, Genes,
and Dantan [115] for InGaP membranes with a bare reflectivity of 65 %.
Moreover, it is apparent that the transmissive case benefits collective
modes that experience a radiation pressure force (proportional to the
individual coupling strengths Gi) in opposite direction, thus depicting
the case of a collective breathing mode.

For the reflective optomechanics case, both membranes experience
a radiation pressure of the same sign and thus depicting the case of a
COM type collective supermode with both membranes oscillating in
phase. Very interestingly, in this configuration, we find even higher
maximum coupling strengths for the inner membrane enclosed by
the mirror and second membrane. The additional enhancement by
almost one order of magnitude with respect to the transmissive op-
tomechanics case can be explained by effectively forming a very short
cavity with total length L = d1 + d2 determined by the separation of
DBR and second membrane. The inner membrane is now located at a
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position of maximum coupling equivalent to the standard single MIM

case. However, this comes at a price of orders of magnitude increased
(reduced) optical linewidth (finesse) due to the significantly reduced
effective cavity length which ultimately results in lower values of G/κ

compared to the transmissive case. Nevertheless, it has to be high-
lighted that for the investigated set of parameters the measurement
rate G2/κ is still approximately 40 % higher in the reflective regime
which we expect to be eventually outscaled when working with PhC

membranes of higher reflectivity.
Here, for the sake of a qualitative analysis, we kept the feasibility

of achieving the optical cavity parameters high with moderate finesse
values of only 1000 and a cavity length of 5 mm. Further coupling
enhancements – especially for the transmissive optomechanics case –
are predicted when going to longer external cavities and membrane
reflectivities approaching unity that are ultimately limited by the ratio
of external cavity length L and membrane spacing d, L/2d [60]. This
can be intuitively understood by effectively enhancing the interaction g
by reducing the optical mode volume of the resonantly enhanced light
field within the array. At the same time, the optical dissipation κ is
still determined by the external cavities which reduces for increasingly
long cavities, thus increasing the strong coupling parameter g/κ.

It has to be mentioned here that for the first final wafer version,
membrane-mirror separations corresponding to the reflective optome-
chanics configuration have been chosen. In future wafer designs, we
would recommend exploiting the transmissive optomechanics case
with the predicted beneficial enhancement scaling, especially when
PhC membranes of high reflectivity are incorporated. However, choos-
ing one over the other configuration ultimately depends on the con-
ditions and requirements for the experiments under consideration
where e. g. higher measurement rates are desired without minding for
significantly increased cavity linewidths κ.
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Figure 6.6: Double-membrane arrays made of InGaP in the reflective optome-
chanics regime. Plotted are changes in cavity resonance frequency ∆ω for
the collective movement of both membranes, thereof derived frequency pull
parameter G, cavity linewidth κ normalized to the empty cavity linewidth,
and intensity reflection R and transmission T through the full optomechan-
ical cavity, as well as strong coupling parameter G/κ and measurement
rate G2/κ. All plots in the right column are normalized to the maximum
values for the case of a single InGaP membrane exactly in the middle of
the cavity. All system parameters are plotted with respect to the membrane
positions around their rest position d1 = 3λ and d1 = 3.23λ. Displacements
are given in units of laser wavelength λ = 1064.5 nm, where negative array
displacements are equivalent to membranes being displaced toward the DBR

normalized with their individual coupling strengths (COM-type collective
mode).
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Figure 6.7: Double-membrane arrays made of InGaP in the transmissive
optomechanics regime. Plotted are changes in cavity resonance frequency
∆ω for the collective movement of both membranes, thereof derived fre-
quency pull parameter G, cavity linewidth κ normalized to the empty cavity
linewidth, and intensity reflection R and transmission T through the full
optomechanical cavity, as well as strong coupling parameter G/κ and mea-
surement rate G2/κ. All plots in the right column are normalized to the
maximum values for the case of a single InGaP membrane exactly in the
middle of the cavity. All system parameters are plotted with respect to the
membrane positions around their rest position d1 = 3.25λ and d1 = 3λ.
Displacements are given in units of laser wavelength λ = 1064.5 nm, where
negative array displacements are equivalent to the inner (outer) membrane
being displaced toward (away from) the DBR normalized with their individual
coupling strengths (breathing-type collective mode).
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6.2.4 Design limitations

Ultimately, our epitaxial wafers are designed to be operated at cryo-
genic temperatures with well-defined film thicknesses. In particular,
both sacrificial AlGaAs layers (i. e. d1 and d2) effectively determine the
achievable coupling based on the accuracy of both membrane position-
ing. This requires careful considerations of film thickness uncertainties
originating from temperature-dependent material properties as well
as inaccuracies introduced during film growth. In particular for large
coupling strengths the optimal membrane position becomes increas-
ingly more susceptible to deviations from its optimal rest position.
In the following, we aim to answer the question if it is still feasible
to operate the system at points of optimal coupling while sacrificing
experimental flexibility and control to move the membranes and/or
tune the laser into resonance.

Film thickness uncertainty during film growth

For the success of this monolithic approach, it is indispensable that
the nominally defined layer thickness requirements can be accurately
met during the epitaxial film growth. Assuming relative growth errors
of up to 1 % lead to large absolute thickness deviations dependent on
the initial layer thickness3. The uncertainty arises from an inaccurate
growth rate calibration and thus influences all layers of the same
material with the same uncertainty.

Systematic contributions due to material properties

In contrast to the random fluctuations introduced during film growth,
contributions from temperature and composition dependent material
properties are deterministic and can thus be accounted for. These
systematic contributions involve properties that effect the optical thick-
ness of the layers when operated at cryogenic temperatures.

1. Refractive index changes dependent on temperature and material
composition

2. Thermal expansion/contraction: Relative layer thickness changes
in response to a change of temperature, expressed as ∆L/L0 =

α∆T, with α being the linear coefficient of thermal expansion
(CTE).

Given the material properties found in literature and summarized
in Table 6.3, the main contribution arises from differences in refractive
index between room and cryogenic temperatures, whereas the con-
tribution of the CTE are so small as to be negligible on the order of

3 Typical growth errors are at the few tenths of a percent level without active / in-situ
film thickness monitoring
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material index of refraction thermal expansion

(RT) (LT) coeff . (10−6 K−1 )

GaAs 3.4804 3.4173 5.73

Al
0.92

Ga
0.08

As 2.9772 2.9440 5.24

In
0.47

Ga
0.53

As 3.2196 3.1134 4.81

In
0.41

Ga
0.59

As 3.2078 3.1002 4.79

Table 6.3: Material properties of III-V ternary semiconductors for the material
compositions used. The refractive indices are specified for a laser wavelength
of λ = 1064 nm and the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) values are
given at room temperature (RT). Material properties extracted from [1, 48, 59,
86].

0.1 %. Importantly, concerning thermal expansion, these estimations
arise from crude calculations where the CTE at room temperature
was assumed to be temperature-independent, which is generally not
the case. However, especially at low temperatures, the CTE becomes
small and we determine an effective temperature change in order to
estimate the total length changes on the order of approximately 0.1 %.
In comparison to the random fluctuations of up to 1 % introduced by
the growth process itself, these values are smaller but deterministic in
nature, which can thus be accounted for.

A much bigger influence arises from the refractive index shift be-
tween room and cryogenic temperatures. Therefore, for the best esti-
mate of optimal layer thicknesses, we first determine the thicknesses
at cryogenic temperatures with their respective refractive indices and
then derive the room temperature values considering changes due to
thermal contraction. This gives us the layer thicknesses specified for
the epitaxial film growth.

However, accounting for these film thickness changes requires ac-
curate knowledge about the material properties and thus remains
a source of significant uncertainty. In the following, we will briefly
discuss these contributions for the various semiconductors present.

Sacrificial AlGaAs layers

The most crucial parameter is the optimal separation between mem-
branes and DBR, determined by the sacrificial AlGaAs layers. Typically,
the optimal membrane positions become more sensitive for increas-
ingly large coupling strengths and thus small deviations from the
ideal position due to temperature-dependent material properties have
to be taken into account. However, the single biggest contribution of
layer thickness uncertainty lies in the accuracy achieved during the
growth process. Relative errors of up to 1 % are specified by the man-
ufacturers whereas contributions of thermal contraction are estimated
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to only account for roughly 0.1 % of the thickness changes. Never-
theless, more reasonably are errors of around 0.5 % which ultimately
limit the achievable thickness accuracy of the various layers. In order
to keep the absolute thickness errors to a minimum, we therefore
decided to aim for thinner sacrificial layers than those simulated of
only {d1, d2} = {1λ, 0.25λ}, respectively. For 1 µm thick layers given
the crude estimations above, thermal contraction results in absolute
thickness changes of up to 1 nm. Keeping in mind that the sacrificial
layers are eventually etched away for suspending the mechanical res-
onators, contributions from refractive index changes of air/vacuum
are non-existent.

InGaP membrane

Since the peak reflectivity of the InGaP membrane is fairly insensi-
tive with respect to its optical thickness, low temperature variations
in thickness and also refractive index do not play a significant role.
Nevertheless, for the final wafer version, we aim for maximizing the
reflectivity of a bare InGaP membrane operated at cryogenic tempera-
tures and thus assuming its low temperature index of refraction. This
results in membranes approximately 3 nm thicker than their optimal
quarter-wave thickness at room temperature.

Calculations of the critical strain for the now 85 nm thick InGaP
layer result in a maximum achievable tensile stress of around 700 MPa
at 41 % In content. Even though these critical strain estimations are on
the edge of what is expected to be safely grown without compromising
film quality, the growth manufacturer was confident in successfully
growing the designed epitaxial wafer.

Ultimately, we aim for two almost identical wafer versions only
differing in the resulting strain of the 85 nm thick InGaP membrane
layers determined by its In content. For the highly-strained membranes,
we expect a resulting tensile stress of 700 MPa at 41 % In content,
whereas the only slightly strained version of same membrane thickness
results in an expected tensile stress of 150 MPa at 47 % In content.

DBR

The quarter-wave stacks of the DBR are calculated using the respective
refractive indices of (Al)GaAs at cryogenic temperatures. Similar as for
the sacrificial AlGaAs layer discussion above, estimated contributions
due to thermal expansion amount to only 1 Å for 100 nm thick layers –
negligible with respect to the deviations caused from refractive index
changes.

Using the obtained optimized parameters for LT operation, we can
compare the performance of the DBR by calculating its intensity trans-
mission at both RT and LT. Interestingly, despite deviations from the
optimal quarter-wave thicknesses at RT operation, we see slightly, how-
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ever insignificantly lower mirror transmissions at RT. The reason lies in
the index contrast, which is lower at LT compared to the case at RT, thus
resulting in larger transmissions despite mirrors with non-optimal
quarter-wave-stacks. Most importantly, taking both index changes as
well as growth errors of up to 1 % into account, the transmittance of a
41.5 double-layer DBR stays basically unaffected.

We can also see, that by simply adding mirror pairs, the transmission
of the DBR becomes smaller. Assuming scatter and absorption losses
fall in the range of 4 ppm to 10 ppm, the maximum number of mirror
pairs is determined by reaching intensity transmissions anywhere
between those values.

Initially, we aimed for single-sided operation in our cavity where
the cavity-interacted light is detected in reflection. Contrary to the
simulated mirrors with 18.5 double-layers, we therefore designed a
DBR with 41.5 layer pairs and expected transmittance of only 4 ppm
on the order of scattering and absorption.

Final first wafer design

Ultimately, our epitaxial wafers are designed to be operated at cryo-
genic temperatures with InGaP membranes differing in their resid-
ual film stress (see final wafer design in Appendix D). Taking into
consideration the qualitative and quantitative discussion above with
systematic errors due to the temperature-dependent material proper-
ties as well as random fluctuations during the growth process, we can
confidently say that this monolithic approach meets the requirements
for successfully operating such a system in interesting regimes while
simultaneously sacrificing experimental flexibility and control. The
success is crucially dependent on the achieved film thickness accu-
racy for both sacrificial AlGaAs layers that ultimately determine the
optimal membrane positioning and thus points of coupling. We can
account – to a certain degree – for systematic thickness changes re-
lated to temperature-dependent material properties. However, growth
uncertainties pose a major challenge and contribute significantly for
increasingly thick layers and coupling strengths. Additional effort
during growth might help in keeping these thickness fluctuations to
a minimum. Considering that higher coupling enhancements exhibit
even narrower resonances ultimately requires even better position
accuracy. This will eventually limit the feasibility of the monolithic
approach while still being able to ensure operation at points of highest
coupling in the transmissive regime.

We can fit the obtained resonances in Figure 6.7 with a Lorentzian
and determine its half-width at half-maximum (HWHM). In the trans-
missive case, these resonances exhibit linewidths of 10 nm comparable
to the expected thickness uncertainties in the worst case scenario
where a growth error of 1 % amounts to roughly 10 nm for 1 µm thick
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sacrificial layers. With a reduction of 50 % in this case, significant en-
hancements for coupling G and measurement rate G2/κ are still to be
expected, proving the monolithic approach feasible. However, in the
reflective regime, we find even more stringent position requirements
for the more strongly coupled ’inner’ membrane incorporated in the
sub-cavity of DBR and second membrane. Here, the spread of the
resonance is determined to be only 1.6 nm at HWHM, posing a major
challenge towards proper alignment without additional positioning
control.

6.3 fabrication

III-V semiconductors have been established as an alternative material
platform for the fabrication of optomechanical devices with unique
properties when compared to the standard Si/SiN platform. Especially
multilayers based on GaAs and AlxGa

1–xAs are well-established due to
their matching lattice constants for basically arbitrary x which allows
for the growth of unstressed stacked layers without compromising film
quality. In contrary, using InyGa

1–yP as device layer and controlling
its compound composition results in tensile-strained films for In-
contents below 49 %. In terms of fabrication feasibility, this system
provides highly selective wet etching in HF for AlxGa

1–xAs layers with
increasingly large Al-content, whereas at the same time InGaP and
GaAs stay unaffected.

AlGaAs
InGaP

GaAs

a b c

Figure 6.8: Overview of possible device designs for the fabrication based on
the epitaxial wafer. Illustrated are a,b single and c double-membrane devices
suspended on top of the DBR (illustrated are only the upper mirror pairs).
Single membranes can be either fabricated from the a lower or b upper InGaP
device layer, respectively.

The material stack is grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)4

on a 650 µm thick GaAs substrate, consisting of a 41.5 double-layer
(Al)GaAs DBR and alternating layers of sacrificial AlxGa

1–xAs (x = 0.92)
and InGaP, as illustrated in Figure 6.9a. Both InGaP device layers are
85 nm in thickness, the bottom and upper AlGaAs sacrificial layers

4 https://www.iqep.com/

https://www.iqep.com/
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are roughly 1065 nm and 265 nm, respectively. For reasons of growth
quality the InGaP device films are capped by 1 nm thick GaAs layers5

(not depicted in the schematics).
With the designed multilayer structure, we can now start the fab-

rication process for various device designs, enabling the realization
of single and double membrane devices (cf. Figure 6.8). In terms of
single membranes we can exploit either one of the two InGaP layers
only differing in their sacrificial AlGaAs layer thickness of either λ or
λ/4. Eventually, the goal is to exploit both layers for the fabrication of
a double-membrane array on top of the DBR. As in Chapter 5 with the
double-membrane devices made of SiN, tethered membranes consti-
tute ideal candidates for the fabrication procedure, where a front-side
etch is required and will thus be used as the resonator design of choice.
In contrast to the square window for the membranes fabricated on
SiN due to its crystal-orientation dependent Si etching, here a circular
window of approximately 500 µm is applied due to the isotropic wet
release. We aim for tethered membranes with central pads of 100 µm
side length, the tether length and width are 200 µm and 10 µm, respec-
tively. Optionally, the central pads are patterned as PhCs for increased
membrane reflectivity.

Here, we focus on the fabrication of single membranes. The process
flow differs only slightly depending on whether we use the top or
bottom InGaP device layer. However, since a thicker sacrificial AlGaAs
layer turned out to be beneficial, we made a compromise of fabricating
single membranes mainly from the bottom InGaP layer despite the
need for additional process steps (cf. Figure 6.8a). Furthermore, using
the membrane right atop the DBR would allow to directly implement
the fabricated membrane-DBR device by forming an optomechanical
cavity with an additional commercially available mirror.

Stripping of upper layers

We start the fabrication process for single tethered membranes atop
of a DBR by stripping the top two layers consisting of InGaP and
AlGaAs (Figure 6.9b). This can be done by either pure selective wet
etching of the respective layers or a combination of both dry and wet
etching, where we opted for the latter. A chlorine-based dry etch at
elevated temperatures of 190 ◦C etches into the sacrificial AlGaAs layer
before reaching the bottom InGaP device layer. This is ensured by
making use of laser monitoring. The remaining AlGaAs is completely
removed by a selective wet etch in (dilute) HF, followed by cleaning
off accompanying solid, insoluble byproducts by subsequent rinses in
heated deionized (DI) water at 80 ◦C, 30 % KOH, and again in heated
DI water at 80 ◦C.

5 Recommended by the growth manufacturer
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DBR DBR DBR

AlGaAs

InGaP

Resist
SiN mask

a Epi wafer b Strip upper layers c SiN deposition

DBR DBR

d Lithography e SiN dry etch f EPI dry etch

DBR

g SiN dry strip

DBR

h HF wet release

DBR

Figure 6.9: Fabrication flow of single InGaP membranes atop of a DBR. a
We start with the grown epitaxial heterostructure and strip the upper two
layers, leaving behind a single InGaP device and sacrificial AlGaAs layer. We
then deposit the SiN hard mask, followed by e-beam lithography (c-d). The
patterned resist layer is then subsequently transferred into the hard mask
and semiconductors (e-f). The hard mask is then stripped right before the
sacrificial wet release in HF, and then finished by CPD.

Deposition, lithography and dry etching

After successfully stripping the first two top layers and leaving a clean
surface behind, we continue the fabrication process by depositing a
plasma-enhanced chemical-vapor deposition (PECVD) SiN hard mask
of 210 nm in thickness, immediately followed by electron-beam lithog-
raphy (EBL) (Figure 6.9c and d). The positive electron-beam resist AR-P
6200.13

6 is spun onto the sample at 3000 rpm and baked at 150 ◦C for
3 min resulting in sufficiently thick layers for the subsequent pattern
transfer into the SiN hard mask. After e-beam exposure resist devel-
opment is carried out in subsequent rinses of pentyl-acetate, MIBK/IPA

(1:1) and IPA, each for 1 min.
The pattern is then transferred into the SiN hard mask by using a

CHF
3

etch chemistry commonly used for SiN etching (Figure 6.9e).

6 https://www.allresist.de/ar-p-6200-csar-62/

https://www.allresist.de/ar-p-6200-csar-62/
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The remaining resist is stripped in an oxygen plasma in the same
etch chamber right after the mask opening. In addition, for thor-
ough cleaning of all organic residues the samples are immersed in
dimethylformamide (DMF) at elevated temperatures of 80 ◦C.

After having thoroughly cleaned the chip surface from any organics,
we continue transferring the pattern deeper into the second sacrificial
layer by exploiting the same chlorine-based dry etch as for stripping
the upper layers before (Figure 6.9f). Using the reflectance signal
from laser monitoring, we can ensure stopping the dry etch process
before damaging the top DBR GaAs layer. Crucially after dry etching
of semiconductors with high Al-content, the freshly etched chips
require immediate rinsing in DI water in order to slow down the rapid
oxidation of the exposed AlGaAs.

Typically, the SiN hard mask is stripped in a selective CHF
3
-based

etch chemistry right before the sacrificial wet release (Figure 6.9g).
However, we will later adapt the fabrication flow by stripping the
hard mask after the wet etch in order to make the membranes more
resilient to device failure (breaking and collapsing) during the wet
release.

Sacrificial wet release

Special care is taken throughout the entire wet etching process in order
to avoid surface tension related breaking and collapsing of the released
membranes. Therefore, we treat the chip in a gentle ozone/oxygen
plasma right before the wet etch in order to prepare a hydrophilic
surface. During the wet release in dilute HF we use a surface tension
reducing soap, a so-called surfactant, as well a special custom-made
chip holder that protects the fragile membranes from turbulences
especially during wet transfers from one liquid into another [74]. The
released structures are finally rinsed in subsequent rinses of DI water
and IPA, before dried by critical point drying (CPD). Note that for most
of our fabricated samples we restricted ourselves from thoroughly
cleaning the chips from etch residues originating from both dry and
wet etching. The reason lies in the fact that we intended to keep the
amount of liquid transfers to a minimum in order to increase the
fabrication yield. Eventually, upon necessity, thorough cleaning of
AlGaAs wet etch residues in (dilute) HF can be applied right after the
wet release in before the final CPD step.

6.4 results and discussion

This section summarizes the progress made in fabricating single InGaP
membranes according to the process flow introduced above. If not
stated otherwise, the fabrication is executed on the low-stress wafers
with In

0.47
Ga

0.53
P films nominally exhibiting a residual tensile stress

of around 150 MPa determined by its In content of 47 %.
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We first dive into the individual processing steps, consisting of
dry etching, sacrificial wet release and necessary cleaning procedures.
We discuss in detail the obtained results and emerging challenges
during the fabrication of single membranes made from InGaP, and
exploit several adaptations to the standard fabrication flow in order to
investigate accompanied issues in material and design.

6.4.1 Dry etching

Choice of masking material

In RIE processes, the choice of masking material is crucial in order
to guarantee etched features of high structural quality. This becomes
especially important for ultimately transferring PhC membrane pattern
into both device layers of large separation. As we have seen in Chap-
ter 5, PhC resonances are very sensitive to changes in hole diameter
and thus require deep vertical dry etching with sufficient etch control
for matching PhC resonances of both membranes.

For the fabrication of single membranes, pattern transfer of even
small features such as PhC holes can in principle be realized by simply
using a sufficiently thick resist layer in order to etch through the only
85 nm thick InGaP membrane [65]. However, In-containing composite
materials such as InGaP benefit from a dry etch process at elevated
temperatures above 160 ◦C in order to achieve smooth sidewalls, and
reasonably high etch rates and thus selectivity due to the low volatility
of indium chloride based etch products [57]. The use of resist masks
in hot plasmas, even at non-elevated substrate temperatures, can lead
to resist damage and the formation of carbon-rich compounds which
require additional cleaning steps.

Moreover, keeping in mind, that the ultimate goal is etching through
the entire membrane array of several µm, we decided to exploit the
possibility of using a hard mask. Further, a hard mask provides a
greater selectivity of the process, i. e. the ratio between etch rates of
masking material and semiconductors, equally crucial for deep pattern
transfers through various membranes with large sacrificial layers, in
particular for small features.

Standard hard mask materials are plasma-enhanced chemical-vapor
deposition (PECVD) grown SiN and SiOx, both of which have been
tested. SiN hard masks are etched more slowly in HF compared to
SiOx, with etch rates depending on the HF concentration. Dependent
on the etch duration and the exact etch rate of SiN, this might demand
an additional hard mask strip by using a selective dry/wet etching
step before/after the wet release. In contrast, SiOx etch rates are
significantly higher, which offers the advantage of simultaneously
removing the SiOx hard mask during the sacrificial AlGaAs undercut,
making it a convenient alternative where less processing steps are
required.
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Even though SiOx allows for an easy and convenient way of mask
removal during the sacrificial wet release, we opted for SiN hard
masks of 210 nm thickness with sufficient etch selectivity with respect
to the semiconductors and required etch depths. We restrict ourselves
here from an in-depth discussion of SiN mask etching (see Figure 6.10)
and refer to Chapters 3 to 5 where SiN processing was discussed in
more detail. It shall be noted here, that the knowledge of patterning
the entire central pad with PhC holes for increased device yield (cf.
Chapter 5) was not known at the time and was thus not exploited.

200 µm

30 µmSiN

InGaP

Figure 6.10: SiN hard mask etching of tethered PhC membranes made of
InGaP. In contrary to the square window opening suitable for the crystal-
orientation dependent KOH etching of Si, here a circular shape for the
isotropic HF etching of AlGaAs is recommended. The inset on the right
shows a zoom-in of the central pad that is patterned with PhC holes. Dark
layers correspond to the SiN hard mask whereas bright layers correspond to
the top surface of the InGaP where the SiN has been etched away (Figure 6.9e
after resist strip).

Dry etching of III-V semiconductors

Dry etching of III-V seminconductors is achieved with chlorine-based
etch chemistries with a variety of different additive gases for both pas-
sivation and dilution [56, 57, 65, 77, 100]. The reactive ion etching (RIE)
system is equipped with an inductively coupled plasma (ICP) and
allows monitoring of the etch progress in real-time using laser inte-
ferometry. This enables the possibility to control and stop the etching
process when a desired etch depth and material layer is reached. In
our case, we aim for stopping well within the sacrificial AlGaAs layers
without damaging the top GaAs layer of the DBR. The etch chamber
is connected with a variety of different gases that allows to explore
various etch chemistries.

In order to transfer patterns vertically through the epitaxial het-
erostructure, the gas ratio between both passivation and etching agents
needs to be well balanced, among other possibilities to effectively tune
the side wall profile and quality. Here, we explore two different etch
chemistries differing in the choice of passivation gas, namely boron
trichloride (BCl

3
) and nitrogen (N

2
), whereas chlorine (Cl

2
) acts as

main etching agent with argon (Ar) as diluting gas.
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The task is finding an optimized balance among the etch gases
and other system parameters in order to provide smooth and vertical
etch profiles. The main difficulty here lies in optimizing the sidewall
profile for etching through the various semiconductors present such
that defined features are optimally transferred into all the various
layers underneath. This is in particularly important for eventually
transferring PhC holes into both InGaP layers with ideally identical
features for matching PhC resonances.

The main knob to tune the profile is by adjusting the ratio of etch
and passivation gases while keeping the total gas flow constant. Low
chamber pressures are usually advantageous for achieving straight
side wall profiles since larger pressures lead to increased lateral etch-
ing. All etches are carried out at elevated temperatures of 190 ◦C in
order for the In-containing by-products to be volatile.

To avoid excessive heating and further guarantee reproducible re-
sults, a good thermal contact between the sample and electrode is
established. This requires the usage of helium backside cooling be-
tween electrode and carrier wafer, as well as a thermal heat conducting
oil that not only guarantees good thermal contact between them but
also fixates the sample on the Si carrier wafer.

We investigate the quality of the dry etching processes by writing
test lines of varying width into the epitaxial heterostructure. The
etched samples are then cleaved for a cross-sectional investigation in a
SEM (see Figure 6.11). The trenches of approximately 800 nm in width
are inspected under a slight angle with etch depths reaching into the
inner sacrificial layer, stopping well before penetrating the top GaAs
layer of the DBR.

We have noticed that after dry etching, the trenches are filled up
with an additional material and – upon deeper investigation – turned
out to arise from the etch boundaries of the AlGaAs (color-coded in
olive green). This could be later identified as an oxidation process hap-
pening instantly after the dry etching upon exposure to atmospheric
conditions which leads to a significant swelling of the AlGaAs at its
etch boundaries even after only minutes in ambient air [24].

Residual chlorine molecules at the etched surfaces seem to signif-
icantly accelerate the oxidation process by attracting water out of
ambient air which results in rapid oxidation of the exposed AlGaAs.
This oxidation process is usually not observed for AlGaAs layers of
lower Al-concentration or at least significantly slowed down and thus
attributed to oxidation of aluminum-bearing layers. Nevertheless, for
our AlGaAs layers, we have found that this process can be stopped or
at least slowed down by immediate rinsing the freshly etched samples
in DI water right after the chlorine etch (cf. Figure 6.11c and d).
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I)   BCl₃ / Cl₂ / Ar = 3 / 4 / 25 sccm
      p = 1.7 mTorr, PICP = 800 W, PRF = 100 W
 

II)   Cl₂ / N₂ / Ar = 5 / 5 / 21 sccm
       p = 1.8 mTorr, PICP = 800 W, PRF = 100 W
 

1 µm 1 µm

Figure 6.11: Chlorine based dry etching of the epitaxial layer structure. Shown
are the results for two different etch chemistries only differing in the choice
of passivation gas, where the first etch chemistry uses BCl

3
(I, images a and

b) and the second one N
2

(II, images c and d). The etches are carried out
at elevated temperatures of 190 ◦C and a constant total gas flow resulting
in a chamber pressure of approximately 1.8 mTorr. RF and ICP power are
fixed to 100 W and 800 W, respectively. The quality of the etch is evaluated
by inspection in a SEM under cross-section. The first etch chemistry in the
upper row shows the top layers of the epitaxial heterostructure including
the first few double-layers of the DBR. The etch trenches are inspected and
evaluated by means of vertical and smooth side walls. Zooming in to one
of the etched trenches reveals a common issue of high Al-content AlGaAs
(b). Even after minutes in ambient air a swelling starting from the AlGaAs
etch boundary can be observed, eventually closing the entire etch trench. In
etch chemistry II the same behavior can be observed (c and d). Both images
originate from the same etch and chip, whereas image d has been rinsed in
DI water right after the dry etch which prevents or at least slows down the
AlGaAs oxidation process. In contrast, image c has been left untreated and
shows a significantly stronger oxidation under the same conditions. SiN hard
mask (green), InGaP (blue), AlGaAs (dark gray), GaAs (light gray), oxidized
AlGaAs (olive green, only front facet is color-coded)
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The samples originate from the very same chip and dry etch condi-
tions with the difference that sample in Figure 6.11d was immediately
rinsed in DI water after the dry etch, whereas sample in Figure 6.11c
was left untreated. The chip was then cleaved and inspected within
two hours after retrieving the chip out of the etch chamber. Even
after such a short exposure time, clear differences in oxidation can be
observed with an already noticeable swelling of the AlGaAs.

In contrary, the DI rinsed sample shows only minor however still
noticeable swelling. Alternatively, rapid thermal oxidation (RTO) has
proven to stop the AlGaAs oxidation with samples unaffected even
after a week of exposure in ambient atmospheric conditions [11].
Nevertheless, for future generations in heterostructure design, this
suggests the use of AlGaAs layers of lower Al-content between 70 %
to 80 %. This still ensures selective etching over GaAs with reasonable
etch rates whilst at the same time avoids the undesired rapid oxidation
and thus swelling of the AlGaAs.

In terms of etch quality, i. e. achieving smooth and vertical side
wall profiles, both etches meet the requirements with possible im-
provements upon further optimization. For both etch chemistries with
only differing passivation agent (N

2
versus BCl

3
) operating at low

chamber pressures after an initial ignition step resulted in best side
wall profiles. For most of our etches, we kept the electrode RF and
ICP power constant, using 100 W and 800 W, respectively. We tune the
profile by adjusting the gas ratios between etch and passivation gas,
while keeping the total gas flow constant at a chamber pressure of
around 1.8 mTorr. All etches are carried out at elevated temperatures
of 190 ◦C in order for the In-containing by-products to be volatile.

Starting from the gas ratios found in literature, we have found
decent side wall profiles when the BCl

3
/Cl

2
/Ar flow ratio is set to

3/4/25 sccm, respectively (see Figure 6.11I, images a and b). The main
difficulty here lies in optimizing the profile for both InGaP and AlGaAs
while ensuring straight side walls such that the patterned features
are similar in both InGaP device layers. This is ultimately required
for a successful implementation of PhC patterned membranes where
the reflectivity of each membrane mirror is desired to be (perfectly)
matched when approaching unity reflectivity. Here, for the chosen gas
flows, the transferred features in both InGaP layers are similar in size
with however skewed side walls and somewhat funky etch boundaries
(as indicated by the black dashed line in Figure 6.11b.

In contrast, using N
2

as passivation gas, we have found reasonably
good etching profiles when the Cl

2
/N

2
/Ar flow ratio is set to 5/5/21

sccm, respectively. The etch profile obtained here is still slightly non-
vertical with however now straight etch boundaries throughout all
the layers. By increasing the ratio between etch and passivation gas,
we expect to further improve the etch profiles eventually resulting in
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smooth vertical side walls and well-controlled pattern transfer through
both device layers.

Both etch chemistries serve as a good starting point for further
optimization when smooth and vertical side walls for the fabrication of
PhC patterned membranes are desired. Since we aim for the fabrication
of single membranes first, we opted to pause the dry etch optimization
with an outlook for getting back to it in the future.

With the etch recipes at hand, we can now measure the etch depths
and thus determine the selectivity between semiconductors and SiN
hard mask. In order to gain additional information over the individual
etch rates for the various layers, we performed a deep etch through
the entire epitaxial heterostructure. The detected reflectance signal
from laser monitoring is compared to the expected theoretical signal
obtained by simple TMM calculations7 and shows good agreement (cf.
Figure 6.12). In the data, we can clearly identify the various layers,
where the first two peaks correspond to InGaP and the oscillating
behavior of the lower signals between and after correspond to the
sacrificial layers (marked as gray and blue shaded areas for both
AlGaAs and InGaP, respectively). We will later make use of laser
monitoring in order to etch into the sacrificial AlGaAs layer without
harming the DBR surface underneath.

material etch rate (nm/min) selectivity

GaAs 750 17

AlGaAs 910 20

InGaP 510 11

SiN 45 –

Table 6.4: Etch rates and selectivity of semiconductors during chlorine-based
dry etching. The etch rates and selectivity with respect to the SiN hardmask
are determined by laser interferometry and depict an upper limit due to
large area etching when compared to small features such as PhC holes.

In addition, by knowing the layer thicknesses, we can determine
the etch rates from the reflectometry measurements. Evaluation of the
data results in etch rates of approximately 910 nm/min for AlGaAs
and 410 nm/min for InGaP, respectively. In order to determine the
etch selectivity between masking material and semiconductors, we
extracted the etch rate for the hard mask in a similar fashion for the
same etch recipe. Table 6.4 summarizes the results for etch chemistry
I with BCl

3
as passivation gas (and at 180 ◦C), where an higher etch

temperatures have shown to increase both etch rates and selectivity
significantly.

7 We used an open source software called Vertical, developed by Dr. Frank Peters
(http://research.ucc.ie/profiles/D006/fpeters)

http://research.ucc.ie/profiles/D006/fpeters
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Figure 6.12: Laser reflectometry of epitaxial heterostructure. a schematic of
the designed wafer showing the first few µm of the epitaxial heterostructure,
consisting of the device and sacrificial layers and the first couple of double-
layers of the DBR. b SEM of the wafer as depicted in a with clear distinction
between the various layers (SEM image taken by Valentin C. Hauber, group of
Eva M. Weig, University of Konstanz). c Expected laser reflectance signal and
obtained reflectance signal during the chlorine-based through-wafer etching.
The features corresponding to the various layers can be clearly identified
following the simulated predictions with good agreement.
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6.4.2 Sacrificial wet release

In order to suspend the InGaP membranes, we need to (ideally) selec-
tively etch the sacrificial AlGaAs layer without harming neither GaAs
nor InGaP. Hydrofluoric acid (HF) is known to achieve very selective
wet etching of AlGaAs with increasingly high etch rates the higher the
Al-content becomes [65]. For our sacrificial layers with an Al-content
of 92 % this results in etch rates of 1.4 µm/min when diluted solu-
tions of 1 % HF are used. Therefore, for successfully releasing tethered
membranes with central pad sizes 100 µm in side length, a total etch
duration of 35 min is required. For comparison, 4 % HF already results
in etch rates of around 10 µm/min.

Alternatively, HCl has been suggested as an advantageous etch so-
lution for etching sacrificial AlAs layers resulting in smoother surfaces
due to a higher solubility of the etch byproducts [18] with the disad-
vantage that it also attacks InGaP with high etch rates [56]. However,
for reasons of etch selectivity, HCl is not exploited for the sacrificial
wet release.

In comparison to SiN, the fabrication of tensile-strained InGaP
membranes is significantly more challenging which requires careful
handling and treatment during wet processing. In particular, thin
membranes of large lateral dimensions and low mechanical stiffness,
and at the same time thin sacrificial layers are very susceptible to
capillary forces and can thus suffer from device collapse onto the
substrate [65].

In order to increase device yield, special attention is paid through-
out the entire wet release process. We therefore use a custom-made
sample holder in order to avoid device damage due to strong liquid
movements that at the same time keeps the chip entirely covered in
liquid at all times, especially during the wet transfers from one liquid
to another [74]. Additionally, in order to further reduce surface tension
related stiction, we prepare the chip surface hydrophilic by applying
a gentle oxygen/ozone plasma right before as well as using surface
tension reducing soaps, so-called surfactants, during the wet release.
As a final measure, the released devices are carefully dried by using
critical point drying (CPD).

Types of etch residues

Cleaning of samples from impurities such as organic and inorganic
compounds is most crucial for every clean room fabrication. In our
case, we mainly deal with two types of compounds that need to be
thoroughly cleaned off the surface: organic residues from lithography
steps and by-products from wet and dry etching processes. As an
example, chlorine based dry etching of indium containing materials
requires substrate temperatures above approximately 160 ◦C due to
the relatively low volatility of indium chlorides (InClx) and thus guar-
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anteeing acceptable smooth surfaces with reasonably high etch rates.
On the other hand, HF wet etching of AlGaAs with high aluminum
content benefit the formation of solid and hardly soluble compounds
(cf. Figure 6.13), crystalline aluminum hydroxide fluoride salts of the
form AlFy(OH)

3–y · H
2
O (0 < y < 3) which require special treatment

[111, 122].

20 µm 4 µm

a InGaP

InGaP

b

Figure 6.13: Aluminum hydroxide fluoride byproducts from AlGaAs etching
in HF. Solid compounds of alumina salts after wet HF etching of the sacrificial
layer, trapped in the proximity of etch release holes a and etch boundaries in
general b between the (fractured) InGaP device and bottom layer.

On one hand AlF
3
, even though not very soluble, can be easily

dissolved in heated DI water for 10 min. On the other hand, aluminum
hydroxide is amphoteric in nature i.e., it can either be dissolved in
solutions of high or low pH values.

Digital cleaning

In general, etch solutions with hydrogen peroxide (H
2
O

2
) as oxidizing

agent etch most semiconductors in combination with the appropriate
acid/base. However, in order to avoid the continuous oxidation and
subsequent de-oxidation, i. e. removal of oxide layer in the acid/base,
both oxidizing agent and etchant have to be kept separate. Since H

2
O

2

oxidize the (GaAs) surface in a controlled manner resulting in well-
defined oxide layers of around 15 Å, the process exploiting alternating
steps of oxidation and etching happens in discrete steps and is thus
called digital etching [26, 40].

Digital etching in our case can be used to remove the 1 nm thick
GaAs cap layer in a controlled way and in order to clean the chip
surface off of organic residues by forming volatile etch products of
carbon rich materials when immersed in H

2
O

2
. Following the elucida-

tions by Midolo et al. [65] a KOH-based etchant is chosen as remover
which handily also simultaneously removes the insoluble aluminum
hydroxide salts obtained by the AlGaAs wet etching in dilute HF.
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Optimal cleaning procedure

Best results in terms of surface cleanliness have been achieved by the
following cleaning process flow: The AlGaAs sacrificial layer is re-
moved in dilute HF and thoroughly rinsed in heated DI water at 80 ◦C.
Often, this wet etching would be accompanied by the precipitation
of a white powder that can be easily wiped off with a cotton swap.
The samples are however cleaned by immersion in 400K developer8,
or alternatively 30 % KOH, for 60 s. Afterwards, the samples are again
rinsed in heated DI water at 80 ◦C. If excessive amounts of organic
carbon-rich residues due to e. g. earlier lithography steps are present,
an additional oxidizing step – as usually the case for digital etching –
can be introduced. However, for only cleaning off by-products from
the HF AlGaAs etch this additional oxidation step has not been found
urgent in our case. This is true under the assumption that all or-
ganic resist residues from any lithography step have been thoroughly
cleaned off the chip beforehand.

These cleaning steps are recommended after each AlGaAs etch in
HF which happens twice in our described process flow. Firstly, we
make use of the procedure after stripping the upper two layers in
order to ensure a clean surface for further processing, and secondly
after the sacrificial wet release. However, especially after the release,
we avoid the additional required wet transfers as to increase the device
yield for the already suspended and fragile membranes.

Single tethered membranes

We follow the general description given in the fabrication flow and
suspend the patterned InGaP layer by etching the sacrificial AlGaAs
underneath. Most membranes regularly break, collapse, show material
fracturing or are completely ripped off their anchor points with only
few devices fully surviving the wet release (see Figure 6.14). Even our
best devices show obvious material deformations that result in col-
lapsing membranes that are in contact with the top surface of the DBR.
Typical for all membranes, the central pad shows both buckling and
bending, whereas the long tethers sag down completely (Figure 6.14c
and d).

Initially, this raised the question whether the grown InGaP film
undesirably exhibits a compressive stress. This has however been ruled
out by measurements of the stress-dependent resonance frequencies
of doubly-clamped beams of varying length and more detailed x-ray
diffraction (XRD) analyses [11]. Both methods independently confirmed
the grown InGaP layers to exhibit a maximum tensile stress for both
low and high stress wafers of 150 MPa and 650 MPa, respectively. In
addition, it has been shown, that the tensile strain is dependent on the
crystal orientation with deviations of almost 50 % from its maximum

8 https://www.microchemicals.com/micro/info_az_400k_421k_Developer.pdf

https://www.microchemicals.com/micro/info_az_400k_421k_Developer.pdf
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values. The observed angular stress dependency is explained by a
combination of an anisotropic Young’s modulus and a change of
elastic properties likely caused by defects within the thin film [11].
The XRD measurements further revealed a variation in In-content
within the grown layer which results in a stress gradient and thus
possibly leads to some intra-layer strains [81, 101]. Additionally, we
often noticed crystal growth defects in the device layer which is the
origin for undesired undercuts elsewhere on the chip surface (cf.
Figure 6.14a). Another significant contribution to the device fracturing
might originate from the rapid oxidation and consequently swelling
of the exposed AlGaAs layer, as shown in Figure 6.11. Especially at
the etch boundary, we have noticed buckling and fracturing, which
we assume is caused from the expanding AlGaAs oxide.

In comparison to SiN, the fabrication of tensile-strained InGaP mem-
branes is significantly more challenging. It remains an open question
whether the observed challenges in fabrication originate from mate-
rial specific reason, inappropriate handling during processing and/or
are related to imperfections in design of both grown heterostructure
and resonator itself. In particular, thin membranes of large lateral
dimensions and low mechanical stiffness, and at the same time thin
sacrificial layers are very susceptible to capillary forces and can thus
suffer from device collapse onto the substrate. It has also been shown
that simpler resonator designs such as doubly-clamped beams can
be successfully suspended of only up to 53 µm in length, which is
certainly far from the parameter regime required for the more complex
tethered membranes exploited here.

The challenge here was to undercut large membranes in contrast to
narrow beams. Therefore, it would be beneficial to minimize undercut
distances by patterning the central pad with PhC holes. This not only
reduces the big overhang but also promises to simplify the release
process.

Nevertheless, even for these simpler structures the oxidation and
consequently expansion of the AlGaAs has proven to pose a major
obstacle. To summarize, the following points might contribute to the
issues experienced in fabrication, some of which we will investigate
by modifying the current process flow.

1. Inappropriate handling during wet processing

2. Material specific properties of both InGaP and sacrificial AlGaAs,
e. g. AlGaAs oxidation, stress distribution, material stiffness and
weakness of InGaP

3. Design related issues, e. g. thin sacrificial layer, resonator design
itself

At this point, due to the difficulties experienced during wet release
we skipped the introduced cleaning sequence in order to minimize the
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Figure 6.14: Low stress InGaP tethered membrane suspended atop the DBR. a
Device with typical device failures after the full fabrication flow, showing
issues of undesired crystal growth defects, material deformations and frac-
turing. b Best devices when special attention is paid throughout the entire
wet process. Images c and d are zoom-ins from image b and highlight issues
of material deformations resulting in undesired contact with the surface of
the DBR.

amount of wet transfers and focused solely on successfully suspending
membranes without the observed issues.

Process adaptations

In the following, in order to test whether the thin sacrificial layer
of only 1 µm contributes to the observed challenges in fabrication,
e. g. material deformations, we adapt the current process flow by
exploiting a non-selective etch that etches deep into the DBR.

Even though non-selective wet etches are not desirable and com-
pletely defeat the purpose of the grown heterostructure, deep etching
into the DBR effectively gives the possibility to test whether thicker
sacrificial layers are enabling the successful release of membranes of
larger dimensions. For that purpose, we will exploit a phosphoric
acid (H

3
PO

4
) and hydrogen peroxide (H

2
O

2
) based solution which

etches all of the semiconductors present in our material stack (AlGaAs,
GaAs and InGaP). Using H

3
PO

4
/H

2
O

2
/H

2
O (1:5:15) results in Al-

GaAs/GaAs etch rates of approximately 1.5 µm/min which requires
a total etch duration of 35 min for fully releasing tethered membranes
with central pad sizes of 100 µm. In comparison, the etch rate of In-
GaP for the same etch solution is determined to be 1.5 nm/min and
thus results in significantly thinned down membranes due to its low
selectivity. With these crude etch rate determinations, whilst fully
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Before wet release
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SiN dry strip

DBR

Figure 6.15: Fabrication flow of the modified wet release. After the dry
etching step into the sacrificial AlGaAs layer the remaining SiN hard mask
(green) can either be stripped before (lower flow) or after (upper flow) the
deep non-selective wet etch.

suspending membranes with central pads 100 µm in side length, we
even expect the membrane layer to be completely etched away.

Additionally, for enhanced stability during the wet release and
to test whether material specific issues of InGaP contribute to the
observed challenges, we keep the SiN hard mask during wet etching
(approximately 150 nm) and decide to strip it afterwards with a CHF

3

based dry etch. This not only provides enhanced stability for the fragile
InGaP membranes, but also protects the top surface from undesired
etching.

We can thus distinguish between two recipe modifications for the
final wet release step as schematically shown in Figure 6.15, where
we exploit a non-selective deep etching with optional stripping of the
hard mask before or after.

Deep sacrificial wet release with increased stability

Due to stability and reasons of etch selectivity, we start with the
deep etch first while the hard mask is still on top of the InGaP layer.
In Figure 6.16, we see two different samples, one of which is fully
released whereas the other one was underetched a little too short.
When inspecting the non-released samples under almost full cross-
section in a SEM, it reveals that the membranes sag down significantly
which explains the observed collapse onto the top surface of the DBR

during the standard process flow (cf. schematics in Figure 6.16). With
tensile stress (and no stress gradients) a doubly-clamped structure
should not sag down.
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For the fully released samples, it is impossible to notice a differ-
ence. The devices look flat under the SEM and no additional cracks or
fracturing can be observed. However, stripping the hard mask after-
wards causes the samples to break likely due to material and design
related reasons. Especially in Figure 6.16 bottom right image, it is
clearly visible that the overhang material is so weak that it sags down
completely. We further observe a waviness in the overhang region that
is presumably stress-related. Whether incomplete stripping of the SiN
contributes to these observations cannot be fully excluded.
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Figure 6.16: Low stress InGaP tethered membrane with the adapted deep
non-selective wet release and SiN hard mask. All devices shown here have
been etched with the adapted non-selective deep etch into the substrate while
still covered with the SiN hard mask. We show two different chips where
one of the shown devices has not been completely released yet in contrast to
other. For the unreleased device the material underneath acts as reference
height and reveals that parts of the membrane sag down (see schematics).
All devices are shown before (I) and after (II) the final SiN strip.
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Deep sacrificial wet release without SiN hard mask

Even though we expected the membranes to be almost completely
etched away, we have found devices to survive the non-selective wet-
etching resulting in presumably very thin InGaP membranes (see
Figure 6.17). This suggests that the obtained etch rate for InGaP in
phosphoric acid stated above is overestimated or at least crucially
dependent on the etch details. Surprisingly, these thin membranes do
not suffer from the various wet transfers and appear to be flat without
any wrinkling, which leaves the device layer thickness in combination
with the film stress as an important parameter. Another observation is
that the large overhang at the support periphery often constitutes a
weak point for breaking which can be reduced by minimizing the etch
duration. This can be achieved by either reducing the central pad size
or/and alternatively pattern it with PhC holes, ultimately determined
by the largest features to be underetched.

When placed in a measurement test chamber under vacuum, those
very thin membranes show very susceptible to mechanical vibrations
especially during chip alignment with piezo actuators. Unfortunately,
none of the fabricated devices survived the alignment procedure and
their mechanical properties could have therefore not been successfully
measured in our test setup.

300 µm 200 µm

a b

Figure 6.17: Low stress InGaP tethered membrane with the adapted deep
non-selective wet release. a Fully suspended InGaP membrane under a
slight angle from the top. b Inspection under almost full cross-section. The
membranes are significantly thinned down to an estimated thickness of
below 20 nm due to the non-selective wet etch.

InGaP membranes with even higher tensile stress

Similarly to the fabrication of tethered membranes made of the low-
stress films, we tried to fabricate high-stress membranes (σ = 650 MPa)
exploiting the same deep non-selective etch. Most devices break at
their support points and are completely washed away. In Figure 6.18,
we show one of the only "surviving" membranes that is still hanging
on one of its tethers. This particular sample is patterned with a PhC

which reduces the etch duration and thus overhang. It does not seem
to have the same material deformations as observed for the low-stress
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samples even though the SiN hard mask is stripped beforehand, sug-
gesting that higher stress and thinner membranes might solve some
of the observed issues. Moreover, breaking at their support points
rather hints towards design-related issues exceeding a critical strain
beyond which the material fractures. Adapting the device design ge-
ometries could thus possibly result in suspended membranes without
the material deformations observed for the low stress samples.

200 µm 100 µm

Figure 6.18: High stress InGaP tethered photonic crystal membrane with
the adapted deep non-selective wet release. Membranes fabricated from
the highly strained InGaP films would regularly break at their support
points resulting in most samples completely washed away. Shown is a sole
"survivor" that is still hanging on one of its tethers. This particular sample is
patterned with a small circular PhC which reduces the underetch duration
and thus overhang.

6.5 conclusion and outlook

In conclusion, we proposed a bottom-up approach towards achieving
a two-membrane cavity system, where both membranes are mono-
lithically integrated on top of a DBR during the growth process. The
material system of choice is based on ternary III-V compound semi-
conductors, where the DBR itself consists of alternating quarter-wave
stacks of (Al)GaAs and the membranes of InGaP.

InGaP has recently emerged as an alternative exciting material for
optomechanics due to the combination of its unique electro-optic and
mechanical properties of crystalline semiconductors, and the ability to
tune the internal stress with its compound composition with measured
Q factors on the order of 106 [21]. Combining the unique properties of
ternary III-V semiconductors with the ability to grow multilayer struc-
tures of high film quality makes this material platform a promising
candidate for optomechanical experiments with multiple mechanical
elements, such as enhanced single-photon coupling strengths with
membrane arrays.

In contrast to the canonically investigated symmetric case, where
the array is placed in the middle of the long macroscopic cavity, here
we investigated the MATE configuration, where the array is located
close to one of the endmirrors. We found two interesting configu-
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rations with optimal membrane-DBR separations corresponding to
arrays operated in both their reflective and transmissive regime. In the
standard reflective optomechanics case, the inner membrane experi-
ences a coupling strength an order of magnitude larger than the top
membrane due to cavity-enhancing effects between membranes and
DBR even for the case of an intrinsic membrane-reflectivity of approxi-
mately 65 %. However, this strong enhancement comes at a price of
significantly increased cavity linewidth. In contrast, when operated in
its transmissive regime, the same enhancement factors can be achieved
as predicted for the symmetric case where the array is located in the
middle of the cavity with even larger enhancements predicted for
arrays of higher finesse. Such an all-integrated structure constitutes an
interesting multi-element platform in itself with reduced experimental
complexity due to its monolithic design with however high demands
in accurate layer growth.

We introduced a full fabrication flow towards successfully suspend-
ing single tethered membranes as thin as (supposedly) 20 nm. Unfor-
tunately, characterization of their mechanical properties by means of
measuring their quality factor remained unsuccessful. In comparison
to SiN, the fabrication of InGaP resonators revealed itself as much
more challenging. Current challenges involve a better understanding
of the material-specific properties and accompanying difficulties dur-
ing fabrication as well as finding better ways of handling. Nevertheless,
doubly-clamped nanobeams of up to 53 µm in length from the same
wafer fabricated by our collaborators in the group of Eva M. Weig
(Konstanz/Germany) were successfully suspended (both high and low
stress) [11]. By changing the beam orientation, a crystal-orientation
stress dependence was observed which can be explained by a com-
bination of an anisotropic Young’s modulus and a change of elastic
properties likely caused by defects within the thin film [11]. This, on
one hand, leaves the orientation of resonators as a design parameter,
but on the other hand could also explain the observed challenges
during fabrication of more complex two-dimensional structures such
as tethered membranes with lateral dimensions of several hundreds
of µm. We assume that the high aluminum content, the thin sacrifi-
cial layers and the membrane thickness constitute the main reasons
for the emerging challenges for successfully suspending single- or
multi-membrane structures.

Future directions

Possible improvements include adaptations in the epitaxial growth,
where changes in layer thicknesses and composition of the compound
semiconductors in particularly for the sacrificial AlGaAs and InGaP
device layers are recommended in order to avoid current challenges
in fabrication while gaining a better understanding of the material
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properties. Thinner InGaP membranes well below the critical strain
might improve the film quality with fewer growth defects whilst
however at the same time increasing challenges for achieving highly
reflective PhC membranes. Alternatively, instead of using InGaP as
device layer, other more matured materials such as GaAs/GaP/InP
could be exploited, whilst, however, giving up the possibility of stress
tuning. Additionally, thicker sacrificial AlGaAs layers with reduced
Al-content promise to significantly improve or even completely solve
current obvious challenges in fabrication. Recommended are AlGaAs
layers with an Al content between 60 % to 80 % which allows for fast,
yet controllable wet etching in (dilute) HF, as well as the avoidance of
rapid oxidation in ambient air. Additionally, thicker sacrificial layers
are beneficial in successfully releasing membranes without collaps-
ing due to surface tension. However, larger membrane separations
defined by the sacrificial layers pose major challenges for meeting
the requirement of vertical, smooth side walls during the anisotropic
dry etching. Maintaining the pattern design – especially important for
tuning the PhC resonances of upper and lower membrane – is believed
to constitute a major (insurmountable) obstacle toward the successful
implementation of high finesse arrays.

Crucially, for the successful implementation of pre-aligned cavity-
membrane systems that rely on accurate layer thicknesses during
growth, sagging membranes due to e. g. material fatigue and low
stiffness cannot be tolerated and fully defeat the purpose of this
monolithic approach. Moreover, as of now, it seems more realistic
to just integrate a single membrane on top of a DBR of arbitrary
reflectivity or fully avoid the need of patterning the InGaP layers as
PhC by just exploiting their non-patterned high reflectivity due to their
high refractive index. Exploiting the unpatterned bare membranes still
promises coupling enhancements by almost one order of magnitude
with an outlook for exploring interesting novel regimes of multimode
optomechanics with disparate mechanical resonators.

Nevertheless, membranes made of crystalline semiconductors such
as InGaP constitute an interesting alternative for multimode optome-
chanics with the possibility of growing multilayer structures of custom-
designed thickness and functionality. However, challenges in fabrica-
tion render it a difficult material platform with many obstacles yet
to be overcome. As ultimate goal, we aim for high tensile-strained
PhC tethered membranes that will overcome current challenges in
fabrication resulting in membrane arrays of high finesse for crystalline
semiconductors comparable to those fabricated on SiN. The integration
on top of a DBR reduces experimental complexity while still achieving
the same coupling enhancements as predicted for arrays in the middle
of the optical cavity. However, a better understanding of material prop-
erties and accompanying fabrication challenges is crucially required
which leaves SiN as the more matured material platform.



7
C O N C L U S I O N A N D O U T L O O K

This thesis aimed to make progress towards reaching two major goals:
Firstly, providing high-quality membranes that allow to enter the mul-
timode strong cooperativity regime for a MIM system with the main
interest in generating non-classical correlations between optics and
mechanics. Secondly, making progress towards reaching significantly
increased coupling strengths with optomechanical double-membrane
arrays. Not only would such a system boost the single-photon strong
cooperativity by orders of magnitude, thus potentially allowing to
enter the quantum regime with single photons, but also does it allow
the study of multimode optomechanics with disparate mechanical
resonators.

Entering the multimode quantum regime with phononic shield membranes

Phononic shield structures have become state-of-the-art optomechan-
ical devices that show superior mechanical properties compared to
their non-engineered counterparts. The fabricated phononic shield
SiN membranes of 350 µm side length (Chapter 4) show reliably high,
clamping-independent mechanical quality factors for all mechanical
modes within the designed bandgap. Due to the shielding from addi-
tional acoustic radiation losses, measured Q factors of approximately
7× 106 are now intrinsically limited by the membrane dimensions
and material quality. Putting those membranes in perspective with
further developed structures, nowadays, mechanical quality factors of
around 800× 106 at 1 MHz and room temperature have been demon-
strated with an outlook for even higher Qs when operated at cryogenic
temperatures [106].

In this case, instead of patterning the entire substrate, the square
membrane itself is patterned with a periodic structure that is respon-
sible for the rising of phononic bandgaps and simultaneously local-
izes the mechanical eigenmodes far away from its clamping points.
Therefore, bending losses are greatly reduced beating the intrinsic
limitations of their standard square membrane counterpart, which re-
sults in unprecedented high quality factors. However, these bandgaps
are much narrower and thus shield fewer mechanical modes which
seems to be a key criteron for the preservation of multimode entangle-
ment. Even though we have put significant effort in the observation
of entanglement between light and mechanics there still seem many
technical challenges yet to be overcome and remaining questions to be
understood [42, 71].

149
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Entering the single-photon quantum regime

One of the grand goals in optomechanics is reaching the single-photon
strong coupling or – less stringent – cooperativity regime, where
strong non-linearities dominate the single-photon interaction and al-
low various single-photon protocols including photon blockade or
Schrödinger-cat state generation. Clearly, there is still a very long
way to go with many challenges ahead. In the context of membrane
optomechanics, strong coupling enhancements are predicted by ex-
ploiting optomechanical arrays that promise to push the frontier of
optomechanics into the quantum regime, enabling the exploration of
exciting novel phenomena with disparate mechanical resonators.

First steps towards this endeavor have been made with groups
working on employing membrane arrays that promise to enhance
the coupling strength by orders of magnitude based on the array
finesse and cavity dimensions. Formerly limited by low finesse, I have
successfully fabricated monolithic optomechanical arrays consisting
of two highly reflective SiN tethered membranes approaching unity
reflectivity due to their photonic crystal pattern (Chapter 5).

In the high finesse regime with finesse values of up to 140, our
arrays promise coupling enhancements by two orders of magnitude
compared to the single membrane case; an experimental verification of
the predicted increased coupling rates still outstanding. Even though
these devices are currently limited by diffraction losses due to their
plane-parallel configuration, they could potentially be completely
overcome by forming stable, spherical cavities with so-called focusing
PhC membranes.

As an alternative path to minimizing diffraction losses, we aimed
to forming significantly shorter arrays with membrane separations
of only a few wavelengths by exploiting the unique properties of
ternary III-V semiconductors (Chapter 6). Even though shorter arrays
of higher finesse ultimately promise significantly larger coupling en-
hancements, operation in the transmissive regime, and thus accurate
membrane positioning, becomes increasingly challenging at the same
time. With the purpose of maximizing coupling rates and minimiz-
ing diffraction losses, we have designed a multilayer heterostructure
that monolithically integrates two closely spaced tensile-strained InGaP

membranes on top of a high-reflectivity DBR made of alternating layers
of (aluminum) gallium arsenide ((Al)GaAs). Even though our cavity
design promises strong coupling enhancements confirmed by TMM

simulations, an open question remains whether the requirements of
accurate membrane positioning can be achieved during film growth
of the designed heterostructure. First of all, the observed challenges in
fabricating tensile strained InGaP membranes have to be fully under-
stood and overcome before focusing on other technical experimental
challenges that will certainly arise.
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While other optomechanical systems can nowadays be operated
in the regime of strong single-photon cooperativity [37, 58, 124], the
more stringent single-photon strong coupling regime still seems far
out of reach. For membrane optomechanics, the conceptual ideas
of optomechanical arrays constitute an exciting platform towards
overcoming the inherently weak coupling rates in membrane-type
system, which ultimately paths the way for membrane architectures
to also enter the non-linear single-photon quantum regime.

Undoubtedly, the fast-pace developing field of optomechanics has
brought many great achievements to light in recent years. Optome-
chanical systems of unprecedented quality will continue to reveal
quantum properties of massive mechanical resonators, where advance-
ments in fabrication take a major role. Certainly, novel device designs
and architectures of improved quality will inevitably enable the explo-
ration of new frontiers and experimental ground, which makes this
research field so exciting for the years to come.
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A
T R A N S F E R M AT R I X M E T H O D

The TMM is a method that is used to analyze the propagation of electro-
magnetic fields through a stack of various layers with refractive indices
n and thicknesses d, respectively. The reflection and transmission of
light from a single interface is described by the Fresnel equations. For
structures with multiple interfaces, where light is partially transmitted
and reflected from the various interfaces. Depending on the optical
path length of the various layers, the wave can destructively or con-
structively interfere. The total reflection and transmission of the whole
structure depends on the interplay between all the partially reflected
waves at all the interfaces and can be calculated from a system ma-
trix obtained through simple matrix multiplication of the individual
layer matrices. The system matrix of the whole structure then can be
converted back into transmission and reflection coefficients.

The reader can find more information in numerous standard optics
textbooks or in [12]. We will greatly make use of the TMM in order to
obtain the steady-state fields for all of our optomechanical systems
under investigation. It allows us to gain useful information, such as
the cavity resonance frequency, finesse, as well as transmission and
reflection with respect to the membrane’s position within the cavity
and finally also the coupling strength of the optomechanical system.
We will make great use of this approach for even more complicated
systems such as realistic multilayer DBRs and as well as for multiple
membranes within a cavity (cf. Chapter 6).

There are several TMM python packages available1, one of them we
used as a starting point to analyze our various optomechanical systems
where we follow Byrnes [12]. The general idea is the following:

1. In order to calculate the transmission and reflection coefficients
of the total system matrix with differing optical layers, we need
to provide a list of the refractive indices and thicknesses of
each individual layer, respectively (n = {n1, n2, · · · , nn} and d =

{d1, d2, · · · , dn}). For perpendicular incident light, the results for
s- and p-polarized light are identical, so we arbitrarily choose
either one of them for the calculations. Lastly, we need to define
the wavelength of the light incident to the whole structure.

2. For a given set of input parameters as described above, we obtain
the (amplitude) intensity reflection and transmission coefficients
R(ω) and T(ω), respectively.

1 https://pythonhosted.org/tmm/tmm.html
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3. Sweeping over a whole range of wavelengths allows us to obtain
the electromagnetic response of our system, basically the frac-
tions of transmitted and reflected light for at each wavelength.
With the electromagnetic spectrum at hand, we can further de-
rive useful parameters such as the resonance frequency ωres of
our cavity, its line width κ and thus finesse F .

4. In order to determine the optomechanical coupling strength of
one (or several) element(s), we repeat above steps for various
membrane positions within the cavity.

a.1 double-membrane cavity calculations

In order to obtain important system parameters such as the optome-
chanical coupling strength, we determine the resonance frequency
with respect to the membrane’s position within the optical cavity.
This is simple for the case of one membrane only, however, becomes
more complicated when dealing with multiple moving elements. The
case of arrays with multiple moving elements has been thoroughly
analyzed by Xuereb, Genes, and Dantan [115] and the calculations
here are based on the paper as well as useful discussions with the
author2 that are summarized in the following. Here, we specifically
only investigate the two-membrane case and guide the reader through
the thought process in order to remove ambiguity. By moving each
membrane individually, we can derive each membrane’s coupling
strength Gi and thus get to know what the collective supermode is. We
can then artificially move all the membranes, with the displacement of
the i-th membrane proportional to Gi normalized to the total coupling
G. Each transmission point has a different set of Gi, and therefore a
different supermode. In particular for the two-membrane case, we
can thus distinguish between the center-of-mass and so-called breathing
mode, where both membranes experience a radiation pressure force
proportional to their respective coupling G of same and opposite sign,
respectively.

For the avoidance of doubt (following strictly the correspondence
with André Xuereb):

1. Moving each membrane individually gives us Gi

2. The square-root of the sum of G2
i is the overall coupling constant

G

3. The Hamiltonian can be expressed as a single-mode system
where the optical field couples to one mode (position operator
x) with coupling strength G

4. If I move the membranes by an amount (Gi/G)x, it is equivalent
to displacing this supermode by displacement x

2 Thanks again for the clarifications, André!
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5. The shift in the cavity frequency when I displace the supermode
directly gives G

If we had known about the existence of the supermode we could
have gone to step 4 directly. Alternatively, we can view the G obtained
in step 2 and that obtained in step 5 as cross-checking one another.

a.2 optomechanics with ingap membranes

For later comparison, we also briefly summarize the results obtained
for configurations already investigated in the literature (MIM configu-
ration for both SMs and DMs as well as a SM at the end-mirror (MATE),
cf. Table A.1). We start by comparing the extracted optomechanical
performance values for single membranes in both membrane-in-the-
middle (MIM) and membrane-at-the-endmirror (MATE) configuration,
followed by comparison of the double membrane results obtained
for the specific configurations of interest in Chapter 6 (MATE) and the
standard MIM setup. We give the results for scanning both membranes
individually first which we can extract their respective individual
coupling strengths G1 and G2, respectively, and thus also follow up
with a collective scan based on the coupling ratios obtained by the in-
dividual scans. The collective coupling G is obtained by the collective
scan method (for the two most interesting cases where collective scan
results are shown), but generally agrees well when derived from the
individual couplings Gi. The cavity parameters are again summarized
in Figure A.1, illustrated for the two-membrane case where we opti-
mize the optomechanical performance by sweeping the spacings d1

and d2.

d₁ d₂

L = 5mm

t = 85nm

TDBR ≈ 3000 ppm

T
R

TDBR ≈ 3000 ppm

Finesse ≈ 1000

Figure A.1: Overview of parameters used for TMM simulations of a double-
membrane array at the end-mirror. Light is incident from the left at 1064.5 nm.
The InGaP membrane enclosed by the input mirror and second membrane is
labeled as ’membrane 1’, whereas the other membrane is labeled as ’mem-
brane 2’.

a.2.1 Single membrane
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Configuration G (GHz nm−1) G/κ (nm−1)

MIM 0.58 3.2

MATE 3.02 3.7

Table A.1: Coupling strengths obtained for a single InGaP membrane in
both membrane-in-the-middle (MIM) and membrane-at-the-endmirror (MATE)
configuration. Given are the maximum values for G and G/κ.
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Figure A.2: Comparison of a single InGaP membrane in both membrane-in-
the-middle (MIM) and membrane-at-the-endmirror (MATE) configuration. The
case labeled as ’membrane1’ corresponds to the MIM (blue data), whereas the
MATE case is labeled as ’membrane2’ (red data).
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a.2.2 Double-membrane arrays at the endmirror

In this section, we summarize all the results obtained for the various
double-membrane arrays made of InGaP in their reflective and trans-
missive regime. Plotted are changes in cavity resonance frequency ∆ω

for the individual and collective movement of both membranes, thereof
derived frequency pull parameter G, cavity linewidth κ normalized
to the empty cavity linewidth, intensity reflection R and transmission
T through the full optomechanical cavity, as well as strong coupling
parameter G/κ and measurement rate G2/κ. The cavity linewidth is
evaluated as the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM). All results are
given in absolute values, whereas we restricted ourselves from apply-
ing the zero-point-fluctuation xzpf which depends on specifics of the
membrane-light interaction. All system parameters are plotted with
respect to the membrane displacements ∆x from their rest position
specified for each configuration, given in units of laser wavelength
λ = 1064.5 nm.

Configuration d1 d2 G1 G2 G G/κ

(units of λ) (GHz nm−1) (nm−1)

MIM Lcav/2 3 3.25 -3.25 4.49 24.8

MATE 3 3 -0.32 0.32 0.45 1.8

3.25 3 3.24 -3.22 4.48 25.3

3 3.23 -27.86 -3.04 28.03 6.08

3.25 3.25 0.06 0.32 0.33 0.57

Table A.2: Comparison of coupling results obtained for single- and double-
membrane arrays in both membrane-in-the-middle (MIM) and membrane-at-
the-endmirror (MATE) configuration. Values extracted from the individual
and collective scans.
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a.2.2.1 Reflective optomechanics at the end-mirror

{d1, d2} = {3.0λ, 3.23λ}
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Figure A.3: Individual mode displacement results for the reflective optome-
chanics regime at the end-mirror with d1 = 3λ.
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Figure A.4: Collective mode displacement for double-membrane arrays made
of InGaP in the transmissive optomechanics regime. All system parameters
are plotted with respect to the membrane positions around their rest position
d1 = 3.25λ and d1 = 3λ.
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{d1, d2} = {3.25λ, 3.25λ}
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Figure A.5: Individual mode displacement results for the reflective optome-
chanics regime at the end-mirror with d1 = 3.25λ.
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a.2.2.2 Transmissive optomechanics at the end-mirror

{d1, d2} = {3.0λ, 3.0λ}
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Figure A.6: Individual mode displacement results for the transmissive op-
tomechanics regime at the end-mirror with d1 = 3λ.
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Figure A.7: Collective mode displacement for double-membrane arrays made
of InGaP in the transmissive optomechanics regime. All system parameters
are plotted with respect to the membrane positions around their rest position
d1 = 3.25λ and d1 = 3λ.
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{d1, d2} = {3.25λ, 3.0λ}
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Figure A.8: Individual mode displacement results for the transmissive op-
tomechanics regime at the end-mirror with d1 = 3.25λ.





B
C H A R A C T E R I Z AT I O N S E T U P S

This appendix chapter gives a brief overview over the various setups
and methods that can be used for characterizing the optical and me-
chanical properties of fabricated membrane resonators. The toolbox of
quantum optics allows for a thorough and accurate characterization of
optomechanical system parameters by using optical cavities. However,
due to their complexity and higher effort in operation, it can be useful
to use dedicated setups for the characterization of specific properties
only. Here, in terms of the characterizing optical and mechanical prop-
erties of membranes in particular, we introduce two dedicated setups.
First, an optical setup for determining the reflective and transmis-
sive spectral behavior of membrane resonators. Second, a dedicated
setup for determining the mechanical quality factors by means of ring-
down measurements. With these two setups, we are able to quickly
determine membrane properties such as their mechanical spectra and
mode-dependent dissipation rates, and wavelength-dependent reflec-
tivity spectrum Rm. However, measurements in optical cavities can
usually be obtained with higher accuracy with additional efforts. Later
on, we will additionally determine the reflectivity of membranes incor-
porated in MIM-setups by analyzing the obtained mode splitting [98].
It goes without saying that the characterization of coupling strengths
can only be obtained by exploiting methods used in optomechanical
setups (e. g. optomechanically induced transparency (OMIT)). However,
properties of the individual optical and mechanical systems can – to
some extend – independently be studied, as what will be explained in
the following. In the case of determining the optical losses induced by
scattering and material absorption, the method of choice is to measure
the optical finesse F , which contains information about the total (opti-
cal) system losses and thus also those induced from the mechanical
resonator (κ and thus F ). Usually, losses arising from the input and
output mirrors comprising the optical cavity are either known and/or
can further be determined by measuring the finesse of an empty cavity
which is then compared to the finesse of the whole optomechanical
system.

For a more in-depth description of characterization methods and
setups, especially for the characterization in optomechanical cavities,
I refer to the theses of my colleagues. Especially for the membranes
introduced in Chapter 4, a full optomechanical characterization has
been executed by Nia [71], for the devices introduced in Chapter 5,
the optomechanical characterization has been performed by Moura
[67].
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b.1 optical characterization

FPC

Circulator

Probe laser
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Collimator

Oscilloscope

PM

Sample

Optical �ber
Electrical cable
Laser beam

PDref

λ/2 λ/4

PDT

PDR

Camera

Figure B.1: Schematic of the optical characterization setup (taken from Moura
[67]). FPC: fiber polarization controller; PM: powermeter; PD: photodiode.

For the characterization of the optical properties of membranes,
in particular for studying the reflectance and transmittance, we use
a dedicated setup schematically described in Figure B.1. We obtain
the optical spectrum of the devices using a laser tunable from 1500
to 1630 nm. This laser beam is split into a path that is incident on
the sample and a reference path, directed onto a photodetector. This
serves to correct for drifts in the setup before the interaction with the
sample. The incident beam is focused onto the sample with arbitrary
beam waists achievable, determined by the choice of the 3-lens-system.
Usually, we aim to characterize our samples for beam waists of ap-
proximately 50 µm, similar to the beam waist of our optomechanical
cavity. Light transmitted through the sample is measured on a third
photodetector. Light reflected from the sample follows the same opti-
cal path as the incident beam. We split these two, using a combination
of a polarization beam splitter and a quarter-wave plate, and send the
reflected beam to a separate photodetector. Before measuring devices,
we calibrate the setup using a commercial dielectric mirror with a
known reflectivity. After, the device is placed in the setup, its tip, tilt
and position in relation to the beam waist is carefully adjusted, and its
measurements are compared to those of the dielectric mirror in order
to obtain the transmission and reflection coefficients as a function of
wavelength. For a detailed description of the calibration procedure
and setup details, I refer to the thesis of Moura [67].
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Figure B.2: Schematic of the mechanics characterization setup (taken from
Moura [67]). FPC: fiber polarization controller; PID: proportional, integral,
differential controller; SA: spectrum analyzer; PM: powermeter; PD: photodi-
ode.

b.2 mechanical characterization

We characterize the resonators’ mechanical properties using a fiber-
based homodyne interferometer (compare Figure B.2). A laser beam is
split into signal and local oscillator (LO) paths. The signal is focused
onto the center pad of the membrane resonators. Light reflected from
the devices is split from the incident beam path using a fiber circulator
and then combined with the LO using a tunable fiber coupler, in
order to precisely set the coupling ratio to 50:50. The coupler output
is measured using a balanced detector. The low frequency output of
the detector is used to lock the phase of the signal and LO, using a
PID controller and a fiber stretcher which is connected to the LO path.
Locking the phase between the LO and back-reflected signal beam on
the phase quadrature allows us to be sensitive to the displacement of
our mechanical resonators. The high frequency detector output con-
tains the information we are interested in retrieving, and is fed into a
Spectrum Analyzer (SA). Finally, a piezo actuator attached to the stage
can drive the mechanical modes of interest, whose mechanical quality
factors are then determined by means of ring-down measurements.





C
P R O C E S S R E C I P E S

In this chapter, process recipes for the fabricated devices are attached.
For devices based on SiN the recipes are fully developed and readily
usable. The fabrication process of the phononic shield membranes
inherently also contains the process flow of simple square membranes
in the first part, followed by the phononic shield fabrication in part
two.

For the double membrane arrays, the full process flow is provided
for the case of an array with two high reflectivity trampoline resonators
that have been successfully used to study the optical, mechanical and
optomechanical properties discussed in Chapter 5 and publication
[30].

For the case of the structures of Chapter 6 where the goal was
to work towards the integration of single and double membrane
structures on top of a DBR, only the current status is provided and is
still far from fully developed but can be seen as a good starting point
for further process development.

On the following pages, process recipes for the structures fabricated
throughout this thesis can be found:

1. Phononic shield membranes (Chapter 4)

2. Double PhC tethered membrane arrays (Chapter 5)

3. All-integrated DBR-membrane structures on III-V material plat-
form with InGaP as device layer (in process development, Chap-
ter 6)
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Sample Name:    _________________    Date:  ___________________   Version: ____

Step 0:  Sample preparation and cleaning Date: ______________

Si wafer coated with resist for dicing and debris protection (back and front side)

First start to protect the device side, then the less important back side

use any protective photoresist that is easy to remove. 

Bake dicing resist at 100C for 3 min

Cleaving into 10x10 mm samples with resist on top for device layer protection

Step 1: E-beam Lithography: 350um square membrane Date: ______________

The window size of the backside defines the final membrane size: dependent on Si substrate thickness

For 500um thick wafers and a square membrane of 350um in sidelength: L = 1050um

Resist Coating:  AR-P 6200.09 (CSAR 62)

EB Resist (AR-P 6200.09) _______  spin at (3) _______ krpm for (60) _______ sec; Thickness = 350 nm

Tempering on a hotplate at (150) _____ °C for (3) ____ min, cool (5) ____ min

Expose image (330) _______ uC/cm
2
 @ 100 keV

pentylacetate (60) _____ sec; MIBK:IPA (1:1) rinse (60) _____  sec; IPA rinse (60) _____ sec, N2 gun

Step 2:  SiN dry etching [AMS Cryo Etcher] Date: ______________

Recipe: CHF3_IGOR

CHF3 (60) _____ sccm; O2 (6) _____ sccm; Coil power (500) _____ W; RF power (50) _____ W; 

Pressure (0.1) _____ ubar, Temperature (20) _____ C, He flow (0.7) _____ sccm

Etch rate ~ 80nm/min SiN, etch selectivity to CSAR ~ 1:1

Use thermal conductance oil for stable temperature of the sample and clean it off afterwards with ethanol.

Solvent clean: PRS baker at 80C, DI and IPA

Step 3:  Organics clean Date: ______________

Piranha clean [H2SO4 : H2O2 (3:1)] at (100) ___ °C for (8) ____ min

first pour H2SO4 into beaker, then slowly add H2O2 and stablize to 100°C.

CAREFUL: very exothermic reaction

Step 4:  Wet release in 30% KOH Date: ______________

 http://lelandstanfordjunior.com/KOHcalcfaq.html

Etch rate in 30% KOH at 75C along (100)-plane: ~60um/hour)

use one-sided holder in order to protect sample edges from etching

30% KOH at (75) ___ °C for (8.5) ____ hours

Di rinses (2x)

Step 5:  KOH residue clean (IONIC CLEAN) Date: ______________

HCl :  H2O (1:5) for (10) ____ min

removes traces of metals -> potassium ions after KOH etch!

DI rinses (2x), IPA (2x), N2 gun 

make sure there are no water residues on the the membrane after N2 blow drying

Part I: Fabrication of the square membrane

Phononic shield membranes

50nm high stress LPCVD silicon nitride on 500um silicon wafer
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Step 6: PECVD oxide hard mask deposition Date: ______________

Recipe: "PECVD oxide HQual."

Use dummy silicon shields to guarantuee uniform deposition

Frontside deposition at (300) ___ °C for (50) ____ min, oxide thickness (3500) ______ nm

Backside deposition at (300) ___ °C for (10) ____ min, oxide thickness (700) ______ nm

Oxide color chart: https://cleanroom.byu.edu/color_chart

Step 7: E-beam Lithography of phononic shield pattern Date: ______________

Resist Coating:  AR-P 6200.18

EB Resist (AR-P 6200.18) _______  spin at (2) _______ krpm for (60) _______ sec; Thickness = 1100 nm

Tempering on a hotplate at (150) _____ °C for (3) ____ min, cool (5) ____ min

Expose image (330) _______ uC/cm
2
 @ 100 keV

pentylacetate (60) _____ sec; MIBK:IPA (1:1) rinse (60) _____  sec; IPA rinse (60) _____ sec, N2 gun

Step 8:  Oxide (+SiN) dry etching [AMS BOSCH] Date: ______________

Bias as low as possible for maximized etch selectivity. CAREFUL: polymer deposition below bias threshold

Mount sample on silicon carrier wafer with thermal conductance oil

Repetitive cycles of (2) ____ min etching, (80)____seconds Ar cooling, total etch time (~20)____ min

C4F8 (50) _____ sccm; He (100) ____ sccm; CH4 (10) ____ sccm; 

Coil power (2500) _____ W; RF power (200) _____ W; DC bias (25)____ V

Pressure (?) _____ ubar, Temperature (0) _____ C, He flow (3.5) _____ sccm

Oxide etch rate ~ 210nm/min, resist etch rate ~ 50nm/min, etch selectivity ~4

O2 Descum for (2) _____ min

O2 (200) ____ sccm; Coil power (1000) ______ W; RF power (0)____W

Unmount sample by immersing carrier wafer in ethanol and gently pushing it off. Ethanol clean

Step 9:  Organics clean Date: ______________

Baker PRS at (80) ___ °C for (10) ____ min

Di rinses (2x), IPA (2x), N2 gun

[Optional] Piranha clean [H2SO4 : H2O2 (3:1)] at (100) ___ °C for (8) ____ min

first pour H2SO4 into beaker, then slowly add H2O2 and stablize to 100°C.

CAREFUL: very exothermic reaction

Di rinses (2x), IPA (2x), N2 gun

Step 10:  DRIE [Estrellas] Date: ______________

Recipe: 500um wafer, 50um features

Mount sample on silicon oxide carrier wafer with thermal conductance oil

Use LF Pulsed mode 

DRIE cycles of (1775) ____ ; total etch time (~69)____ min

Oxide etch rate ~ 7.5um/min, oxide etch rate ~ 40nm/min, etch selectivity ~190

Back to HF mode 

O2 Descum for (15) _____ min

O2 (100) ____ sccm; Coil power (2000) ______ W; RF power (20)____W

Do not exceed platen temperature of 200°C!

Part II: Fabrication of phononic shield
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Step 11:  Organics clean and HF oxide strip Date: ______________

Unmount sample by immersing carrier wafer in ethanol and gently pushing it off. Ethanol clean

Baker PRS at (80) ___ °C for (10) ____ min

Di rinses (2x)

HF (40%) dip for (5)___ sec Oxide etch rates in HF

HF (10%) for (1) ____ min 40% HF: >16um/min

Di rinses (2x) 10% HF: 600nm/min

Make sure that entire oxide is stripped!

Piranha clean [H2SO4 : H2O2 (3:1)] at (100) ___ °C for (8) ____ min

first pour H2SO4 into beaker, then slowly add H2O2 and stablize to 100°C.

CAREFUL: very exothermic reaction

Di rinses (2x), IPA (2x), N2 gun

Step 12:  Critical point drying [LEICA] Date: ______________

DI (2x) → IPA (2x) → (ultra pure IPA)

Recipe "Gaertner"
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Sample Name:    _________________    Date:  ___________________   Version: ____

Step 0:  Sample preparation and cleaning Date: ______________

Si wafer coated with resist for dicing and debris protection (back and front side)

First start to protect the device side, then the less important back side

use any protective photoresist that is easy to remove. 

Bake dicing resist at 100C for 3 min

Cleaving into 10x10 mm samples with resist on top for device layer protection

Step 1: E-beam Lithography (AR-P 6200.13) Date: ______________

Frontside: EB Resist (AR-P 6200.13) _______  spin at (3) _______ krpm for (60) _______ sec; Thickness = 450 nm

Tempering on a hotplate at (150) _____ °C for (3) ____ min, cool (2) ____ min

Backside: EB Resist (AR-P 6200.13) _______  spin at (3) _______ krpm for (60) _______ sec; Thickness = 450 nm

Tempering on a hotplate at (150) _____ °C for (3) ____ min, cool (2) ____ min

Frontside exposure (total baking time of 6min)

Expose image (330) _______ uC/cm
2
 @ 100 keV

PhC design parameters: 

lattice constant, a = 1375nm

hole diameter, d = 1050nm

Development

pentylacetate (60) _____ sec; MIBK:IPA (1:1) rinse (60) _____  sec; IPA rinse (60) _____ sec, N2 gun

Step 2:  SiN dry etching Date: ______________

AMS cryo; recipe: CHF3_IGOR

Etch time:  (3) _____  min for fully opening PhC holes

CHF3 (60) _____ sccm; O2 (6) _____ sccm; Coil power (500) _____ W; RF power (50) _____ W; 

Pressure (0.1) _____ ubar, Temperature (20) _____ C, He flow (0.7) _____ sccm

Etch rate ~ 80nm/min SiN, etch selectivity to CSAR ~ 1:1

Use thermal conductance oil for stable temperature of the sample and clean it off afterwards with ethanol.

Solvent clean + PRS baker at 80C, followed by consecutive DI and IPA rinses

Cross-check: PhC holes should appear white under optical microscope when fully opened.

Step 3:  Organics clean Date: ______________

Baker PRS at (80) ___ °C for (10) ____ min, cool (2) ____ min

Di rinses (2x)

Piranha clean [H2SO4 : H2O2 (3:1)] at (100) ___ °C for (8) ____ min

first pour H2SO4 into beaker, then slowly add H2O2 and stablize to 100°C.

CAREFUL: very exothermic reaction

Di rinses (2x), IPA (2x), N2 gun

Part I: Fabrication of frontside tethered PhC membrane

Double membrane arrays with high-reflectivity SiN membranes

200nm high stress LPCVD silicon nitride on 200um silicon wafer
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Step 4: E-beam Lithography (AR-P 6200.13) Date: ______________

Frontside protection: 

EB Resist (AR-P 6200.13) _______  spin at (3) _______ krpm for (60) _______ sec; Thickness = 450 nm

Tempering on a hotplate at (150) _____ °C for (3) ____ min, cool (2) ____ min

Backside: EB Resist (AR-P 6200.13) _______  spin at (3) _______ krpm for (60) _______ sec; Thickness = 450 nm

Tempering on a hotplate at (150) _____ °C for (3) ____ min, cool (2) ____ min

Backside exposure (total baking time of 3min)

Expose image (330) _______ uC/cm
2
 @ 100 keV

PhC design parameters: (account for differences in baking time)

lattice constant, a = 1378nm

hole diameter, d = 1050nm

Development

pentylacetate (60) _____ sec; MIBK:IPA (1:1) rinse (60) _____  sec; IPA rinse (60) _____ sec, N2 gun

Step 5:  SiN dry etching Date: ______________

AMS cryo; recipe: CHF3_IGOR

Etch time:  (3) _____  min for fully opening PhC holes

CHF3 (60) _____ sccm; O2 (6) _____ sccm; Coil power (500) _____ W; RF power (50) _____ W; 

Pressure (0.1) _____ ubar, Temperature (20) _____ C, He flow (0.7) _____ sccm

Etch rate ~ 80nm/min SiN, etch selectivity to CSAR ~ 1:1

Use thermal conductance oil for stable temperature of the sample and clean it off afterwards with ethanol.

Solvent clean + PRS baker at 80C, followed by consecutive DI and IPA rinses

Cross-check: PhC holes should appear white under optical microscope when fully opened.

Step 6:  Organics clean Date: ______________

Baker PRS at (80) ___ °C for (10) ____ min, cool (2) ____ min

Di rinses (2x)

Piranha clean [H2SO4 : H2O2 (3:1)] at (100) ___ °C for (8) ____ min

first pour H2SO4 into beaker, then slowly add H2O2 and stablize to 100°C.

CAREFUL: very exothermic reaction

Di rinses (2x), IPA (2x), N2 gun

Step 7:  Wet release in 30% KOH Date: ______________

http://lelandstanfordjunior.com/KOHcalcfaq.html

Etch rate in 30% KOH at 75C along (100)-plane: ~60um/hour)

30% KOH at (75) ___ °C for (110) ____ min

Di rinses (2x)

Step 8:  KOH residue clean (IONIC CLEAN) Date: ______________

HCl :  H2O (1:5) for (10) ____ min

removes traces of metals -> potassium ions after KOH etch!

Step 9:  Critical point drying Date: ______________

DI (2x) → IPA (2x) → (ultra pure IPA)

Recipe "Gaertner" in LEICA tool

Part III: Wet release, cleaning and drying

Part II: Fabrication of backside tethered PhC membrane
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Tensile-Stressed InGaP Membranes: Dispersively Coupled III-Vs

DBR with 1 Membrane

Sample Name:    _________________    Date:  ___________________   Version: ____

Step 0:  Sample preparation and cleaning Date: ______________

Handling and storage: protect EPI structure with resist (SiN / SiO2 hard mask deposition before/after)

Cleaving into 10x10 mm samples with resist on top to protect the surface from splinters

Wafer Clean: InP baserd wafers (TU Delft) + solvents

H3PO4 (73 vol. %) : Di = 1 : 10 for (60) _______ sec (optional, still to be tested)

acetone (60) _______ sec;  IPA (60) _______ sec; dry with N2

Microscope surface inspection: CLEAN !! CLEAN !! CLEAN !!

Step 1:  InGaP + AlGaAs Strip Date: ______________

STS ICP tool: Chlorine based etch at elevated temperature : Etch time (45) _______ sec

No need of heat conducting grease

Etch gas chemistry: Cl2 (4.5) _____ sccm / N2 (4.5) _____ sccm / Ar (21) _____ sccm

Pressure (2) ____ mTorr; Temp. (190) _____ °C

ICP power (800) _____ W; RF power (50) _____ W -> bias voltage (300) _____ V

Etch rates: EPI ~ 400 nm/min; SiN ~ 25 nm/min => Selectivity ~ 16 (depends on feature size)

DI rinse immediately after chlorine based etches for (5) _____ min

AlGaAs strip with 1% HF solution (maybe heated for better solubility of Al byproducts)

~ 50:1 DI:48% HF (total of ~ 15sec) __________ sec (gently moving sample)

Dip in and out vertically / up side down.

Rinse in heated DI (2x) at (80) _____ °C  for (5) _____ min [softmask paper: 10 min cold DI rinse]

Nitrogen blow drying

Cleaning off HF by-products / salts: AlF3, Al(OH)3, … with KOH

[optional if needed] 30% H2O2 for (60) ______ sec[side effects: oxidizing organics and 1nm GaAs layer]

Rinse in DI water for (60) _____ sec

[optional] Rinse in methanol / ethanol for (60) _____ sec for decrystallization of Aluminium hydroxid crystals

30% KOH [200g in 466ml DI] (150) ______ sec [thorough clean of Al(OH)3 residues + de-oxidation]

Rinse in heated DI (2x) at (80) _____ °C  for (5) _____ min

Solvent rinse in IPA

Step 2: Hard mask deposition and Ebeam Lithography (EBL) Date: ______________

PECVD I: silicon nitride thickness (98) _______ nm for (7) _______ min in total

Standard recipe: PECVD Nitride HQual - grow rate ~ 12.8nm/min [14 nm/min stated]

Consistency check: Nitride thickness of _____ nm (100 nm) should give a _________ colour (blue)

[optional] split into two PECVD runs to reduce probability of pin holes in the mask structure

EBL: Transfer of membrane pattern into hard mask

Resist Coating:  AR-P 6200.09 (CSAR 62); Thickness = (200) ______ nm

EB Resist (AR-P 6200.09) _______  spin at (3) _______ krpm for (60) _______ sec; Thickness = 200 nm

Tempering on a hotplate at (150) _____ °C for (3) ____ min, cool (5) ____ min

Expose image (310) _______ uC/cm2 @ 100 keV

pentylacetate (60) _____ sec; MIBK:IPA rinse (60) _____  sec; IPA rinse (60) _____ sec, N2 gun

Step 3: Dry etching ( + laser monitor for etch control) Date: ______________

RIE F2 tool: Fluorine based etch chemistry with end point detection

Optional: O2 descum for (10) _____ sec [cleaning openings from resist residues]

O2 (20) _____ sccm; RF power (25) _____ W; Pressure (50) _____ ubar

Etch gas chemistry: Etch time (12) _______ min for (200) ______ nm

CHF3 (50) _____ sccm; RF power (25) _____ W; Pressure (open valve ~8.4) _____ ubar
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Etch rates: SiN ~ 18.8 nm/min; Resist ~  5.5 nm/min; Selectivity ~ 3.4

Resist strip: Etch time (120) _______ sec

O2 (20) _____ sccm; RF power (25) _____ W; Pressure (50) _____ ubar

Etch rate ~ 70nm/min

STS ICP tool: Chlorine based etch at elevated temperature : Etch time (60) _______ sec

Use heat conducting grease and seasoning of etch chamber for 5 min

Etch gas chemistry: Cl2 (7) _____ sccm / N2 (2) _____ sccm / Ar (21) _____ sccm

Pressure (2) ____ mTorr; Temp. (190) _____ °C

ICP power (800) _____ W; RF power (50) _____ W -> bias voltage (300) _____ V

Etch rates: EPI ~ 450 nm/min; SiN ~ 25 nm/min => Selectivity ~ 18 (depends on feature size)

Clean substrate from conducting grease with ethanol by gently wiping it off with a swipe and thorough rinsing

DI rinse immediately after chlorine based etches for (5) _____ min

Step 4:  Wet etch processing and Critical Point Drying (CPD) Date: ______________

[Optional] Hard mask strip (see process modifications)

RIE F2 tool: Fluorine based etch chemistry: Etch time (3) _______ min

Etch gas chemistry: CHF3 (50) _____ sccm / CF4 (50) _____ sccm

RF power (25) _____ W -> bias voltage (-405) ______ V; Pressure (open valve ~ 8.3) _____ ubar

Etch rates: SiN ~ 18.8 nm/min; Resist ~  5.5 nm/min; Selectivity ~ 3.4

Organic residue clean and hydrophilic suface preparation: Etch time (60) _______ sec

O2 (20) _____ sccm; RF power (25) _____ W; Pressure (50) _____ ubar

Etch rate ~ 180nm/min

Surface preparation right before wet processing!

Sacraficial Layer Removal I [Selective AlGaAs etch]: Etch rate dependence on high and low stress!

1% HF solution: (800ml:17ml - DI:48% HF)  _______ min for _______ um membrane dimensions

rinse in heated DI at (80) _____ °C for (5) ______ min; (2x)

Sacraficial Layer Removal II [Non-Selective AlGaAs and GaAs]

H3PO4:H2O2:DI (1:5:15): etch rate ~ 1.4 um/min

Cleaning of by-products / salts from HF etch and 1nm GaAs layer removal by digital etching

30% KOH [200g in 466ml DI] (140) ______ sec

pure H2O2 for (30) ______ sec

Rinse in DI (2x) water for (3) _____ min

30% KOH [200g in 466ml DI] (140) ______ sec

Hot DI rinse (2x) at (80) _____ °C for (5) _____ min

Critical Point Dryer: DI (2x) → IPA (2x) → (ultra pure IPA)

Step 5: SiN deposition (AR coating) [for the sake of completeness, TBD] Date: ______________

PECVD I: target silicon nitride thickness (xxx) _______ nm for (xxx) _______ min in total

Standard recipe: LS Nitride - grow rate ~ 14 nm/min

Consistency check: Nitride thickness of _____ nm (100 nm) should give a _________ colour (blue….)

Considerations: 

1) Protect SiN backside AR coating with Germanium (H2O2 or XeF2 works for stripping)

2) Protect SiN backside AR coating with Silicon (removal with XeF2 or SF6)

Advantageous, since in gas phase so no plasma needed and AlGaAs might be passivated



D
I I I - V WA F E R D E S I G N S

Here, I present the designed wafers used to study single membranes
and double-membrane arrays monolithically integrated on top of a
DBR. The epitaxial wafer structures presented here were used in Chap-
ter 6 with the ultimate goal of reaching enhanced coupling strength
and measurement rates for a multi-element optomechanical system
with respect to the single membrane case. The designs incorporate
a high-reflectivity distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) with a transmis-
sion in the few ppm range, consisting of 41.5 periods of quarter-wave
(Al)GaAs layers (marked in light blue). Device layers are color-coded
in purple, sacrificial layers in green and dark blue. Additionally, the
refractive index of each material layer is given for room and cryogenic
temperatures.

Deviating from the simulated cavity configuration, we opted for
thinner sacrificial layers of only λ for the bottom and λ/4 for the
upper sacrificial layer, respectively. In addition, a 1 nm thick GaAs
is added as a cap layer in order to ensure high quality film growth
for the InGaP membranes. It shall further be noted that we initially
aimed for single-sided operation in our cavity where we detect the
cavity-interacted light in reflection. We therefore designed the DBR

of very low transmittance of nominally only 4 ppm on the order of
scattering and absorption.

Presented here are the designs for two epitaxial wafers of the first
generation for both low and high strain InGaP device layers, only
differing in the In content of 47 % and 41 %, respectively.
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41.5 period GaAs/AlGaAs DBR with double InGaP membrane

V2: Low Strain Membrane, optimized for LT performance @ 1064.5 nm

layer # repeat

Al 

content

In 

content description

thickness 

(nm)

index 

(300 K)

index 

(~10K) comments

0 1 0.00 -- GaAs substrate tbd 3.48041 3.41729

1 1 0.00 -- GaAs Buffer layer -- 3.48041 3.41729

2 1 0.92 -- AlGaAs 272 2.97717 2.944 etch stop

3 1 0.00 -- GaAs 78.0 3.48041 3.41729 quarter wave

4 41 0.92 -- AlGaAs 90.6 2.97717 2.944 DBR layers

5 0.00 -- GaAs 78.0 3.48041 3.41729 --

6 1 0.92 -- AlGaAs 1065.3 2.97717 2.944 sacrificial layer

7 1 0.00 -- GaAs 1.0 3.48041 3.41729 GaAs cap

8 1 -- 0.47 InGaP 85.5 3.2196 3.1134 membrane

9 1 0.00 -- GaAs 1.0 3.48041 3.41729 GaAs cap

10 1 0.92 -- AlGaAs 264.6 2.97717 2.944 sacrificial layer

11 1 0.00 -- GaAs 1.0 3.48041 3.41729 GaAs cap

12 1 -- 0.47 InGaP 85.5 3.2196 3.1134 membrane

13 1 0.00 -- GaAs 1.0 3.48041 3.41729 GaAs cap

Total thick. (w/o) 

buffer 8767.5 nanometers

Requirements:

1) Please maintain thickness error to below 0.5%, particularly for InGaP and AlGaAs sacrificial layers

2) all layers UID, ideal background doping below 10^15 cm^3

3) RMS roughness below 2 Ang (for an AFM scan window of 10 µm x 10 µm)

4) composition control - ideally within 1%



41.5 period GaAs/AlGaAs DBR with double InGaP membrane

V1: High Strain Membrane, optimized for LT performance @ 1064.5 nm

layer # repeat

Al 

content In content description

thickness 

(nm)

index 

(300 K)

index 

(~10K) comments

0 1 0.00 -- GaAs substrate tbd 3.48041 3.41729

1 1 0.00 -- GaAs Buffer layer -- 3.48041 3.41729

2 1 0.92 -- AlGaAs 272 2.97717 2.944 etch stop

3 1 0.00 -- GaAs 78.0 3.48041 3.41729 quarter wave

4 41 0.92 -- AlGaAs 90.6 2.97717 2.944 DBR layers

5 0.00 -- GaAs 78.0 3.48041 3.41729 --

6 1 0.92 -- AlGaAs 1065.3 2.97717 2.944 sacrificial layer

7 1 0.00 -- GaAs 1.0 3.48041 3.41729 GaAs cap

8 1 -- 0.41 InGaP 85.9 3.2078 3.1002 membrane

9 1 0.00 -- GaAs 1.0 3.48041 3.41729 GaAs cap

10 1 0.92 -- AlGaAs 264.6 2.97717 2.944 sacrificial layer

11 1 0.00 -- GaAs 1.0 3.48041 3.41729 GaAs cap

12 1 -- 0.41 InGaP 85.9 3.2078 3.1002 membrane

13 1 0.00 -- GaAs 1.0 3.48041 3.41729 GaAs cap

Total thick. (w/o) 

buffer 8768.3 nanometers

Requirements:

1) Please maintain thickness error to below 0.5%, particularly for InGaP and AlGaAs sacrificial layers

2) all layers UID, ideal background doping below 10^15 cm^3

3) RMS roughness below 2 Ang (for an AFM scan window of 10 µm x 10 µm)

4) composition control - ideally within 1%
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